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1Preface
Process algebra, or process theory, constitutes an attempt to reason about ‘be-
haviours of systems’ in a mathematical framework. Starting from a syntax, each
syntactic object is supplied with some kind of behaviour, and a semantic equivalence
says which behaviours are to be identified. Three well-known semantic equivalences
are trace equivalence, strong bisimulation and branching bisimulation. Process alge-
bra expresses such equivalences in axioms, or equational laws. We require that a set
of axioms is sound (i.e. if two behaviours can be equated, then they are semantically
equivalent), and we desire that it is complete (i.e. if two behaviours are semantically
equivalent, then they can be equated).
Process algebra can be applied to prove correctness of system behaviour. It en-
ables to express (un)desirable properties of the behaviour of a system in an abstract
way, and to deduce by mathematical manipulations whether or not the behaviour
satisfies such a property.
Process algebra has links with a surprising number of other fields in theoretical
computer science, such as term rewriting, abstract data types, formal languages,
operational semantics, dynamic logic and modal logic. This thesis shows clear signs
of such connections: Chapters 2 and 3 consider an operator from formal languages,
and make heavy use of term rewriting, Chapter 4 deals with a format in operational
semantics, and Chapter 5 generalizes a folk result from logic programming to infinite
sets.
The diversity of topics in this thesis is caused by my main scientific interest,
which is trying to solve open questions. This characteristic has the virtue that the
problems that are solved in this thesis are in general of a complicated nature, but it
has the drawback that the introductions of the chapters do not excel in providing a
deep motivation for these problems.
The contents of this thesis can be divided into three distinct parts, namely clocks,
trees and stars. Actually, the only obvious link between these three parts is that they
are in the realm of process algebra. The title of the thesis reflects the chronological
order in which the papers on these topics have been produced. In the thesis itself
this order has been reversed.
The chapters in this thesis are self-contained, so that they can be read separately.
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In such a set-up, repetition of basic definitions is hard to avoid. Especially the last
three chapters contain quite some overlap in their preliminaries.
Stars
During the early days of computer science, about forty years ago, Kleene introduced
a binary operator x∗y, called iteration or Kleene star. It describes the behaviour of
the program while b do x od ; y, that is, x∗y can choose to execute either x, after
which it evolves into x∗y again, or y, after which it terminates. Two years later,
a unary version x∗ of iteration was proposed, which has been studied extensively
ever since. In 1964, Redko proved that there does not exist a complete finite set of
(unconditional) axioms for unary iteration with respect to trace equivalence.
One and a half year ago, Bergstra, Bethke and Ponse proposed eight axioms
for Basic Process Algebra (BPA) extended with the binary Kleene star; the five
standard axioms from BPA together with three extra axioms for iteration.
x · x∗y + y = x∗y
x∗y · z = x∗(yz)
x∗(y · (x+ y)∗z + z) = (x+ y)∗z
They conjectured that these axioms are complete with respect to strong bisimulation
(in the absence of the constants ‘empty process’ and ‘deadlock’). Chapter 3 contains
a proof of this conjecture.
The usual strategy for proving such a completeness result is to produce a Term
Rewriting System (TRS) from the axioms as follows.
1. Turn the axioms s = t into rewrite rules s→ t.
2. Add extra rewrite rules in order to make the TRS weakly confluent, which
means that if there are one-step reductions from a term p to terms p′ and p′′,
then both p′ and p′′ can be reduced to a term q.
3. Check that the resulting TRS is terminating, which means that there are no
infinite reductions.
Then Newman’s Lemma ensures that each term reduces to a unique normal form,
which does not reduce any further. The last step in the completeness proof is to
show that normal forms with equivalent behaviour are syntactically the same.
In this case, the extra rewrite rules that are needed in order to make the TRS
weakly confluent are very complicated. As a consequence, it became a major problem
to prove termination. Luckily, this property could be deduced by means of semantic
labelling, a technique for proving termination which has been developed by Hans
Zantema quite recently. Finally, a hairy proof showed that strongly bisimilar normal
forms are indeed syntactically the same (modulo AC).
With this result at hand, it turned out to be quite easy to come up with a
complete set of axioms for prefix iteration a∗x, where the left argument is restricted
3to atomic actions. Moreover, the constant deadlock could be added to this syntax
without severe complications. In Chapter 2 it is proved that basic CCS extended
with prefix iteration is axiomatized completely by the four standard axioms for basic
CCS together with two extra axioms for prefix iteration.
a · a∗x+ x = a∗x
a∗(a∗x) = a∗x
The completeness proof for prefix iteration in Chapter 2 is in fact a highly simplified
version of the completeness proof for iteration, and it makes a perfect introduction
before reading Chapter 3.
Trees
In order to describe a semantic equivalence by means of axioms, it is essential that
such an equivalence is a congruence. This means that if pi and qi are equivalent
behaviours for i = 1, ..., n, and if f is a function with n arguments, then f(p1, ..., pn)
and f(q1, ..., qn) are equivalent behaviours. Unfortunately, proofs of such congruence
properties are invariantly long, technical and boring. Therefore, until recently, such
congruence proofs were usually skipped, either with the claim ‘trivial’ or with the
one-liner ‘left to the reader’.
A popular way to supply terms with behaviour is by means of transition rules
a` la Plotkin. De Simone was the first to define a format for transition rules which
ensures that behaviour defined by rules in this format is always a congruence for
strong bisimulation. This format was generalized by Groote and Vaandrager to the
so-called tyft/tyxt format. They proved that behaviours generated by well-founded
tyft/tyxt rules are always a congruence for strong bisimulation. They showed that
all the syntactic restrictions of the tyft/tyxt format are essential for this congruence
result, but it was unclear whether the well-foundedness restriction is vital. This
restriction was needed in the proof, but no counter-examples were found to show
that the congruence theorem breaks down without it.
Chapter 4 provides the answer to this open question, namely, it shows that the
well-foundedness restriction can be omitted. This follows from a stronger result,
which says that for each collection of transitions rules in tyft/tyxt format, there is
an equivalent collection of transition rules in the more restrictive tree format. Tree
rules are well-founded, so the congruence theorem of Groote and Vaandrager applies
to this format.
A key lemma in the proof that tyft/tyxt reduces to tree turned out to be a weaker
version of a well-known result in unification theory. This result uses the following
definitions:
1. A substitution σ is idempotent if σσ = σ.
2. A substitution σ is a unifier of a collection E of equations if (s)σ = (t)σ for
all equations s = t in E.
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3. A unifier Θ of E is called most general if each unifier of E is of the form Θσ
for some substitution σ.
A classical theorem says that if a finite set of equations allows a unifier, then it
allows an idempotent most general unifier. The lemma in Chapter 4 however also
applies to infinite sets of equations. This led to the generalization of this unification
theorem to infinite sets, which is presented in Chapter 5.
Clocks
Each field of science is familiar with the phenomenon fashion. Suddenly, a certain
special topic A becomes a main point of interest, many scientists express their own
views on A, conferences are dedicated to A, journals are flooded by papers on A.
At the time of my appointment at the CWI, time clearly was the fashion in process
algebra. While reasoning about behaviours, time often is a crucial and complicating
factor. Hence, many process algebras were extended with some notion of time.
Jos Baeten and Jan Bergstra defined an extension of the Algebra of Commu-
nicating Processes (ACP) with real time. They introduced the advanced notion of
integration, which allows to express time dependencies, i.e. the behaviour of a pro-
cess may depend on the moment in time when some previous action was executed.
Steven Klusener introduced quite a number of new concepts for this algebra, such
as prefix integration and conditional terms, and he defined an axiomatization for
conditional terms. According to my job description, I started to work in the algebra
ACPρI that was proposed by Steven.
My first feat, which is presented in Chapter 7, was to show that strong bisim-
ulation equivalence for ACPρI is decidable, i.e. for each pair of terms in ACPρI it
can be decided whether or not they are bisimilar. The decision algorithm is based
on Steven’s axiomatization for conditional terms.
In Chapter 6 it is investigated whether the merge ‖ can be eliminated from
regular processes in ACPρI with recursion, which means that for each pair of regular
processes p and q, their merge p‖q is regular too. This natural question leads to a
remarkable result, namely, the answer is ‘no’ for the full algebra of regular processes,
but it is ‘yes’ for a certain subalgebra. That is, for each pair of processes in this
algebra, their merge is bisimilar to a process in this algebra. This subclass is very
specific, because if it is enlarged or restricted in any obvious way, then the elimination
result is lost. The discovered algebra is equal to the class of timed automata of Alur
and Dill, which is a popular extension of automata with time.
Steven defined branching bisimulation in the presence of time. Chapter 8 presents
a complete axiomatization for Basic Process Algebra extended with the constant
‘silent step’, denoted by τ , and deadlock and recursion and time, but without inte-
gration, modulo branching bisimulation. It turns out that it is much easier to deal
with the silent step together with recursion in the presence of time. Namely, the
untimed recursive equation X = τ ·X has infinitely many solutions τ · p, while its
timed variant allows only one solution.
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2A Complete Equational
Axiomatization for Prefix Iteration
Wan Fokkink
Prefix iteration a∗x is added to Minimal Process Algebra (MPAδ), which is
a subalgebra of BPAδ equivalent to Milner’s basic CCS. We present a finite
equational axiomatization for MPA∗δ , and prove that this axiomatization is
complete with respect to strong bisimulation equivalence. To obtain this
result, we set up a term rewriting system, based on the axioms, and show
that bisimilar terms have the same normal form.
2.1 Introduction
Kleene [5] defined a binary operator ∗ in the context of finite automata, called
Kleene star or iteration. Intuitively, the expression p∗q yields a solution for the
recursive equation X = p ·X + q. In other words, p∗q can choose to execute either
p, after which it evolves into p∗q again, or q, after which it terminates.
Milner [9] studied the unary version p∗ of the Kleene star in the setting of (strong)
bisimulation equivalence, and raised the question whether there exists a complete
axiomatization for it. Bergstra, Bethke and Ponse [1] incorporated the binary Kleene
star in Basic Process Algebra (BPA) [2], and they suggested three equational axioms
for iteration. In Chapter 3 it is proved that these three axioms, together with the
five standard axioms for BPA, are a complete axiomatization for BPA∗ modulo
bisimulation.
In this chapter, we add the deadlock δ to the syntax. Sewell [12] proved that
there does not exist a complete finite equational axiomatization for BPA∗δ . In order
to prove a completeness result, nevertheless, we restrict the binary sequential com-
position x · y to its unary prefix version a · x, to obtain Minimal Process Algebra
MPAδ, equivalent to basic CCS [8]. Likewise, we add prefix iteration a
∗x to the
syntax, resulting in the algebra MPA∗δ . This algebra is less expressive than BPA
∗
δ .
For instance, it cannot express a simple process such as (a + b)∗c. On the other
7
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x
a−→ x′
x+ y
a−→ x′ a←− y + x
a · x a−→ x
a∗x
a−→ a∗x x
b−→ x′
a∗x
b−→ x′
Table 2.1: Action rules for MPA∗δ
hand, it contains processes which can be expressed neither in BPA∗ nor in BPAδ,
such as a∗δ.
We propose two simple equational axioms for iteration, which are actually in-
stantiations of the first and the third axiom for the binary Kleene star. We prove
that these two axioms, together with the four standard axioms of MPAδ, are a com-
plete axiomatization for MPA∗δ with respect to bisimulation. The proof consists of
producing a term rewriting system from the axioms, and showing that bisimilar nor-
mal forms are equal modulo AC. This method yields an algorithm to decide whether
or not two terms are bisimilar.
Acknowledgements. Jan Bergstra initiated this research, and Jos van Wamel
provided helpful comments.
2.2 Minimal Process Algebra with Iteration
We assume an alphabet A of atomic actions. The signature of the algebra MPA∗δ(A),
or MPA∗δ for short, consists of a constant δ, which represents deadlock, together with
the binary alternative composition x+y, and the unary prefix sequential composition
a ·x and prefix iteration a∗x, for a ∈ A. Table 2.1 presents an operational semantics
for MPA∗δ in Plotkin style [11]. Prefix iteration a
∗x can choose to execute either a,
after which it evolves into a∗x again, or x.
Our model for MPA∗δ consists of all the closed terms that can be constructed from
deadlock and the three operators. That is, the BNF grammar for the collection of
process terms is as follows, where a ∈ A:
p ::= δ | p+ p | a · p | a∗p.
As binding convention, ∗ binds stronger than ·, which in turn binds stronger than
+.
Process terms are considered modulo (strong) bisimulation equivalence [10]. In-
tuitively, two process terms are bisimilar if they have the same branching structure.
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A1 x+ y = y + x
A2 (x+ y) + z = x+ (y + z)
A3 x+ x = x
A6 x+ δ = x
MI1 a · a∗x+ x = a∗x
MI3 a∗(a∗x) = a∗x
Table 2.2: Axioms for MPA∗δ
Definition 2.1 Two processes p0 and q0 are called bisimilar, denoted by p0 ↔ q0,
if there exists a symmetric relation B on processes such that p0Bq0, and if p a−→ p′
and pBq, then there is a transition q a−→ q′ with p′Bq′.
The action rules in Table 2.1 are in the tyft/tyxt format of Groote and Vaandrager
[4]. Hence, bisimulation equivalence is a congruence with respect to all the operators,
i.e. if p ↔ p′ and q ↔ q′, then p + q ↔ p′ + q′ and a · p ↔ a · p′ and a∗p ↔ a∗p′.
See [4] for the definition of the tyft/tyxt format, and for a proof of this congruence
result. (This proof uses the extra assumption that the rules are well-founded. In
Chapter 4 it is shown that this requirement can be dropped.)
Furthermore, the three rules for MPAδ are pure, and the two rules for iteration
incorporate the Kleene star in the left-hand side of their conclusions. Hence, MPA∗δ
is an operationally conservative extension of MPAδ, i.e. the action rules for iteration
do not influence the transition systems of MPAδ terms. See [4] for the definitions,
and for a proof of this conservativity result.
Table 2.2 contains an axiom system for MPA∗δ , which consists of the four axioms
from MPAδ together with two axioms for iteration. In the sequel, p = q will mean
that the equality can be derived from these axioms. The axiomatization for MPA∗δ
is sound with respect to bisimulation equivalence, i.e. if p = q then p ↔ q. Since
bisimulation is a congruence, this can be verified by checking soundness for each
axiom separately, which is left to the reader. In this chapter it is proved that the
axiomatization is complete with respect to bisimulation, i.e. if p ↔ q then p = q.
2.3 A Term Rewriting System
Our aim is to prove that the axioms in Table 2.2 are complete for our model of
MPA∗δ modulo bisimulation. A standard scheme for such a proof is to set up a Term
Rewriting System (TRS) from the axioms as follows.
1. Turn the axioms into rewrite rules.
2. Apply the Knuth-Bendix completion algorithm [7], which yields extra rewrite
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rules to make the TRS weakly confluent. That is, if a term p has one-step
reductions p′ and p′′, then both terms can be reduced to a term q.
3. Check that the resulting TRS is terminating, which means that there are no
infinite reductions.
If a TRS is weakly confluent and terminating, then Newman’s Lemma says that it
reduces each term to a unique normal form, which does not reduce any further. The
construction of the TRS ensures that all its rules can be deduced from the axioms.
The final step in the completeness proof is to show that bisimilar normal forms are
syntactically equal.
See [3, 6] for an overview of the field of term rewriting.
2.3.1 Proper iteration
We want to define a TRS for process terms that reduces bisimilar terms to the same
normal form. However, it is not so easy to construct such a TRS for MPA∗δ . Namely,
the terms a∗x+ x and a∗x are bisimilar, so they should reduce to the same normal
form. A rule a∗x −→ a∗x+ x does not terminate, so we need the rule
a∗x+ x −→ a∗x.
This rule is not yet sufficient, because it does not deal with the case a∗(b∗x) +
x ↔ a∗(b∗x). Hence, for this case we must introduce an extra rewrite rule. But this
rule does not cover the case a∗(b∗(c∗x))+x↔ a∗(b∗(c∗x)), etc. So in order to obtain
unique normal forms modulo bisimulation for MPA∗δ , apparently we need an infinite
number of rewrite rules.
To avoid this complication, we replace iteration by an equivalent operator a⊕
x, called proper prefix iteration, which represents the behaviour of a · a∗x.1 The
operational semantics and the axiomatization for proper iteration are given in Table
2.3. They are obtained from the action rules and axioms for MPA∗δ , using the
equivalences a∗x ↔ a⊕x+ x and a⊕x ↔ a · a∗x. Note that
MPA∗δ + (a
⊕x = a · a∗x) ` PMI1, 3,
MPA⊕δ + (a
∗x = a⊕x+ x) ` MI1, 3.
So we find that the axiomatization in Table 2.3 is complete for MPA⊕δ if and only if
the axiomatization in Table 2.2 is complete for MPA∗δ .
2.3.2 The TRS for MPA⊕δ
We want to find a TRS for MPA⊕δ that reduces bisimilar terms to the same normal
form. In particular, the TRS should be terminating. Axioms A1,2 obstruct this
property, so from now on process terms are considered modulo AC (that is, modulo
1The standard notation for this construct would be a+x, but we want to avoid ambiguous use
of the +.
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a⊕x
a−→ a⊕x+ x
PMI1 a · (a⊕x+ x) = a⊕x
PMI3 a⊕(a⊕x+ x) = a⊕x
Table 2.3: Semantics and axioms for proper iteration
1. x+ x −→ x
2. x+ δ −→ x
3. a · (a⊕x+ x) −→ a⊕x
4. a⊕(a⊕x+ x) −→ a⊕x
5. a · (a⊕δ) −→ a⊕δ
6. a⊕(a⊕δ) −→ a⊕δ
Table 2.4: Rewrite rules for MPA⊕δ
associativity and commutativity of the +). This equivalence is denoted by p =AC q,
and we say that p and q are of the same form.
Table 2.4 contains a TRS for MPA⊕δ , which is obtained in two steps. First, axioms
A3,6 and MI1,3 are turned into rewrite rules, aiming from left to right. Next, the
Knuth-Bendix completion algorithm is applied, which yields Rules 5 and 6. The
resulting TRS in Table 2.4 is weakly confluent, and all its rules can be deduced from
the axioms for MPA⊕δ . Furthermore, in each rule the term at the left-hand side
contains more symbols than the term at the right-hand side, so clearly the TRS is
terminating. Thus, Newman’s Lemma ensures that the TRS reduces each term to
a unique normal form, modulo AC.
2.4 Normal Forms Decide Bisimilarity
We have developed a TRS for MPA⊕δ that reduces terms to a unique normal form.
Its rules can all be deduced from the axioms of MPA⊕δ . Therefore, all the rules are
sound with respect to bisimulation equivalence, so each term is bisimilar with its
normal form. Hence, in order to determine completeness of the axiomatization for
MPA⊕δ with respect to bisimulation, it is sufficient to prove that if two normal forms
are bisimilar, then they are equal modulo AC.
The proof of the completeness theorem is in fact a simplified version of the
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completeness proof in Chapter 3, with some minor extra cases to deal with deadlock.
We apply induction on the following weight function on terms:
g(δ) = 0
g(p+ q) = max{g(p), g(q)}
g(a · p) = g(p) + 1
g(a⊕p) = g(p) + 1.
Clearly, each process term p is a sum of terms of the form δ and a · q and a⊕q,
which are called the summands of p.
Theorem 2.2 If two normal forms p and q are bisimilar, then p =AC q.
Proof. We apply induction on g(p) + g(q). If g(p) + g(q) = 0, then both p and q
must be sums of δ. Since p and q are normal forms, Rule 1 ensures that both p and
q are of the form δ, so p =AC q.
Now assume that we have already proved the theorem for bisimilar normal forms
p and q with g(p) + g(q) < n, for some n ≥ 1. We prove it for g(p) + g(q) = n,
by showing that the separate bisimilar summands of p and q are of the same form.
Since g(p)+g(q) > 0, clearly p and q are not bisimilar to δ. Then Rule 2 ensures that
they do not contain any summands δ. This leaves the following three possibilities.
1. First, suppose that summands a · r of p and a · s of q are bisimilar, so r ↔ s.
Since g(r) + g(s) < n, the induction hypothesis yields r =AC s.
2. Next, let summands a · r and a⊕s be bisimilar, so r ↔ a⊕s + s. We deduce a
contradiction.
If s 6=AC δ, then a⊕s+ s is a normal form, because we cannot apply Rule 1 or
2 to a⊕s+ s, and a⊕s and s are normal forms. Moreover, g(r)+g(a⊕s+ s) < n,
so the induction hypothesis yields r =AC a
⊕s + s. Then we can apply Rule 3
to a · r =AC a · (a⊕s+ s), so a · r is not a normal form. Contradiction.
If s =AC δ, then r↔ a⊕δ, and g(r)+g(a⊕δ) < n, so induction yields r =AC a⊕δ.
Then we can apply Rule 5 to a · r =AC a · (a⊕δ). Again, contradiction.
3. Finally, assume that summands a⊕r and a⊕s are bisimilar, so a⊕r+r↔ a⊕s+s.
We prove r =AC s.
If r and s do not contain summands that are bisimilar with a ⊕ s and a⊕ r
respectively, then a⊕r + r ↔ a⊕s + s implies r ↔ s. Since g(r) + g(s) < n,
induction yields r =AC s, and we are done.
So suppose that either r contains a summand bisimilar to a⊕s, or s contains a
summand bisimilar to a⊕r. We deduce a contradiction.
By symmetry, it is sufficient to deduce a contradiction for the first case only,
where r contains a summand bisimilar to a ⊕ s. Induction yields that this
summand of r is of the form a⊕s. According to Rule 1, r can contain only one
subterm of the form a⊕s. Hence, either r =AC a
⊕s, or r =AC a
⊕s + r′ where
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the summands of r′ are not bisimilar to a⊕s. Then a⊕r + r ↔ a⊕s+ s implies
that the summands of r′ are bisimilar to summands of s.
The term s does not contain any summands bisimilar to a⊕ s or a⊕ r. For
else, induction would yield that this summand is of the form a ⊕ s or a ⊕ r
respectively, which would imply that s contains more symbols than s or r
respectively. However, clearly s cannot contain more symbols than itself, and
since r has a summand a⊕s, it follows that r contains more symbols than s.
Recall that r is either of the form a⊕s+ r′ or a⊕s, and if r′ occurs, then all its
summands are bisimilar to summands of s. Conversely, since a⊕r+r↔ a⊕s+s,
and since the summands of s are not bisimilar to a⊕s or a⊕r, it follows that
they must all be bisimilar to summands of r′, or to δ. Hence, either s ↔ r′ if
r′ occurs, or s ↔ δ otherwise. We distinguish the two possibilities.
- r =AC a
⊕s + r′ and s ↔ r′. Then induction implies s =AC r′, so we can
apply Rule 4 to a⊕r =AC a
⊕(a⊕s+ s). Contradiction.
- r =AC a
⊕s and s ↔ δ. Then induction implies s =AC δ, so we can apply
Rule 6 to a⊕r =AC a
⊕(a⊕δ). Again, contradiction.
Hence, we may conclude that p and q contain exactly the same summands. Rule 1
ensures that both p and q contain each summand only once, so p =AC q. 2
Corollary 2.3 The axiomatization A1,2,3,6 + MI1,3 for MPA∗δ is complete with
respect to bisimulation equivalence.
Proof. If two terms in MPA⊕δ are bisimilar, then according to Theorem 2.2 their
normal forms are of the same form. Since all the rewrite rules can be deduced from
A1,2,3,6 + PMI1,3, it follows that this is a complete axiom system for MPA⊕δ . Then
A1,2,3,6 + MI1,3 is a complete axiomatization for MPA∗δ . 2
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3Basic Process Algebra with Iteration:
Completeness of its Equational Axioms
Wan Fokkink & Hans Zantema
Bergstra, Bethke and Ponse proposed an axiomatization for Basic Process
Algebra extended with (binary) iteration. In this chapter, we prove that this
axiomatization is complete with respect to strong bisimulation equivalence.
To obtain this result, we set up a term rewriting system, based on the axioms,
and prove that this term rewriting system is terminating, and that bisimilar
normal forms are equal modulo AC.
3.1 Introduction
Kleene [7] defined a binary operator x∗y in the context of finite automata, which
denotes the iterate of x and y. Intuitively, the expression x∗y can choose to execute
either x, after which it evolves into x∗y again, or y, after which it terminates.
Kleene formulated some algebraic laws for this operator, notably (in our notation)
x∗y = x · x∗y + y. Copi, Elgot and Wright [6] proposed a simplification of Kleene’s
setting, e.g. they defined a unary version of the Kleene star in the presence of an
empty word. The unary Kleene star has been studied extensively ever since.
Redko [12] (see also [5]) proved for the unary Kleene star that a complete finite
axiomatization for language equality does not exist. Salomaa [13] presented a com-
plete finite axiomatization which incorporates one conditional axiom, namely (in
our notation) x = y ·x+z implies x = y∗z if y does not incorporate the empty word.
According to Kozen [8] this last property is not algebraic, in the sense that it is
not preserved under substitution of terms for actions. He proposed two alternative
conditional axioms which do not have this drawback. These axioms however are not
sound in the setting of (strong) bisimulation equivalence.1
1For example, one of Kozen’s axioms is x + y · x + z = x =⇒ x + y∗z = x, which induces
(a+ b)∗c+ a∗c = (a+ b)∗c.
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Milner [9] studied the Kleene star in the setting of bisimulation equivalence, and
raised the question whether there exists a complete axiomatization for it. Bergstra,
Bethke and Ponse [3] incorporated the binary Kleene star in Basic Process Algebra
(BPA). They suggested three axioms BKS1-3 for BPA∗, where axiom BKS1 is the
defining axiom from Kleene, while their most advanced axiom BKS3 originates from
Troeger [15]:
x∗(y · (x+ y)∗z + z) = (x+ y)∗z
In this chapter we prove that BKS1-3, together with the five standard axioms
for BPA, form a complete axiomatization for BPA∗ with respect to bisimulation
equivalence. For this purpose, we will replace iteration by proper iteration x⊕ y.
This construct executes x at least one time, or in other words, x⊕y is equivalent
to x · x∗y. The axioms BKS1-3 are adapted to this new setting, and we will define
a term rewriting system based on the axioms of BPA⊕. Deducing termination of
this TRS is a key step in the completeness proof; we will apply the strategy of
semantic labelling from one of the authors [17]. Finally, we will show that bisimilar
normal forms are syntactically equal modulo AC. These results together imply that
the axiomatization for BPA∗ is complete with respect to bisimulation equivalence.
Moreover, the applied method yields an efficient algorithm to decide whether or not
two terms are bisimilar.
Sewell [14] proved that if the deadlock δ is added to BPA∗, then a complete finite
equational axiomatization does not exist. In Chapter 2 it is shown that if sequential
composition and iteration are replaced by their prefix counterparts, then six simple
equational axioms are complete for this algebra.
Acknowledgements. Jan Bergstra is thanked for his enthusiastic support, and
Jos van Wamel for many stimulating discussions.
3.2 BPA with Binary Kleene Star
This section introduces the basic notions. We assume an alphabet A of atomic ac-
tions, together with three binary operators: alternative composition +, sequential
composition ·, and binary Kleene star ∗. Table 3.1 presents an operational seman-
tics for BPA∗ in Plotkin style [11]. The special symbol
√
represents (successful)
termination.
Our model for BPA∗ consists of all the closed terms that can be constructed from
the atomic actions and the three binary operators. That is, the BNF grammar for
the collection of process terms is as follows, where a ∈ A:
p ::= a | p+ p | p · p | p∗p.
In the sequel the operator · will often be omitted, so pq denotes p · q. As binding
convention, ∗ binds stronger than ·, which in turn binds stronger than +.
Process terms are considered modulo (strong) bisimulation equivalence [10]. In-
tuitively, two process terms are bisimilar if they have the same branching structure.
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a
a−→ √
x
a−→ √
x+ y
a−→ √ a←− y + x
x
a−→ x′
x+ y
a−→ x′ a←− y + x
x
a−→ √
x · y a−→ y
x
a−→ x′
x · y a−→ x′ · y
x
a−→ √
x∗y
a−→ x∗y
x
a−→ x′
x∗y
a−→ x′ · x∗y
y
a−→ √
x∗y
a−→ √
y
a−→ y′
x∗y
a−→ y′
Table 3.1: Action rules for BPA∗
Definition 3.1 Two processes p0 and q0 are called bisimilar, denoted by p0 ↔ q0,
if there exists a symmetric relation B on processes such that:
- p0Bq0,
- if pBq and p a−→ p′, then there is a transition q a−→ q′ such that p′Bq′,
- if pBq and p a−→ √, then q a−→ √.
The action rules in Table 3.1 are in the path format of Baeten and Verhoef [2].
Hence, bisimulation equivalence is a congruence with respect to all the operators,
which means that if p ↔ p′ and q ↔ q′, then p + q ↔ p′ + q′ and pq ↔ p′q′ and
p∗q ↔ p′ ∗q′. See [2] for the definition of the path format, and for a proof of this
congruence result. (This proof uses the extra assumption that the rules are well-
founded. In Chapter 4 it is shown that this requirement can be dropped.)
Furthermore, the action rules for BPA are pure, and the two rules for iteration
incorporate the Kleene star in the left-hand side of their conclusions. Hence, BPA∗
is an operationally conservative extension of BPA, i.e. the action rules for iteration
do not influence the transition systems of BPA terms. See Verhoef [16] for the
definitions, and for a proof of this conservativity result.
Table 3.2 contains an axiom system for BPA∗. It consists of the standard axioms
A1-5 for BPA, together with three axioms BKS1-3 for iteration. In the sequel, p = q
will mean that the equality can be derived from these axioms.
The axiomatization for BPA∗ is sound with respect to bisimulation equivalence,
i.e. if p = q then p ↔ q. Since bisimulation equivalence is a congruence, this can be
verified by checking soundness for each axiom separately, which is left to the reader.
The purpose of this chapter is to prove that the axiomatization is complete with
respect to bisimulation, i.e. if p ↔ q then p = q.
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A1 x+ y = y + x
A2 (x+ y) + z = x+ (y + z)
A3 x+ x = x
A4 (x+ y)z = xz + yz
A5 (xy)z = x(yz)
BKS1 x · x∗y + y = x∗y
BKS2 x∗y · z = x∗(yz)
BKS3 x∗(y · (x+ y)∗z + z) = (x+ y)∗z
Table 3.2: Axioms for BPA∗
3.3 A Conditional Term Rewriting System
Our aim is to define a Term Rewriting System (TRS) for process terms in BPA∗ that
reduces each term to a unique normal form, such that if two terms are bisimilar,
then they have the same normal form. However, we shall see that one cannot hope
to find such a TRS for iteration. Therefore, we will replace it by a new, equivalent
operator p⊕q, representing the behaviour of p · p∗q, and we will develop a TRS for
the algebra BPA⊕.
We want our TRS to be terminating, so we cannot add the axioms A1,2 as
rewrite rules. Therefore, process terms are considered modulo AC, that is, modulo
associativity and commutativity of the +.
3.3.1 Turning round two rules for BPA
The axiom A3 yields the expected rewrite rule
x+ x −→ x.
Usually, in BPA, the axiom A4 as a rewrite rule aims from left to right. However,
in BPA∗ we need this rewrite rule in the opposite direction. For example, in order
to reduce the term a · (a+ b)∗c+ b · (a+ b)∗c+ c to the term (a+ b)∗c, we need the
reduction
a · (a+ b)∗c+ b · (a+ b)∗c −→ (a+ b) · (a+ b)∗c.
Hence, we define the rewrite rule for A4 the other way round.
xz+ yz −→ (x+ y)z.
In BPA the axiom A5 aims from left to right too, but since we have reversed
A4, we must do the same for A5, otherwise the TRS would not be confluent. For
example, the term (ab)d+ (ac)d would have two different normal forms:
a(bd) + a(cd) and (ab+ ac)d.
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So we opt for the rule
x(yz) −→ (xy)z.
3.3.2 Proper iteration
Although we have already defined part of a TRS that should reduce terms that are
bisimilar to the same normal form, we shall see now that such a TRS does not exist
at all.
Since x∗y+ z ↔ x∗y if y+ z ↔ y, such terms should have the same normal form.
Therefore, one would expect a rule
x∗y + z −→ x∗y if y + z −→ y.
However, this rule does not yield unique normal forms, because we have reversed
the rule for A4. For example, the term a∗(b+ ce)+ ce+ de would have two different
normal forms:
a∗(b+ ce) + de and a∗(b+ ce) + (c+ d)e.
To avoid this complication, we replace iteration by an operator x⊕y, called proper
iteration, which displays the behaviour of x · x∗y.2 The operational semantics and
the axiomatization for proper iteration are given in Tables 3.3 and 3.4. They are
obtained from the action rules and axioms for iteration, using the equivalences
x∗y ↔ x⊕y + y and x⊕y ↔ x · x∗y. Note that
BPA∗ + (x⊕y = x · x∗y) ` PI1-3,
BPA⊕ + (x∗y = x⊕y + y) ` BKS1-3.
So we find that the axiomatization in Table 3.4 is complete for BPA⊕ if and only if
the axiomatization in Table 3.2 is complete for BPA∗.
x
a−→ x′
x⊕y
a−→ x′(x⊕y + y)
x
a−→ √
x⊕y
a−→ x⊕y + y
Table 3.3: Action rules for proper iteration
2The standard notation for this construct would be x+y, but we want to avoid ambiguous use
of the +.
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PI1 x(x⊕y + y) = x⊕y
PI2 (x⊕y)z = x⊕(yz)
PI3 x⊕(y((x+ y)⊕z + z) + z) = x((x+ y)⊕z + z)
Table 3.4: Axioms for proper iteration
3.3.3 One rule for axiom PI2
Now that we have replaced iteration by proper iteration, we can continue to define
rewrite rules for this new operator. We start with the one for axiom PI2. The
question is whether it should rewrite from left to right or vice versa. If it would
rewrite from left to right, it would clash with the rule for A4. For example, then
the term a⊕b · c+ dc would have two different normal forms:
a⊕(bc) + dc and (a⊕b+ d)c.
Hence, PI2 yields the rule
x⊕(yz) −→ (x⊕y)z.
3.3.4 Four rules for axiom PI1
The next rule stems from axiom PI1:
x(x⊕y + y) −→ x⊕y.
This rewrite rule causes serious complications concerning confluence; it turns out
that we need three extra rules to obtain this property.
1. A term x(y⊕z + z) + y(y⊕z + z) has two different reductions:
x(y⊕z + z) + y⊕z and (x+ y)(y⊕z + z).
So for the sake of confluence, one of these two reducts should reduce to the
other. If we would add the rule (x + y)(y⊕z + z) −→ x(y⊕z + z) + y⊕z to
the TRS, then the term (ac+ bc)((bc)⊕d+ d) would have two different normal
forms:
(ac)((bc)⊕d+ d) + (bc)⊕d and ((a+ b)c)((bc)⊕d+ d).
Hence, we opt for the rule
x(y⊕z+ z) + y⊕z −→ (x+ y)(y⊕z+ z).
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2. A term x(y(y⊕z + z)) has two different reductions:
x(y⊕z) and (xy)(y⊕z + z).
A rule (xy)(y⊕z + z) −→ x(y⊕z) clashes with the rule for A5, because then
the term (a(bc))((bc)⊕d+ d)) would get two different normal forms:
a((bc)⊕d) and ((ab)c)((bc)⊕d+ d)).
Therefore, we define
x(y⊕z) −→ (xy)(y⊕z+ z).
3. Finally, a term x⊕(y(y⊕z + z)) has two different reductions:
x⊕(y⊕z) and (x⊕y)(y⊕z + z).
Since a rule (x⊕y)(y⊕z + z) −→ x⊕(y⊕z) would clash with the rule for PI2, we
opt for
x⊕(y⊕z) −→ (x⊕y)(y⊕z+ z).
3.3.5 Two conditional rules for axiom PI3
The obvious interpretation of axiom PI3 as a rewrite rule,
x⊕(x′((x+ x′)⊕z + z) + z) −→ x((x+ x′)⊕z + z),
obstructs confluence. For if x and x′ are normal forms, while the expression x + x′
is not, then after reducing x + x′ we can no longer apply this rule. Therefore, we
translate PI3 to a conditional rule:
x⊕(x′(y⊕z+ z) + z) −→ x(y⊕z+ z) if x+ x′ −→ y.
Again, this rule leads to a TRS that is not confluent, because a term x⊕(y(y⊕z+z)+z)
with x+ y −→ y has two reductions:
x⊕(y⊕z + z) and x(y⊕z + z).
So in order to obtain confluence, we add one last conditional rule to the TRS:
x⊕(y⊕z+ z) −→ x(y⊕z+ z) if x+ y −→ y.
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1. x+ x −→ x
2. xz + yz −→ (x+ y)z
3. x(yz) −→ (xy)z
4. x⊕(yz) −→ (x⊕y)z
5. x(x⊕y + y) −→ x⊕y
6. x(y⊕z + z) + y⊕z −→ (x+ y)(y⊕z + z)
7. x(y⊕z) −→ (xy)(y⊕z + z)
8. x⊕(y⊕z) −→ (x⊕y)(y⊕z + z)
9. x⊕(x′(y⊕z + z) + z) −→ x(y⊕z + z)
if x+ x′ −→ y
10. x⊕(y⊕z + z) −→ x(y⊕z + z)
if x+ y −→ y
Table 3.5: Rewrite rules for BPA⊕
3.3.6 The entire TRS
The entire TRS is given once again in Table 3.5. The rules are to be interpreted
modulo AC. It is easy to see that all rules can be deduced from BPA⊕.
The usual strategy for deducing that each term has a unique normal form, is
to prove that the TRS is both weakly confluent, (i.e. if a term p has reductions
p′ ←− p −→ p′′, then there exists a q such that p′ −→ q ←− p′′), and terminating
(i.e. there are no infinite reductions). Newman’s Lemma says that such a TRS
reduces each term to a unique normal form, which does not reduce any further.
Although our choice of rewrite rules has been motivated by the wish for a weakly
confluent TRS, it is not so easy to deduce this property yet, due to the presence of
conditional rules. The next example shows that the usual method for checking weak
confluence of a TRS, namely verifying this property for all overlapping redexes, does
not work in a conditional setting.
Example 3.2 Consider the TRS which consists of the rules
f(x) −→ b if x −→ a,
a −→ c.
There are no overlapping redexes, but this TRS is not weakly confluent: f(c) ←−
f(a) −→ b.
However, it will turn out that the confluence property is not needed in the proof of
the main theorem, which states that bisimilar normal forms are equal modulo AC.
Hence, confluence will simply be a consequence of this theorem.
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3.3.7 Termination
Proving termination of the TRS in Table 3.5, modulo AC, is a complicated matter.
This is mainly due to the presence of Rule 7, in which the left-hand side can be
obtained from the right-hand side by the removal of subterms. A powerful technique
for proving termination of TRSs that incorporate such rules is semantic labelling [17],
where operation symbols that occur in the rewrite rules are supplied with labels,
which depend on the semantics of the arguments. Then two TRSs are involved: the
original system and the labelled system. The main theorem of [17] states that the
labelled system terminates if and only if the original system terminates.
The theory of semantic labelling has been developed for unconditional TRSs.
Therefore, we adapt the TRS in Table 3.5 to an unconditional TRS R, simply by re-
moving the conditions from the last two rules. We shall prove that R is terminating,
which immediately implies termination of the conditional TRS in Table 3.5.
Proposition 3.3 The TRS R is terminating.
Proof. The method from [17] starts with choosing a model, which consists of a set
M, and for each function symbol f in the original signature with arity n a mapping
fM :Mn →M, such that for every rewrite rule, and for all possible values for its
variables in the model, the left-hand side and the right-hand side are equal in the
model. Here we choose the model to be the positive natural numbers. Each process
p is interpreted by its norm |p|, being the least number of steps in which it can
terminate. This norm can be defined inductively as follows:
|a| = 1
|p+ q| = min{|p|, |q|}
|pq| = |p|+ |q|
|p⊕q| = |p|+ |q|.
Note that norm is associative and commutative with respect to the choice operator,
which is essential in order to obtain the termination result modulo AC. Clearly norm
is preserved under bisimulation equivalence. Since the Rules 1-8 of R are sound with
respect to bisimulation, it follows that norm is preserved under application of these
rewrite rules. And it is easy to verify that Rules 9 and 10 of R, which are not sound
because they lack their original conditions, preserve norm too.
Next, we select labels for the function symbols. As labels for the operators
sequential composition and proper iteration we choose the positive natural numbers,
while the atoms and the choice operator remain unchanged. In each ground term, the
occurrences of sequential composition and proper iteration are labelled as follows:
we replace p · q by p〈|q|〉q and p⊕q by p[|q|]q.
Finally, for each rule in the TRS we construct a collection of labelled rules. This
is done by replacing the variables in the original rule by all possible values in the
model, and computing the resulting labels for the operators. This results in the
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following TRS R¯, where the rules are defined for positive natural numbers i and j.
x+ x −→ x
x〈i〉z + y〈i〉z −→ (x+ y)〈i〉z
x〈i+ j〉(y〈j〉z) −→ (x〈i〉y)〈j〉z
x[i+ j](y〈j〉z) −→ (x[i]y)〈j〉z
x〈i〉(x[i]y + y) −→ x[i]y
x〈i〉(y[i]z + z) + y[i]z −→ (x+ y)〈i〉(y[i]z + z)
x〈i+ j〉(y[j]z) −→ (x〈i〉y)〈j〉(y[j]z + z)
x[i+ j](y[j]z) −→ (x[i]y)〈j〉(y[j]z + z)
x[i](x′〈i〉(y[i]z + z) + z) −→ x〈i〉(y[i]z + z)
x[i](y[i]z + z) −→ x〈i〉(y[i]z + z)
Suppose that R admits an infinite reduction. Replace the variables in this reduction
by a constant a to obtain an infinite ground reduction in R. For each symbol ‘·’
and ‘⊕’ that occurs in this reduction, compute its corresponding label. This way
the infinite ground reduction in R transforms into an infinite ground reduction in
R¯. Hence, termination of R¯ implies termination of R.
It remains to prove termination of R¯. Although R¯ is a TRS with infinitely many
rules, this is much easier than proving termination of R. Define a weight function
w:
w(a) = 1
w(p+ q) = w(p) + w(q)
w(p〈i〉q) = w(p) + iw(q)
w(p[i]q) = w(p) + (i+ 1)w(q)
It is easy to verify that for any choice of values for variables in any rule, the weight
of the left-hand side is strictly greater than the weight of the right-hand side. For
example, in the case of Rule 7 these weights are
w(x) + (i+ j)w(y) + (i+ j)(j + 1)w(z)
and w(x) + (i+ j)w(y) + j(j + 2)w(z)
respectively. And (i+ j)(j + 1) > j(j + 2) for i, j ≥ 1.
Due to the strict monotonic behaviour of w (here it is essential that i > 0)
we conclude that each reduction step yields a strict decrease of weight. Hence the
system R¯ is terminating, and so R is terminating. 2
3.4 Normal Forms Decide Bisimilarity
In the previous section we have developed a TRS for BPA⊕ that reduces terms to a
normal form. Since all rewrite rules are sound with respect to bisimulation equiv-
alence, it follows that each term is bisimilar with its normal forms. So in order to
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determine completeness of the axiomatization for BPA⊕ with respect to bisimula-
tion equivalence, it is sufficient to prove that if two normal forms are bisimilar, then
they are equal modulo AC.
3.4.1 An ordering on process terms
As induction base in the proof of our main theorem, we will need a well-founded
ordering on process terms that should preferably have the following properties:
1. p ≤ p+ q p < pq p < p⊕q
q ≤ p+ q q < pq q < p⊕q.
2. The ordering is preserved under bisimulation.
However, an ordering combining these properties is never well-founded, because for
such an ordering we have
p⊕q ≤ p⊕q + q < p(p⊕q + q)
Since p(p⊕q + q) ↔ p⊕q, it follows that p⊕q < p⊕q.
The norm, indicating the least number of steps a process must make before it
can terminate, induces an ordering that almost satisfies all desired properties. The
only serious drawback of this ordering is that |p| ≥ |p + q|. Therefore we adapt it
to an ordering induced by L-value, which is defined as follows:
L(p) = max{|p′| | p′ is a proper substate of p}
where ‘proper substate’ means that p can evolve into p′ by one or more transitions.
Since norm is preserved under bisimulation equivalence, the same holds for L.
Lemma 3.4 If p ↔ q, then L(p) = L(q).
Proof. If p′ is a proper substate of p, then bisimilarity of p and q implies that there
is a proper substate q′ of q such that p′ ↔ q′, and so |p′| = |q′|. Hence, L(p) ≤ L(q),
and by symmetry L(q) ≤ L(p). 2
We deduce the inductive definition for L-value. L(p+ q) is the maximum of the
collection
{|p′| | p′ proper substate of p}
∪ {|q′| | q′ proper substate of q},
so L(p+ q) = max{L(p), L(q)}. Next, L(pq) is the maximum of the collection
{|p′q| | p′ proper substate of p}
∪ {|q|} ∪ {|q′| | q′ proper substate of q},
so L(pq) = max{L(p) + |q|, L(q)}. Finally, L(p⊕q) is the maximum of the collection
{|p′(p⊕q + q)| | p′ proper substate of p}
∪ {|p⊕q + q|} ∪ {|q′| | q′ proper substate of q},
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so |p⊕q| = max{L(p) + |q|, L(q)}. Recapitulating, we have found:
L(a) = 0
L(p+ q) = max{L(p), L(q)}
L(pq) = max{L(p) + |q|, L(q)}
L(p⊕q) = max{L(p) + |q|, L(q)}.
Hence, L-value too satisfies almost all the requirements formulated above; only, we
have inequalities L(q) ≤ L(pq) and L(q) ≤ L(p⊕ q), instead of the desired strict
inequalities. Therefore, we introduce a second weight function g on process terms,
defined by:
g(a) = 0
g(p+ q) = max{g(p), g(q)}
g(pq) = g(q) + 1
g(p⊕q) = g(q) + 1.
Note that g-value is not preserved under bisimulation equivalence. However, the
following lemma holds.
Lemma 3.5 If p −→ q, then g(p) ≥ g(q).
Proof. For each rewrite rule it is easily checked that the g-value of the left-hand side
is greater than or equal than the g-value of the right-hand side. Since the functions
that are used in the definition of g are weakly monotonous in their coordinates, we
may conclude that g-value is never increased by a rewrite step. 2
In the proof of the main theorem we will apply induction on a lexicographical com-
bination of L-value and g-value.
3.4.2 Some lemmas
We deduce three lemmas that will be used in the proof of the main theorem. The
first lemma is typical for normed processes [1], i.e. for processes that are able to
terminate in finitely many transitions. This lemma originates from Caucal [4].
Lemma 3.6 If pr ↔ qr, then p ↔ q.
Proof. A transition p′r
a−→ p′′r in pr cannot be mimicked by a transition q′r a−→ r
in qr, because |p′′r| > |r|. Hence, each transition p′r a−→ p′′r is mimicked by a
transition q′r
a−→ q′′r, and vice versa. This induces a bisimulation relation between
p and q; the transition p′
a−→ p′′ in p is mimicked by the transition q′ a−→ q′′ in q,
and vice versa. 2
Definition 3.7 We say that two process terms p and q have behaviour in common
if there are p′ and q′ such that p
a−→ p′ and q a−→ q′ and p′ ↔ q′.
Lemma 3.8 If two terms pq and rs have behaviour in common, and |q| ≥ |s|, then
either q ↔ ts for some t, or q ↔ s.
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Proof. If pq
a−→ q and rs a−→ r′s with q ↔ r′s, or if pq a−→ q and rs a−→ s
with q ↔ s, then we are done. And pq a−→ p′q and rs a−→ s with p′q ↔ s would
contradict |q| ≥ |s|. Thus, the only interesting case is if pq a−→ p′q and rs a−→ r′s
with p′q ↔ r′s. The inequality |q| ≥ |s| then yields |p′| ≤ |r′|.
We show, with induction on |p′|, that p′q ↔ r′s together with |p′| ≤ |r′| indicate
either q ↔ ts for some t or q ↔ s. If |p′| = 1, then p′ a−→ √, and so p′q a−→ q. Since
p′q ↔ r′s, this transition can be mimicked by a transition r′s a−→ r′′s or r′s a−→ s,
and so q ↔ r′′s or q ↔ s respectively.
Next, let |p′| = n+1. Clearly, there is a transition p′ a−→ p′′ with |p′′| = n. Since
p′q ↔ r′s, and p′q a−→ p′′q, there must be a transition r′s a−→ r′′s with p′′q ↔ r′′s.
Since |r′| ≥ |p′| = n+1 implies |r′′| ≥ n = |p′′|, the induction hypothesis learns that
either q ↔ ts for some t, or q ↔ s. 2
Lemma 3.9 If a term rs has normal form q, then pq or p⊕q is not a normal form.
Proof. Suppose that q is a normal form of a term rs. Each rule in Table 3.5 that
applies to a term of the form tu or t⊕u, reduces it to one of either forms again. So
q must be in one of either forms. But Rules 3, 4, 7 and 8 reduce p(tu) and p⊕(tu)
and p(t⊕u) and p⊕(t⊕u) respectively. Hence, pq and p⊕q are not in normal form. 2
3.4.3 The main theorem
Process terms are considered modulo AC. From now on, this equivalence is denoted
by p =AC q, and we say that p and q are of the same form. Clearly, each process term
p is a sum of terms of the form a and qr and q⊕r, which are called the summands of
p.
Theorem 3.10 If two normal forms p and q are bisimilar, then p =AC q.
Proof. In order to prove the theorem, we prove three extra statements in parallel.
A. If two normal forms p =AC rs and q =AC tu have common behaviour, then
s =AC u.
B. If two normal forms p =AC rs and q =AC t
⊕u have common behaviour, then
s =AC t
⊕u+ u.
C. If two normal forms p =AC r
⊕s and q =AC t
⊕u have common behaviour, then
r⊕s =AC t
⊕u.
The statement in the main theorem is labelled D.
If L(p) = L(q) = 0, then both p and q must be sums of atoms. So in this case
A and B and C are empty statements. And D holds too, because bisimilarity of p
and q indicates that they contain exactly the same atoms, and Rule 1 ensures that
both terms contain each of these atoms only once.
Next, fix an m > 0 and assume that we have already proved the four statements
if L(p) and L(q) are smaller than m. We will prove it for the case that they are
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equal to m. Let An and Bn and Cn and Dn denote the assertions for pairs p, q with
max{L(p), L(q)} ≤ m and g(p) + g(q) ≤ n. They are proved by induction on n.
The case n = 0 corresponds with the case L(p) = L(q) = 0, because if g(p) +
g(q) = 0, then both p and q must be sums of atoms. As induction hypothesis we
now assume An, Bn, Cn and Dn, and we shall prove An+1, Bn+1, Cn+1 and Dn+1.
1. An+1 is true.
Let normal forms rs and tu have behaviour in common, with L(rs) ≤ m and L(tu) ≤
m and g(rs) + g(tu) = n + 1. We want to prove s =AC u. By symmetry we may
assume |s| ≥ |u|, so Lemma 3.8 offers two possibilities.
1.1 s ↔ u.
L(s) ≤ L(rs) ≤ m and L(u) ≤ L(tu) ≤ m and g(s) + g(u) < g(rs) + g(tu) = n+ 1.
Hence, Dn yields s =AC u.
1.2 s ↔ vu for some v.
Let w be a normal form of vu. According to Lemma 3.5 g(w) ≤ g(vu), so g(s) +
g(w) < g(rs) + g(vu) = n + 1. Further, since s ↔ w, L(w) = L(s) ≤ m. Hence,
Dn yields s =AC w. However, Lemma 3.9 says that s cannot be a normal form of a
term vu. Contradiction.
2. Bn+1 is true.
According to the previous point we may assume An+1. Let normal forms rs and t
⊕u
have behaviour in common, with L(rs) ≤ m and L(t⊕u) ≤ m and g(rs) + g(t⊕u) =
n + 1. We want to prove s =AC t
⊕u + u. Since t⊕u ↔ t(t⊕u + u), Lemma 3.8 offers
three possibilities.
2.1 s ↔ t⊕u+ u.
The term t⊕u + u is a normal form, because we cannot apply Rules 1,2 or 6 to it.
Moreover, g(s) + g(t⊕u+ u) = g(s) + g(t⊕u) = n, so Dn yields s =AC t
⊕u+ u.
2.2 vs ↔ t⊕u+ u for some v.
This implies v′s ↔ u for some v′. As in 1.2, we can deduce that then u is a normal
form of v′s, which is a contradiction according to Lemma 3.9.
2.3 s ↔ v(t⊕u+ u) for some v.
Note that g(s) + g(v(t⊕u+ u)) = n+ 1, so we cannot yet apply Dn.
Let v be a normal form. If v =AC t then s ↔ t⊕u, so that Dn yields s =AC t⊕u.
Then Rule 7 reduces rs, which is a contradiction. So apparently v cannot be of the
form t. Thus, Rule 5 cannot be applied to v(t⊕u+u), so this term is a normal form.
First, consider a summand αβ of s. This term and v(t⊕u+ u) have behaviour in
common, so An+1 yields β =AC t
⊕u+ u.
Next, consider a summand α⊕β of s. This term and v(t⊕u + u) have behaviour
in common. Since α⊕β ↔ α(α⊕β + β), Lemma 3.8 offers three possibilities.
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- α⊕β + β ↔ t⊕u+ u.
g(α⊕β+β)+g(t⊕u+u) ≤ g(s)+g(t⊕u) = n, so Dn implies α⊕β+β =AC t⊕u+u.
Since the summands of α⊕β + β and t⊕u + u with greatest size are α⊕β and
t⊕u respectively, it follows that α⊕β =AC t
⊕u.
- w(α⊕β + β) ↔ t⊕u+ u for some w.
Then w′(α⊕β + β) ↔ u for some w′, and we obtain a contradiction as in 1.2.
- α⊕β + β ↔ w(t⊕u+ u) for some w.
Then β ↔ w′(t⊕u+ u) for some w′, and we obtain a contradiction as in 1.2.
So we may conclude α⊕β =AC t
⊕u.
If s contains several summands of the form α(t⊕u+ u) or t⊕u, then we can apply
Rule 1,2 or 6 to s. However, s is in normal form, so apparently it consists of a single
term α(t⊕u + u) or t⊕u. Then apply Rule 3 or 7 applies to rs, which again is a
contradiction, because rs is in normal form.
3. Cn+1 is true.
Assume normal forms r⊕s and t⊕u that have behaviour in common, with L(r⊕s) ≤ m
and L(t⊕u) ≤ m and g(r⊕s) + g(t⊕u) = n + 1. We want to prove r⊕s =AC t⊕u. By
symmetry we may assume |r⊕s| ≥ |t⊕u|, so Lemma 3.8 offers two possibilities.
3.1 r⊕s+ s ↔ v(t⊕u+ u) for some v.
Then s ↔ v′(t⊕u+ u) for some v′. This leads to a contradiction as in 2.3.
3.2 r⊕s+ s ↔ t⊕u+ u.
First, suppose that s and u have no behaviour in common with t ⊕ u and r ⊕ s
respectively, so that s↔ u and r⊕s↔ t⊕u. Since Dn applies to the first equivalence,
we get s =AC u. And the second equivalence yields r(r
⊕s+ s) ↔ t(t⊕u+ u) ↔ t(r⊕
s + s), so Lemma 3.6 implies r ↔ t. Since L(r) = L(t) < m, statement D then
implies r =AC t, and we are done.
So we can suppose that either s and t⊕u have behaviour in common, or u and
r⊕s have behaviour in common. We deduce a contradiction.
By symmetry it is sufficient to deduce a contradiction for the first case only,
where s and t⊕u have behaviour in common. If a summand αβ or α⊕β of s has
behaviour in common with t⊕u, then Bn or Cn implies β =AC t
⊕u+u or α⊕β =AC t
⊕u
respectively. If s contains several summands of the form α(t⊕u + u) or t⊕u, then
Rules 1,2 or 6 can be applied to it. However, s is a normal form, so apparently it
contains exactly one such summand.
If u and r⊕s have behaviour in common too, then similarly we can deduce that
u has a summand of the form β(r⊕s + s) or r⊕s, which indicates that u has a size
greater than s. On the other hand, s has a summand α(t⊕u+ u) or t⊕u, so s has a
size greater than u. This cannot be, so u and r⊕s have no behaviour in common.
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And if u has behaviour in common with the summand α(t⊕u + u) or t⊕u of s,
then it follows from An or Bn or Cn that u has a summand of the form β(t
⊕u + u)
or t⊕u. Again we establish a contradiction; u has greater size than itself.
Hence, we have found that
- r⊕s+ s ↔ t⊕u+ u,
- s has a summand α(t⊕u + u) or t⊕u, and all other summands of s have no
behaviour in common with t⊕u,
- u has no behaviour in common with r⊕s, nor with the summand α(t⊕u+ u) or
t⊕u of s.
From these facts it follows that
- s =AC α(t
⊕u+ u) + s′ or s =AC t
⊕u+ s′,
- s′ ↔ u,
- r⊕s+ α(t⊕u+ u) or r⊕s+ t⊕u is bisimilar to t⊕u.
Since s′ ↔ u, Dn yields s′ =AC u. We distinguish the two possible forms of s.
- s =AC α(t
⊕u+ u) + u.
Then r ⊕ s + α(t ⊕ u + u) ↔ t ⊕ u. Since r ⊕ s + s ↔ t ⊕ u + u, this yields
(r + α)(t ⊕ u + u) ↔ t(t ⊕ u + u). Lemma 3.6 implies r + α ↔ t, so since
L(r + α) = L(t) < m, we obtain r + α −→ t. Then Rule 9 can be applied to
r⊕s =AC r
⊕(α(t⊕u+u)+u). Since r⊕s is a normal form, this is a contradiction.
- s =AC t
⊕u+ u.
Then r⊕s+t⊕u↔ t⊕u. Since r⊕s+s↔ t⊕u+u, this yields (r+t)(t⊕u+u)↔ t(t⊕
u+ u). Lemma 3.6 implies r+ t ↔ t, so since L(r+ t) = L(t) < m, we obtain
r + t −→ t. Then Rule 10 can be applied to r⊕s =AC r⊕(t⊕u + u), and once
more we have found a contradiction.
4. Dn+1 is true.
We may assume An+1 and Bn+1 and Cn+1. Let p and q be bisimilar normal forms
with L(p) = L(q) = m and g(p) + g(q) = n+ 1. We want to prove p =AC q.
First, we show that each summand of p is bisimilar to a summand of q, and vice
versa. Clearly, each atomic summand a of p corresponds with a summand a of q.
We show that each non-atomic summand of p also corresponds to a summand of q.
Suppose that a summand rs of p has behaviour in common with two summands of
q. If these summands are of the form tu and t′u′, then An+1 implies u =AC s =AC u
′,
so that Rule 2 reduces this pair. If they are of the form tu and t′⊕u′, then An+1 and
Bn+1 give u =AC s =AC t
′⊕u′ + u′, so that Rule 6 reduces this pair. Finally, if they
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are of the form t⊕u and t′⊕u′, then Bn+1 implies t
⊕u+ u =AC s =AC t
′⊕u′ + u′. This
means t⊕u =AC t
′⊕u′, so Rule 1 reduces this pair.
Similarly, if a summand r⊕s of p has behaviour in common with two summands
of q, we find using Bn+1 and Cn+1 that Rule 1, 2 or 6 can be applied to this pair.
So, since q is a normal form, the assumption of a non-atomic summand of p
having behaviour in common with two summands of q leads to a contradiction. By
symmetry, each non-atomic summand of q too can have behaviour in common with
only one summand of p. So apparently, each non-atomic summand of p is bisimilar
to a non-atomic summand of q and vice versa.
- Suppose that summands rs and tu are bisimilar. Then An+1 implies s =AC u,
so according to Lemma 3.6 r ↔ t. Since L(r) = L(t) < m, we obtain r =AC t.
- If summands rs and t⊕u are bisimilar, then Bn+1 implies s =AC t
⊕u+ u. Then
r(t⊕u + u) =AC rs ↔ t⊕u ↔ t(t⊕u + u), so Lemma 3.6 implies r ↔ t. Since
L(r) = L(t) < m, this yields r =AC t. Hence rs =AC t(t
⊕u + u), so we can
apply Rule 5 to rs. Contradiction.
- Finally, if summands r⊕s and t⊕u are bisimilar, then Cn+1 says that they are
of the same form.
Hence, p and q contain exactly the same summands. Rule 1 indicates that each of
these summands occurs only once in both p and q, so p =AC q. 2
Corollary 3.11 The TRS in Table 3.5 is confluent.
Corollary 3.12 The axioms A1-5 + BKS1-3 for BPA∗ are complete with respect
to bisimulation equivalence.
Proof. If two terms in BPA⊕ are bisimilar, then according to Theorem 3.10 their
normal forms are of the same form. Since all the rewrite rules can be deduced from
A1-5 + PI1-3, it follows that this is a complete axiom system for BPA⊕. Then
A1-5 + BKS1-3 is a complete axiomatization for BPA∗. 2
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4The Tyft/Tyxt Format Reduces to
Tree Rules
Wan Fokkink
Groote and Vaandrager introduced the tyft/tyxt format for Transition System
Specifications (TSSs), and established that for each TSS in this format that is
well-founded, the bisimulation equivalence it induces is a congruence. In this
chapter, we construct for each TSS in tyft/tyxt format an equivalent TSS that
consists of tree rules only. As a corollary we can give an affirmative answer
to an open question, namely whether the well-foundedness condition in the
congruence theorem for tyft/tyxt can be dropped. These results extend to
tyft/tyxt with negative premises and predicates.
4.1 Introduction
A current method to provide process algebras and specification languages with an
operational semantics is based on the use of transition systems, advocated by Plotkin
[13]. Given a set of states, the transitions between these states are obtained induc-
tively from a Transition System Specification (TSS), which consists of transition
rules. Such a rule, together with a number of transitions, may imply the validity of
another transition.
We will consider a specific type of transition systems, in which states are the
closed terms generated by a single-sorted signature, and transitions are supplied
with labels. A great deal of the operational semantics of formal languages in Plotkin
style that have been defined over the years, are within the scope of this format.
To distinguish such labelled transition systems, many different equivalences have
been defined, the finest of which is the strong bisimulation equivalence of Park [12].
In general, this equivalence is not a congruence, i.e. the equivalence class of a term
f(p1, ..., pm) modulo strong bisimulation is not always determined by the equivalence
classes of the terms pi. However, congruence is an essential property, for instance,
to fit the equivalence into an axiomatic framework.
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Several formats have been developed which ensure that the bisimulation equiv-
alence induced by a TSS in such a format is always a congruence. A first proposal
was made by De Simone [14], which was generalized by Bloom, Istrail and Meyer
[3] to the GSOS format. Next, Groote and Vaandrager [10] introduced the tyft/tyxt
format, and proved a congruence theorem for TSSs in this format that satisfy a
well-foundedness criterion.
Up to now, it has been an open question whether or not well-foundedness is an
essential ingredient of this congruence theorem. The requirement popped up in the
proof, but no counter-example was found to show that the theorem breaks down if
well-foundedness were omitted from it. In this chapter, we prove that the congruence
theorem does hold for general TSSs in tyft/tyxt format, i.e. that the requirement of
well-foundedness can be omitted.
In fact, we will establish a stronger result, namely that for each TSS in tyft/tyxt
format, there is an equivalent TSS consisting of ‘tree rules’ only. A tree rule is a
well-founded rule of the form
{zi ai−→ yi | i ∈ I}
f(x1, ..., xm)
a−→ t
where the yi and the xj are distinct variables and are the only variables that occur
in the rule, the zi are variables, f is a function symbol, and t is any term. Using
terminology from [10], we can say that a tree rule is a pure and well-founded xyft
rule. Since tree rules are well-founded, the reduction of tyft/tyxt format to tree
format immediately implies that the congruence theorem concerning the tyft/tyxt
format can do without well-foundedness.
The major advantage of the main theorem is that it facilitates reasoning about
the tyft/tyxt format. Because often it is much easier to prove a theorem for TSSs in
tree format than for TSSs in tyft/tyxt format. For example, this is the case with the
congruence theorem itself. Another striking example consists of Theorems 8.6.6 and
8.9.1 in [10]. With our result at hand, the complicated proof of the second theorem
can be skipped, because now the second theorem follows from the first one.
Furthermore, the removal of well-foundedness from the congruence theorem for
tyft/tyxt increases the convenience of applying this theorem, since the user no longer
has to recall and check the complicated well-foundedness criterion.
Rob van Glabbeek independently proved the same result, which he announced
in [7]. His proof is along the same lines as the one presented in this chapter.
The proof of the main theorem makes heavy use of a standard result from unifi-
cation theory, which says that for each set of equations that is unifiable, there exists
an idempotent most general unifier. In unification theory, this result is proved for
finite sets of equations, and for substitutions that have a finite domain. However, we
will need the result in a setting which does not satisfy these finiteness constraints.
See Chapter 5 for a proof of the unification result in the infinite case.
Groote [9] added negative premises to tyft/tyxt, resulting in the ntyft/ntyxt
format, and proved that the congruence theorem extends to well-founded TSSs in
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ntyft/ntyxt format. We will show that the reduction of tyft/tyxt rules to tree rules
can be lifted to the positive part of rules in ntyft/ntyxt format, but a simple example
learns that this reduction cannot be applied to the negative premises. Again, we will
find that the congruence theorem concerning the ntyft/ntyxt format can do without
well-foundedness.
Verhoef [15] defined the panth format, which adds predicates to ntyft/ntyxt, and
proved that the congruence theorem holds for well-founded TSSs in panth format.
We will show that our results extend to the panth format too.
Acknowledgements. Catuscia Palamidessi and Fer-Jan de Vries noted the link
with unification, and Chris Verhoef provided useful comments. Special thanks go to
Rob van Glabbeek and Frits Vaandrager for suggesting some substantial improve-
ments.
4.2 Preliminaries
This section contains the basic definitions.
4.2.1 The signature
In the sequel we assume the existence of an infinite set of variables V .1
Definition 4.1 A (single-sorted) signature Σ consists of a set of function symbols,
disjoint with V , together with their arities.
The collection T(Σ) of (open) terms over Σ is defined as the least set satisfying:
- each variable from V is in T(Σ),
- if f ∈ Σ has arity n, and t1, ..., tn ∈ T(Σ), then f(t1, ..., tn) ∈ T(Σ).
A term is called closed if it does not contain any variables.
A substitution is a mapping σ : V → T(Σ). Each substitution is extended to a
mapping from terms to terms in the standard way.
4.2.2 Transition system specifications
In the sequel we assume the existence of a set of labels A.
Definition 4.2 For each label a, the expression
a−→ denotes a binary relation on
terms. A pair t
a−→ t′ is called a transition. A transition is closed if it involves
closed terms.
1In several constructions we will assume the existence of ‘fresh’ variables, i.e. variables that
have not yet been used in the construction. Some caution is needed to ensure the existence of such
fresh variables at any time, but clearly this technical problem is not of a serious nature.
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Definition 4.3 A (transition) rule is an expression of the form H/c, with H a
collection of transitions, called the premises (or the hypotheses), and c a transition,
called the conclusion of the rule.
A Transition System Specification (TSS) is a collection of transition rules.
The notion of substitution extends to transitions and rules as expected.
Definition 4.4 A proof from a TSS R of a rule H/c consists of an upwardly branch-
ing tree in which all upward paths are finite. Moreover, the nodes of the tree are
labelled by transitions, such that:
• the root has label c,
• if some node has label d, and I is the set of labels of nodes directly above this
node, then
1. either I = ∅, and d ∈ H,
2. or I/d is a substitution instance of a rule in R.
We say that a transition t
a−→ t′ is provable from R, if the rule with no premises
and conclusion t
a−→ t′ has a proof from R.
Definition 4.5 Two TSSs are (transition) equivalent if exactly the same closed
transitions are provable from both.
We will say that a rule r together with a substitution σ deduces a transition
t
a−→ t′ from R if all the premises of r under σ are provable from R, and the
conclusion of r under σ results to t
a−→ t′.
4.2.3 Strong bisimulation
Definition 4.6 Assume a TSS R. Two closed terms p0, q0 are R-bisimilar, notation
p0 ↔R q0, if there exists a symmetric binary relation B on closed terms such that
- p0Bq0,
- if pBq, and p a−→ p′ is provable from R, then there is a closed term q′ such
that q
a−→ q′ is provable from R, and p′Bq′.
4.2.4 The tyft/tyxt format
In general, bisimulation equivalence it is not a congruence, i.e. it may be the case
that pi ↔R qi for i = 1, ..., n, but f(p1, ..., pn) and f(q1, ..., qn) are not R-bisimilar.
Therefore, Groote and Vaandrager [10] have introduced the tyft/tyxt format. If a
TSS is in this format, and it satisfies a well-foundedness criterion, then the bisimu-
lation it induces is a congruence.
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Definition 4.7 A transition rule is a tyft rule if it is of the form
{ti ai−→ yi | i ∈ I}
f(x1, ..., xm)
a−→ t
where the xk and the yi are distinct variables (and I is some, not necessarily finite,
index set). Similarly, a tyxt rule is of the form
{ti ai−→ yi | i ∈ I}
x
a−→ t
where x and the yi are distinct variables. A TSS is said to be in tyft/tyxt format if
it consists of tyft and tyxt rules only.
Definition 4.8 Assume a set {ti ai−→ t′i | i ∈ I} of transitions. Its ‘dependency
graph’ is a directed graph, with the collection of variables V as vertices, and with as
edges the collection
{〈x, y〉 | x and y occur in ti and t′i respectively, for some i ∈ I}.
A set of transitions is called well-founded if any backward chain of edges in its
dependency graph is finite. A transition rule is well-founded if its collection of
premises is so, and a TSS is well-founded if all its rules are so.
Example 4.9 Examples of sets of transitions that are not well-founded are:
- {y a−→ y},
- {y1 a−→ y2, y2 b−→ y1},
- {yi+1 a−→ yi | i = 0, 1, 2, ...}.
The following congruence theorem originates from [10].
Theorem 4.10 If a TSS R is well-founded and in tyft/tyxt format, then ↔R is a
congruence.
In Section 4.4 we will see that the requirement of well-foundedness in this theorem
can be dropped.
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4.3 Unification
A standard result from logic programming says that if a finite collection E of equa-
tions between terms is unifiable, then there exists a unifier ρ¯ for E such that each
unifier for E is also a unifier for ρ¯. This result follows from the well-known Martelli-
Montanari algorithm [11]. See [1] for the basic definitions and for an introduction
to the field of logic programming and unification.
In Chapter 5, this theorem is generalized to the case where E may be infinite.
The first property in Lemma 4.12, which will be vital in the proof of the main
theorem, is a corollary of this unification result. However, we present a full proof of
the lemma, because we will need two extra properties of the unifier ρ¯, which follow
most easily from its construction. Also, the proof of this lemma is much simpler
than the proof of the stronger unification result in Chapter 5.
Definition 4.11 A substitution σ is a unifier for a substitution ρ if σρ = σ. In this
case, ρ is called unifiable.
Lemma 4.12 If a substitution ρ is unifiable, then there exists a unifier ρ¯ for ρ with
the following properties:
1. Each unifier for ρ is also a unifier for ρ¯.
2. If ρ(x) = x, then ρ¯(x) = x.
3. If ρn(x) is a variable for all n ≥ 0, then ρ¯(x) is a variable.
Proof. Let W denote the collection of variables x for which ρn(x) is a variable for
all n ≥ 0. First, we define the restriction ρ¯0 of ρ¯ to W .
Define a binary relation ∼ on W by x ∼ x′ if ρm(x) = ρn(x′) for certain m and
n. Note that ∼ is an equivalence relation. Under ρ¯0, we contract the elements of
each equivalence class C ⊆ W to one variable from this class as follows.
- If ρ(x0) = x0 for some x0 ∈ C, then for all x ∈ C ρn(x) = x0 for some n. This
implies ρ(x) 6= x for x ∈ C\{x0}, so x0 is determined uniquely. Put ρ¯0(x) = x0
for x ∈ C.
- If ρ(x) 6= x for all x ∈ C, then just pick some x0 ∈ C and put ρ¯0(x) = x0 for
x ∈ C.
Put ρ¯0(y) = y for y 6∈W .
We construct ρ¯(y) as follows. By assumption, ρ allows a unifier σ. Since σρ = σ,
it follows that σρn = σ for n ≥ 0. Clearly, the size of each ρn(y) (that is, the number
of function symbols it contains) is smaller or equal than the size of σρn(y) = σ(y).
Moreover, each term ρn+1(y) has at least the size of ρn(y). So from a certain natural
N(y) onwards, the terms ρn(y) all have the same size. Hence, for n ≥ N(y), ρn+1(y)
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is obtained from ρn(y) by replacing variables by variables. This means that all
variables in ρN(y)(y) are in W . Put
ρ¯(y) = ρ¯0ρ
N(y)(y).
Note that N(x) = 0 if x ∈ W , so ρ¯ equals ρ¯0 onW . We check the required properties
for ρ¯.
• ρ¯ is a unifier for ρ.
First, consider a variable x ∈ W . Since ρ(x) ∼ x, and ρ¯0 contracts variables
in the same equivalence class, we have ρ¯0ρ(x) = ρ¯0(x). Since ρ¯ equals ρ¯0 on
W , this implies ρ¯ρ(x) = ρ¯(x).
Next, consider a variable y 6∈ W . Then clearly N(y) = N(ρ(y)) + 1, so
ρ¯ρ(y) = ρ¯0ρ
N(ρ(y))ρ(y) = ρ¯0ρ
N(y)(y) = ρ¯(y).
• Each unifier σ for ρ is a unifier for ρ¯.
First, consider a variable x ∈ W . Since ρ¯0(x) ∼ x, there are m and n such
that ρmρ¯0(x) = ρ
n(x). After applying σ to both sides we get σρ¯0(x) = σ(x).
Since ρ¯0(y) = y for variables y 6∈ W , it follows that σρ0 = σ.
So for each variable y we have
σρ¯(y) = σρ¯0ρ
N(y)(y) = σρN(y)(y) = σ(y).
• If ρ(x) = x, then ρ¯(x) = x.
Clearly x ∈ W , so ρ¯(x) = ρ¯0(x). Since ρ(x) = x, the construction of ρ¯0 ensures
that ρ0(x) = x.
• If ρn(x) is a variable for all n ≥ 0, then ρ¯(x) is a variable.
By definition x ∈ W , so ρ¯(x) = ρ¯0(x). From the construction of ρ¯0 it follows
that its image contains variables only. 2
4.4 Tyft/Tyxt Reduces to Tree
This section contains the proof of the main theorem, which says that for each TSS in
tyft/tyxt format there exists an equivalent TSS in the more restrictive tree format.
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4.4.1 Tyft/tyxt reduces to tyft
The following lemma from [10] indicates that we can refrain from tyxt rules.
Lemma 4.13 Each TSS R in tyft/tyxt format is equivalent to a TSS in tyft format.
Proof. Replace each tyxt rule r in R by a collection of tyft rules {rf |f ∈ Σ}, where
each rf is obtained by substituting f(x1, ..., xn) for x in r, with x1, ..., xn variables
that do not yet occur in r. Let R′ denote the collection of tyft rules that is thus
obtained. Clearly, for each proof from R of a certain closed transition, there is a
proof from R′ of the same transition, and vice versa. Hence, R and R′ are equivalent.
2
4.4.2 Tyft reduces to xyft
In this section, we prove that the tyft format reduces to xyft rules, which will be an
intricate affair.
Definition 4.14 A tyft rule is said to be a xyft rule if the left-hand sides of its
premises are all single variables.
Theorem 4.15 Each TSS R in tyft format is equivalent to a TSS in xyft format.
Proof. We shall prove R equivalent with the TSS S of xyft rules that are provable
from R. Since all rules in S are provable from R, clearly the transitions provable
from S are provable from R. We now show that each closed transition p
a−→ p′
provable from R is provable from S, using ordinal induction on the length of a proof
P of p
a−→ p′ from R.
Let P have length α, and suppose that we have proved the case for closed transi-
tions that have a proof shorter than α from R. We will construct from P a sequence
of proofs Qn from R of tyft rules rn that, together with a substitution σn, deduce
p
a−→ p′ from S. Each Qn will be a sub-tree of P , where its nodes are furnished
with new labels, which under σn yield the original labels of P . The ‘limit’ of the Qn
will be a proof Q from R of a xyft rule r that deduces p
a−→ p′ from S.
Let r0 ∈ R together with a substitution σ0 constitute the last step in P . The
premises of r0 under σ0 are all provable from R by a strict sub-proof of P , so
according to the induction hypothesis these transitions are provable from S. Hence,
r0 together with σ0 deduces p
a−→ p′ from S. The proof Q0 of r0 from R consists
simply of a bottom node labelled by the conclusion of r0 and upper nodes labelled
by the premises of r0.
Next, suppose that we have constructed a proof Qn−1 from R of a tyft rule rn−1,
which together with a σn−1 deduces p
a−→ p′ from S. By assumption, Qn−1 is a
sub-tree of P , and the labels of Qn−1 under σn−1 yield the original labels of P . Let
rn−1 be of the form
{ti ai−→ yi | i ∈ I}
f(x1, ..., xm)
a−→ t
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Let I0 ⊆ I be the subset of i’s for which the term ti is not a single variable, but of
the form gi(ui1, ..., uimi).
The premises of rn−1 are labels of upper nodes in Qn−1. Since Qn−1 is a sub-tree
of P , the premises correspond with nodes in P , which have labels σn−1(ti
ai−→ yi).
For i ∈ I0, let si ∈ R and τi together constitute the step in P to the node with
label σn−1(ti
ai−→ yi). Ordinal induction implies that the premises of si under τi are
provable from S. To obtain Qn, the rules si will be imported into Qn−1, so assume
that each si contains only fresh variables, to avoid name clashes.
Since the conclusion of si under τi yields σn−1(ti
ai−→ yi), and ti = gi(ui1, ..., uimi),
it follows for i ∈ I0 that si is of the form
{tj bj−→ yj | j ∈ Ji}
gi(xi1, ..., ximi)
ai−→ vi
with τi(xik) = σn−1(uik) and τi(vi) = σn−1(yi).
Let σn be a substitution equal to σn−1 for variables in Qn−1, and equal to the τi
for variables in the si for i ∈ I0. Moreover, define a substitution ρn by:
ρn(xik) = uik for i ∈ I0 and k = 1, ...,mi,
ρn(yi) = vi for i ∈ I0,
ρn(x) = x otherwise.
Note that σn is a unifier for ρn, or in other words, σnρn = σn:
σnρn(xik) = σn(uik) = σn−1(uik) = τi(xik) = σn(xik),
σnρn(yi) = σn(vi) = τi(vi) = σn−1(yi) = σn(yi).
So Lemma 4.12 indicates the existence of a unifier ρ¯n for ρn with the following
properties.
1. Each unifier for ρn is a unifier for ρ¯n, which implies: ρ¯nρ¯n = ρ¯n,
σnρ¯n = σn.
2. If ρn(x) = x, then ρ¯n(x) = x.
Since ρ¯n is a unifier for ρn, it follows that the conclusion of ρ¯n(si) equals ρ¯n(ti
ai−→ yi)
for i ∈ I0:
ρ¯n(gi(xi1, ..., ximi)
ai−→ vi) = ρ¯n(gi(xi1, ..., ximi) ai−→ ρn(yi))
= ρ¯n(ρn(gi(xi1, ..., ximi))
ai−→ yi) = ρ¯n(gi(ui1, ..., uimi) ai−→ yi).
Hence, we can extend ρ¯n(Qn−1) to a proof Qn from R. Namely, extend ρ¯n(Qn−1)
above nodes labelled by ti
ai−→ yi for i ∈ I0 with new nodes that have as labels the
premises of ρ¯n(si), i.e. ρ¯n(tj
bj−→ yj) for j ∈ Ji. Since the new steps in Qn match
with the rules ρ¯n(si) for i ∈ I0, it follows that Qn constitutes a proof from R of some
rule rn.
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Due to property 2 of ρ¯n, the rule rn has conclusion f(x1, ..., xm)
a−→ ρ¯n(t), and
premises ρ¯n(ti)
ai−→ yi for i ∈ I\I0 and ρ¯n(tj) bj−→ yj for i ∈ I0 and j ∈ Ji. Hence,
rn is a tyft rule. Property 1, σnρ¯n = σn, implies that rn together with σn deduces
p
a−→ p′ from S.
Finally, σnρ¯n = σn ensures that σn applied to Qn yields the original labels of P .
In general, rn is not yet a xyft rule, because although we have removed from rn
all the premises of rn−1 that do not have a single variable as left-hand side, we may
have introduced other premises in rn that are of this form. Therefore, we repeat the
construction above again and again, to obtain sequences {Qn}∞n=0 and {rn}∞n=0 and
{σn}∞n=0 and {ρ¯n}∞n=1, where Qn is a proof from R of rn, and rn together with σn
deduces p
a−→ p′ from S.
We construct the limit Q of the proofs Qn. The tree structure of Q is simply the
limit of the trees Qn; this is well-defined, because Qn incorporates Qn−1. However,
the labels of the nodes in Q cannot be determined so easily, because the labels in
the Qn are not consistent; if a certain node in Qn−1 has label l, then in Qn it is
renamed to ρ¯n(l). To resolve this complication, we need some extra machinery.
If ρ¯n(x) 6= x, then it follows from property 1 of ρ¯n, namely idempotence, that x
cannot occur in any term ρ¯n(y). To obtain Qn, we have applied ρ¯n to all its labels,
so x does not occur in Qn. This implies ρ¯m(x) = x for m > n. Hence, we can define
a substitution ρ¯ as follows:
ρ¯(x) = ρ¯n(x) if ρ¯n(x) 6= x for some n,
ρ¯(x) = x otherwise.
Furthermore, let σ be a substitution that equals σn for variables in Qn for all n.
Since σnρ¯n = σn for all n, we have σρ¯ = σ. So according to Lemma 4.12 there exists
a unifier ρˆ for ρ¯ with the following properties:
1. σρˆ = σ.
2. If ρ¯(x) = x, then ρˆ(x) = x.
3. if ρ¯k(x) is a variable for k ≥ 0, then ρˆ(x) is a variable.
Since ρˆ is a unifier for ρ¯, it follows that ρˆ is a unifier for all substitutions ρ¯n.
Now we can determine the labels of Q. If a node has label l in Qn−1, then in Q
we furnish it with the label ρˆ(l). This definition does not depend on the choice of n,
because although in Qn the label is adapted to ρ¯n(l), the equality ρˆρ¯n = ρˆ ensures
that the resulting label in Q would remain the same.
Since Q is a sub-tree of P , each upward path in Q must be finite. And if a step
in P matches with a rule s ∈ R together with a τ , then the same step in Q matches
with s together with ρˆτ . Hence, Q is a proof from R of a rule r.
We check that r is xyft. First, consider a premise of r. It has been introduced
in some rn, and was maintained in all subsequent rm, so apparently in rn it had
the form z
b−→ y, and ρ¯k(z) is a variable for all k ≥ 0. So according to property
3, ρˆ(z) is a variable. Moreover, ρ¯n(y) = y for all n, so due to property 2 ρˆ(y) = y.
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Summarizing, the premise in r has the form ρˆ(z)
b−→ y with ρˆ(z) a variable. Clearly,
the conclusion of r equals f(x1, ..., xm)
a−→ ρˆ(t) (where t is the right-hand side of
the conclusion of r0). So r is xyft.
Since r is provable from R and xyft, by definition r ∈ S. Since σρˆ = σ, the
conclusion of r under σ results to p
a−→ p′, and the premises of r under σ are all
provable from S. So r proves p
a−→ p′ from S. Then clearly p a−→ p′ is provable
from S. 2
Although according to Theorem 4.15 the tyft/tyxt format reduces to the more
restrictive xyft format, this is by no means an argument to abandon the tyft/tyxt
format. Because a simple TSS in tyft/tyxt format may take a much more compli-
cated form if it is described in xyft format. This is demonstrated by the following
example.
Example 4.16 Assume two functions a, b of arity zero, a function f of arity one,
and a label l. Consider the following TSS in tyft format.
a
l−→ a
a
l−→ y
a
l−→ f(y)
To describe this TSS in xyft format, we need an infinite number of rules: a
l−→ fn(a)
for n = 0, 1, 2, ... (The auxiliary function symbol b is present to avoid that the TSS
can be described by the single rule a
l−→ x.)
4.4.3 Xyft reduces to tree
The following terminology originates from [10].
Definition 4.17 A variable is called free in a rule if it does not occur at the right-
hand side of the premises, nor at the left-hand side of the conclusion of the rule. A
rule is called pure if it does not contain any free variables.
Definition 4.18 A tree rule is a pure and well-founded xyft rule.
Theorem 4.19 Each TSS R in xyft format is equivalent to a TSS in tree format.
Proof. We prove R equivalent with the TSS S of tree rules that can be proved from
R. Since all rules in S can be proved from R, clearly each transition provable from
S is also provable from R. We check the converse, namely that a closed transition
p
a−→ p′ provable from R is provable from S.
Fix a rule r in R that together with a closed substitution σ deduces p
a−→ p′
from R. Let r be of the form
{zi ai−→ yi | i ∈ I}
f(x1, ..., xm)
a−→ t
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Using ordinal induction, it follows that σ(zi
ai−→ yi) is provable from S for i ∈ I.
We construct from r a rule r′ in S that deduces p
a−→ p′ from S as follows.
If there is no backward path in the dependency graph of r from a vertice yi to a
vertice xj, then replace the variables zi and yi in r by σ(zi) and σ(yi) respectively.
Moreover, replace free variables z in t by σ(z). The resulting rule r′′ is a substitution
instance of r, so r′′ is provable from R. Remove each premise σ(zi
ai−→ yi) from r′′.
Since such transitions are provable from R, the resulting rule r′ is provable from R.
Clearly, r′ is pure and xyft. Moreover, r′ is well-founded, because for each premise
zi
ai−→ yi in r′, the backward path from the vertice yi in the dependency graph of r′
terminates at a vertice xj. Hence, r
′ is a tree rule, so r′ ∈ S. Since r′ together with
σ deduces p
a−→ p′ from S, it follows that p a−→ p′ is provable from S. 2
So, we have found that for each TSS in tyft/tyxt format there exists an equivalent
TSS in tree format. Since tree rules are well-founded tyft rules, this result implies
that the congruence theorem for tyft/tyxt can do without well-foundedness.
Corollary 4.20 If a TSS R is in tyft/tyxt format, then ↔R is a congruence.
4.5 Extensions to Other Formats
4.5.1 The ntyft/ntyxt format
Groote [9] extended the tyft/tyxt format to the ntyft/ntyxt format, which as extra
feature allows transition rules to contain negative premises, i.e. expressions of the
form t
a−→/ . In a setting with negative premises, the definition for transitions that
can be proved from a TSS has to be adapted, in order to deal with rules such as
t
a−→/
t
a−→ t′
The most general way to associate transitions with a TSS that incorporates negative
premises is through the notion of a stable model, which was introduced by Gelfond
and Lifschitz [6] in logic programming. Bol and Groote [4], who adapted this notion
for TSSs, showed that there exist TSSs in ntyft/ntyxt format with a unique stable
model for which bisimulation is not a congruence. Therefore, they defined the
(complicated) notion positive after reduction, inspired by the work of Van Gelder,
Ross and Schlipf [5] in logic programming, and proved a congruence theorem for
well-founded TSSs in the ntyft/ntyxt format that are positive after reduction.
Van Glabbeek [8] proposes the notion complete (with positive support). Basically,
a TSS is complete if for each closed transition p
a−→ p′, the TSS can prove either
p
a−→ p′ or its negation p a−→/ p′. Van Glabbeek proposes a notion of provability that
allows to derive negative transitions. Van Glabbeek shows that the notions complete
and positive after reduction are equivalent.
Without any further complications, we can repeat the construction from the
previous section to show that each complete TSS in ntyft/ntyxt format is equivalent
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to a complete TSS in an extension of the tree format, which allows rules to have
premises of the form t
a−→/ . Again, TSSs in the latter format are well-founded, so
as a corollary we see that the well-foundedness condition in the congruence theorem
for the ntyft/ntyxt format can be dropped.
Corollary 4.21 If a complete TSS R is in ntyft/ntyxt format, then ↔R is a con-
gruence.
4.5.2 The panth format
Baeten and Verhoef [2] extended the tyft/tyxt format with predicates, i.e. not only
relations t
a−→ t′, but also predicates such as t a−→ √ are allowed to occur in
transition rules. The definition of strong bisimulation, Definition 4.6, is adapted
accordingly by adding a third condition:
- if pBq, and p a−→ √ is provable from R, then q a−→ √ is provable from R.
Next, Verhoef [15] extended the path format with negative premises. A congruence
theorem holds for well-founded complete TSSs that are in the so-called panth format,
which is essentially the natural extension of ntyft/ntyxt with predicates.
Without any further complications, we can repeat the construction from the
previous section to show that each complete TSS in panth format is equivalent
to a complete TSS in an extension of the tree format, which allows rules to have
premises of the form z
a−→ √ and t a−→/ and t a−→/ √, and a conclusion of the form
f(x1, ..., xm)
a−→ √. As a corollary, we see that the well-foundedness condition in
the congruence theorem for the panth format can be dropped.
Corollary 4.22 If a complete TSS R is in panth format, then ↔R is a congruence.
4.5.3 Panth does not reduce to negative tree
We show that in general terms in negative premises cannot be reduced to variables.
The negative tree format allows complete TSSs which consist of pure and well-
founded panth rules, where the variables of all the premises (so also of the negative
premises) are variables. We present a complete TSS in panth format for which there
does not exist an equivalent TSS in negative tree format.
Our counter-example is presented in the setting of Basic Process Algebra (BPA).
This formalism assumes an alphabet A, representing functions with arity zero, and
the functions + and ·, both of arity two, denoting alternative and sequential com-
position respectively. BPA assumes relation
a−→ and predicates a−→ √ for a ∈ A.
The action rules of BPA are as follows.
Add two functions f and g with arity one and a predicate
ok−→ √ to BPA, and
extend the operational semantics by the following two transition rules, to obtain the
TSS R.
x
a−→ y1 y1 a−→ √
g(x)
ok−→ √
g(x)¬ ok−→ √
f(x)
ok−→ √
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a
a−→ √
x
a−→ √
x+ y
a−→ √ y + x a−→ √
x
a−→ x′
x+ y
a−→ x′ y + x a−→ x′
x
a−→ √
x · y a−→ y
x
a−→ x′
x · y a−→ x′ · y
The TSS R is complete and in panth format. The premise g(x)¬ ok−→ √ cannot be
reduced. An obvious attempt to delete this negative premise would be to replace
the second rule by the following two rules.
x
a−→/
f(x)
ok−→ √
x
a−→ y y a−→/
f(x)
ok−→ √
However, this adapted TSS is not equivalent to R. For example, f(aa+ ab)
ok−→ √
holds in the new TSS, but not in R.
Lemma 4.23 Let T be a TSS in negative tree format and p0 and p1 two closed
terms, such that:
1. if T proves p0
a−→ q, then T proves p1 a−→ q,
2. if T proves p0
a−→ √, then T proves p1 a−→ √,
3. if T proves p0¬ a−→, then T proves p1¬ a−→,
4. if T proves p0¬ a−→ √, then T proves p1¬ a−→ √.
If T proves f(p0)
ok−→ √, then T proves f(p1) ok−→ √.
Proof. Suppose that r ∈ T together with a substitution σ deduces f(p0) a−→ √
from T . Since r is in negative tree format, it has a conclusion of the form f(x)
ok−→ √,
and σ(x) = p0.
Define a substitution σ′ by σ′(x) = p1 and σ
′(x) = σ(y) for y 6= x. Since r is
in negative tree format, properties 1-4 of the transition systems of p0 and p1 ensure
that r together with σ′ deduces f(p1)
ok−→ √ from T . 2
The TSS R that was defined before proves f(aa)
ok−→ √, but not f(aa+ ab) ok−→√
. Hence, Lemma 4.23 ensures that R cannot be equivalent to a TSS in negative
tree format.
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5Idempotent Most General Unifiers for
Infinite Sets
Wan Fokkink
A standard result from unification theory says that if a finite set E of equa-
tions between terms is unifiable, then there exists an idempotent most general
unifier for E. In this chapter, the theorem is generalized, in first-order logic,
to the case where E may be infinite.
5.1 Introduction
The unification problem is to determine, given an equation s = t in some logic,
whether there exists a substitution σ such that (s)σ = (t)σ. The substitution σ
is a ‘unifier’, and s = t is called ‘unifiable’. For an introduction into the field of
unification theory, see [1, 7].
A first algorithm, which solves the unification problem in first-order logic, stems
from Herbrand’s thesis [4] (see [3]). This algorithm was rediscovered by Prawitz [11],
and its full significance was recognized only after Robinson [12] had employed it in
his resolution principle for automatic theorem-proving. Robinson was the first to
define the basic concepts for unification. His algorithm decides whether an equation
is unifiable or not, and if so, then it produces a unifier which is idempotent and ‘most
general’, which means that all other unifiers for the equation can be derived from
it. More efficient unification algorithms, for finite sets of equations, were proposed
by Paterson and Wegman [9] and Martelli and Montanari [8] and Eder [2].
Pietrzykowski [10] defined an algorithm to detect whether or not an equation is
unifiable in second-order logic. Huet [5] showed that such an algorithm does not
exist in third-order logic. In [6] however, he introduced an algorithm in ω-order
logic which, given a unifiable equation, computes a unifier for this equation. For
non-unifiable equations, this algorithm may not terminate.
In this chapter, we prove that each infinite unifiable collection of equations, in
first-order logic, allows an idempotent most general unifier. Since the collection of
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equations is infinite, our construction involves limit procedures.
For an application of this result, in the setting of operational semantics a` la
Plotkin, see Chapter 4 of this thesis.
Acknowledgements. This research was initiated by discussions with Catuscia
Palamidessi.
5.2 Preliminaries
In the sequel we assume an alphabet, which consists of the disjoint union of an
infinite set of variables and a set of function symbols. Each function symbol f is
provided with an arity ar(f), being a natural number ≥ 0. The collection of terms
over the alphabet is defined inductively as follows:
- each variable is a term,
- for f is a function symbol, and t1, ..., tar(f) terms, f(t1, ..., tar(f)) is a term.
The number of function symbols in a term is called the size of the term. Syntactic
equivalence between terms is denoted by = .
A substitution is a mapping from variables to terms. The notation σ = τ means
that (x)σ = (x)τ for all variables x. Each substitution is extended to a mapping
from terms to terms in the standard way.
Definition 5.1 The domain of a substitution σ is the collection of variables x for
which (x)σ 6= x.
Substitutions are allowed to have an infinite domain.
Definition 5.2 A substitution σ is idempotent if σσ = σ.
In the sequel, E denotes a set of equations s = t between terms.
Definition 5.3 A substitution σ is a unifier for E if for all s = t ∈ E we have
(s)σ = (t)σ. The set E is called unifiable if it allows a unifier.
A substitution σ is a unifier for a substitution τ if τσ = σ.
Definition 5.4 A unifier Θ for E is called most general if for each unifier σ for E
there exists a substitution σ′ such that Θσ′ = σ.
5.3 The Main Theorem
A standard result from unification theory says that if a finite set E of equations
between terms is unifiable, then there exists an idempotent most general unifier for
E. In this chapter, the theorem is generalized to the case where E may be infinite.
First, we rephrase the theorem.
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Proposition 5.5 The following two statements for a substitution Θ are equivalent.
1. Θ is an idempotent most general unifier for E.
2. Θ is a unifier for E, and each unifier for E is a unifier for Θ.
Proof. (⇒) Let σ unify E. Since Θ is most general, there is a substitution σ ′ such
that Θσ′ = σ. Furthermore, Θ is idempotent, so
Θσ = ΘΘσ′ = Θσ′ = σ.
(⇐) Each unifier σ for E unifies Θ, which means that Θσ = σ. So Θ is most general.
Θ is a unifier for E, so in particular Θ unifies itself. Hence, ΘΘ = Θ. 2
An equation s = t will be called a proper sub-equation of equations C[s] = C[t]
for non-trivial contexts C[].
Theorem 5.6 If E is unifiable, then there exists a unifier Θ for E such that each
unifier for E is also a unifier for Θ.
Proof. Let τ0 denote the identity substitution, and define E
e
0 = {e} for each e ∈ E.
We define a construction which produces from a substitution τn−1 and unifiable sets
of equations Een−1, a substitution τn and unifiable sets of equations E
e
n.
• If Een−1 contains an equality f(s1, ..., sar(f)) = g(t1, ..., tar(g)), then f ≡ g,
because Een−1 is unifiable. Replace each such equation in E
e
n−1 by its proper
sub-equations si = ti for i = 1, ..., ar(f). Denote the resulting set by F
e
n. Note
that a substitution unifies Een−1 if and only if it unifies F
e
n.
• Suppose that a variable x is not in the domain of τn−1, and that ∪e∈EF en
contains (one or more) equations of the form x = t or t = x, where t is not
a single variable. Then choose one of these equations x = t or t = x, and
put (x)τn = t. Put (y)τn = (y)τn−1 for all other variables y. In particular, τn
equals τn−1 on the domain of τn−1.
• Put Een = (F en)τn.
From the following Property 1, and from the fact that τ0 and E are unifiable, it
follows immediately that all Een are unifiable.
1. Each unifier σ for τn−1 and ∪e∈EEen−1, is also a unifier for τn and ∪e∈EEen.
Proof. Since σ unifies Een−1, it also unifies F
e
n, for each e ∈ E.
If (x)τn = (x)τn−1 for a variable x, then (x)τnσ = (x)τn−1σ = (x)σ, because σ
unifies τn−1. Otherwise, if (x)τn 6= (x)τn−1, then it follows from the construction of
τn that (x)τn = x (or its reverse) is in ∪e∈EF en. Since σ unifies all F en, it follows that
(x)τnσ = (x)σ. Hence, σ unifies τn.
(Een)σ = (F
e
n)τnσ = (F
e
n)σ, because σ unifies τn. Since σ unifies F
e
n, it follows
that σ unifies Een, for each e ∈ E. 2
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2. Each unifier σ for τn and E
e
n, is also a unifier for τn−1 and E
e
n−1.
Proof. τn−1 equals τn on its domain, and σ unifies τn, so σ also unifies τn−1.
(F en)σ = (F
e
n)τnσ = (E
e
n)σ, and σ unifies E
e
n, so σ unifies F
e
n. Then σ unifies
Een−1. 2
Since τn equals τn−1 on the domain of τn−1, we can define the ‘union’ τ of the
substitutions τn:
(x)τ =
{
(x)τn if (x)τn 6= x for some n,
x otherwise.
3. For each variable x, either (x)τ = x, or (x)τ is not a variable.
Proof. If (x)τ 6= x, then (x)τ = (x)τn for some n > 0. Let n be the smallest natural
number for which this equality holds, so that (x)τn 6= (x)τn−1. Then it follows from
the construction of τn that there is an equation x = t or t = x in ∪e∈EF en, where t
is not a variable, and (x)τn = t. Hence, (x)τ = t is not a variable. 2
4. For each variable x, there is a natural M(x) such that (x)τM(x)+1 = (x)τM(x).
Proof. Fix a unifier σ for E. Since σ also unifies the identity τ0, Property 1 implies
that σ is a unifier for all τn. So σ is a unifier for their union τ , which means that
(x)τmσ = (x)σ for all m. Thus, the size of the terms (x)τm cannot grow beyond
the size of (x)σ. The term (x)τm+1 is obtained from (x)τm by application of τ , so
the size of (x)τm+1 is at least the size of (x)τm. Hence, there is a natural M(x)
such that for m ≥M(x), all terms (x)τm have the same size. Then Property 3 of τ
implies (x)τm+1 = (x)τm for m ≥M(x). 2
We define the ‘limit’ τ¯ of τ by
(x)τ¯ = (x)τM(x).
Property 4 implies that τ τ¯ = τ¯ . So, since τ is the union of all τn, τnτ¯ = τ¯ for all n.
5. For each e ∈ E, there is a natural N(e) such that EeN(e) contains only equations
of the form x = y, where x and y are not in the domain of τ¯ .
Proof. Fix an e ∈ E, and consider the sequence {(Een)τ¯}∞n=0.
Each equation in Een−1 is either maintained, or replaced by proper sub-equations
in F en. Hence, each equation in (E
e
n−1)τ¯ is either maintained, or replaced by proper
sub-equations in (F en)τ¯ = (F
e
n)τnτ¯ = (E
e
n)τ¯ . Since proper sub-equations have a size
smaller than the original equation, each chain of subsequent proper sub-equations
in the subsequent (Een)τ¯ is finite. So, by Ko¨nig’s Lemma, there is some N(e) such
that all equations in (Een−1)τ¯ are maintained in (E
e
n)τ¯ for each n > N(e).
Consider an equation s = t in Een−1 for some n > N(e). Since (s = t)τ¯ ∈ (Een−1)τ¯
is maintained in (Een)τ¯ , s = t ∈ Een−1 is maintained in F en. So s = t cannot have any
proper sub-equations, or in other words, s or t must be a variable, say, s = x.
Now suppose that t is not a variable. We deduce a contradiction. First, we show
that then (x)τn is not a variable. Distinguish two cases.
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- (x)τn−1 6= x. Since τn and τn−1 coincide on the domain of τn−1, we have
(x)τn = (x)τn−1 6= x. Then Property 3 yields that (x)τn is not a variable.
- (x)τn−1 = x. Then x is not in the domain of τn−1. Furthermore, x = t ∈ F en
where t is not a variable. So from the construction of τn we see that (x)τn is
not a variable.
The equation x = t ∈ F en takes the form (x = t)τn in Een. Since (x)τn and (t)τn
are not variables, this equation is replaced by proper sub-equations in F en+1. But
this contradicts the fact that equations in (Een)τ¯ are maintained in (E
e
n+1)τ¯ . So
apparently, t must be a variable.
Thus, each equation in Een−1 for n > N(e) is of the form x = y. In E
e
n, such
an equation takes the form (x = y)τn, so (x)τn and (y)τn are variables too. Then
Property 3 yields (x)τn = x and (y)τn = y. Hence, x and y are not in the domain
of τn for any n > N(e), so they are not in the domain of their union τ . Then x and
y are not in the domain of τ¯ . 2
We define the ‘limit’ E¯ of E by
E¯ =
⋃
e∈E
EeN(e).
Construct a unifier ρ for E¯ as follows. Two variables are said to be ‘equivalent’ if
they can be equated by equations in E¯. We define ρ to contract the elements of each
equivalence class C to one variable in this class. That is, just pick some x0 ∈ C,
and put (x)ρ = x0 for x ∈ C.
Finally, we define the desired unifier Θ for E such that each unifier for E is also
a unifier for Θ:
Θ = τ¯ ρ.
6. Θ is a unifier for E.
Proof. Since τnτ¯ = τ¯ , also τnΘ = τnτ¯ ρ = τ¯ ρ = Θ. So Θ unifies τn for all n.
Consider an equation x = y ∈ E¯. Property 5 ensures that x and y are not in the
domain of τ¯ , so (x = y)Θ = (x = y)τ¯ ρ = (x = y)ρ. Since x and y can be equated
in E¯, ρ maps x and y to the same variable. So indeed this last equality holds, and
thus (x = y)Θ holds. So Θ unifies E¯.
Since Θ unifies all τn and E¯, in particular it unifies τN(e) and E
e
N(e) for each
e ∈ E. Then Property 2 yields that Θ unifies Ee0 = {e}, for each e ∈ E. 2
7. Each unifier for E is a unifier for Θ.
Proof. Let σ unify E. Then according to Property 1, σ unifies τn and E
e
n for all
naturals n and e ∈ E.
σ unifies all τn, so it unifies their union τ . Since (x)τ¯ = (x)τ
M(x), σ unifies τ¯ .
σ unifies all EeN(e), so it unifies their union E¯. By definition of ρ, (x)ρ and x can
be equated in E¯ for each x. Hence, (x)ρσ = (x)σ for each x.
So, Θσ = τ¯ ρσ = τ¯σ = σ. 2
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6An Elimination Theorem for Regular
Behaviours with Integration
Wan Fokkink
This chapter deals with an extension of the process algebra ACP with ratio-
nal time and integration. We determine a proper subdomain of the regular
processes for which an elimination theorem holds, namely, for each pair of
processes p0, p1 in this class there is a process q in this class such that p0‖p1
and q are bisimilar. Some simple examples show that if this subdomain is
enlarged, then the elimination result is lost. The subdomain is equivalent to
the model of timed automata from Alur and Dill.
6.1 Introduction
In recent years, process algebras such as CCS, CSP and ACP, have been extended
with constructs that mean to describe some notion of either discrete or dense time.
This chapter is based on the approach of Baeten and Bergstra [3], which extends
ACP with real time. They introduced the notion of integration, which expresses the
possibility that an action occurs somewhere within a time interval. The construct∫
v∈V p executes the process p, where the behaviour of p may depend on the value of
v in the time interval V . In this chapter, we restrict to prefix integration, and in-
tegration is parametrized by conditions, which consist of inequalities between linear
expressions of variables. These notions originate from Klusener [9].
This chapter concerns regular processes. Traditionally, a process is regular if it
consists of a finite number of states. However, here such a definition would not work,
due to the presence of the integral construct, which causes even finite processes to
have an infinite number of transitions. Therefore, a regular process is defined to
be the solution of a linear specification, which is motivated by the fact that regular
processes in the untimed case are exactly the solutions of linear specifications.
For the sake of verification in process algebra, it is important to have an elim-
ination theorem which says that the parallel composition of two regular processes
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is again a regular process. Namely, in general a verification deals with a process
∂H(p1‖ · · · ‖pk), where p1, ..., pk are regular. Elimination theorems have been de-
duced for regular processes in untimed ACP (see [4]), and in timed ACP without
integration [6]. In this chapter, we set out to deduce an elimination theorem for
regular processes in timed ACP with integration. A simple example will show that
in general, the merge can not be eliminated from processes in this algebra. We will
determine a subclass of ‘strongly’ regular processes, for which an elimination the-
orem does hold. Furthermore, some more examples will show that the elimination
result is lost if the subalgebra is enlarged in any obvious way.
At first sight, the syntactic restrictions for the subdomain of strongly regular pro-
cesses may seem quite arbitrary. However, if one studies the examples more closely,
then it turns out that linear specifications which do not satisfy these restrictions
tend to describe different kinds of irregular behaviour, such as accelerations and
oscillations. The subdomain seems to be sufficiently wide for practical purposes, see
e.g. Hillebrand [8].
The subdomain of strongly regular processes can be linked to the class of timed
automata from Alur and Dill [2]. It is not possible to obtain a precise translation
between the processes in our subdomain and timed automata, due to the require-
ment of non-Zeno behaviour and the presence of fairness restrictions for languages
accepted by timed automata. If these restrictions are discarded, then the classes of
strongly regular processes and of timed automata turn out to be equivalent. Hence,
the operations from ACP can be used to compose smaller timed automata into larger
ones. This compositionality is missing in existing timed automata work.
The proof of the elimination theorem turns out to be deplorably complicated.
In order to keep the exposition as simple as possible, the left merge , the commu-
nication operator | and the encapsulation operator ∂H will be excluded from to the
syntax. The elimination result extends to the syntax which does incorporate these
constructs without any complications.
Acknowledgements. Steven Klusener and an anonymous referee provided helpful
comments, and Frits Vaandrager suggested the link with timed automata.
6.2 The Syntax and Semantics
This section contains a description of the syntax and semantics for ACP with rel-
ative time and integration, denoted by ACPrI, together with recursion. For the
elimination result it is essential that we restrict the time domain to the rational
numbers. For example, if X = a[1] · X and Y = b[√2] · Y , then the merge cannot
be eliminated from X‖Y .
6.2.1 Bounds and conditions
In the sequel, we assume a countably infinite set of time variables TVar.
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Definition 6.1 The set of bounds, with typical element b, is defined as follows,
where r ∈ Q and v ∈ TVar.
b ::= r | v | b+ b | r · b.
The expression b0 − b1 abbreviates b0 + (−1) · b1.
Definition 6.2 The set of conditions, with typical element φ, is defined by
φ ::= b0 ≤ b1 | φ ∧ φ | ¬φ.
In the sequel, we use the abbreviations φ ∨ ψ for ¬(¬φ ∧ ¬ψ), and tt for ¬(1 ≤ 0),
and ff for 1 ≤ 0, and b0 < b1 for ¬(b1 ≤ b0), and b0 = b1 for b0 ≤ b1 ∧ b1 ≤ b0, and
b0 < v < b1 for b0 < v ∧ v < b1.
6.2.2 Process terms
We assume a countable alphabet A of atomic actions, together with a special
constant δ, representing deadlock. In the sequel, a and α denote elements of
A and A ∪ {δ} respectively. Furthermore, we assume a communication function
| : A× A→ A, which is commutative and associative and has δ as zero element.
Integration enables to express that the behaviour of a process may depend on
the value of a time variable. If a process p depends on the value of v between 1 and
2, then we write∫
1<v<2
p.
Here, integration is parametrized by conditions, and we deal with prefix integration∫
φ α[v] ·p. If α 6= δ, then this process can execute the action α[r] under the condition
that φ[r/v] is true, after which the process results to p[r/v].
In ACPrI, process terms are constructed from prefix integration, the alternative
composition x+ y, the merge x‖y and the time shift (b)x, where b is a bound. The
time shift is an auxiliary operator that is needed in the operational semantics of the
merge; the process (b)p denotes the process p that is shifted forward b time units in
time. As binding convention, merge, integration and time shift bind stronger than
alternative composition.
Assume a finite set VE of recursion variables, where each variable X in VE is
supplied with an arity ar(X). The recursive specification E consists of a collection
{X(v1, ..., var(X)) = tX | X ∈ VE},
where v1, ..., var(X) are distinct time variables, and tX is a process term constructed
from integration, the alternative composition, the merge, the time shift, and expres-
sions of the form Y (b1, ..., bar(Y )), where Y ∈ VE and b1, ..., bar(Y ) bounds.
Definition 6.3 E is called well-defined if each term tX for X ∈ VE contains only
the time variables v1, ..., var(X).
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The set of process terms, with typical element p, is defined by
p ::=
∫
φ
α[v] |
∫
φ
α[v] · p | p+ p | p‖p | (b)p | 〈X(b1, ..., bar(X))|E〉.
where E is well-defined.
In the sequel,
∫
v=b α[v] is often abbreviated to α[b], and 〈X(b1, ..., bar(X))|E〉 to
X(b1, ..., bar(X)).
6.2.3 Free variables and substitutions
In general, one cannot attach a transition system to a process term that contains
time variables which are not bound by an integral sign. Therefore, we need the
notion of a time-closed process. In the term
∫
φ α[v], occurrences of v in φ are bound,
and in
∫
φ α[v] · p, occurrences of v in φ and in p are bound. A time variable in a
process term is called free if it is not bound by any integral signs. The collection
of free variables in a term p is denoted by fvar(p). A term p is called time-closed
if fvar(p) = ∅. As a model we take the collection T cl of time-closed process terms,
modulo bisimulation.
A substitution is a mapping from time variables to bounds. For b a bound and σ
a substitution, σ(b) denotes the bound that results from substituting σ(v) for time
variables v in b. Substitutions extend to conditions as expected. A substitution
σ : TVar → Q≥0 is called a valuation.
For a process term p, σ(p) is obtained by replacing free occurrences of time
variables v by σ(v). In this definition however, there is one serious complication.
Namely, if a free occurrence of v in p has been replaced by σ(v), then variables w that
occur in σ(v) may suddenly be bound in subterms
∫
φ α[w] ·q of p. A solution for this
problem, which originates from the λ-calculus, is to allow unrestricted substitution
by renaming bound variables. In the sequel, process terms are considered modulo
α-conversion, and when a substitution is applied, bound variables are renamed.
Stoughton [11] presented a simple treatment of this technique.
If for a substitution σ there are finitely many variables v1, ..., vn such that σ(vi) 6=
vi, then often we will use the standard notation p[σ(v1)/v1, ..., σ(vn)/vn] for σ(p).
6.2.4 Operational semantics
Table 6.1 contains an operational semantics for time-closed processes, taken from
[9]. We focus on relative time, i.e. we assume that an expression a[r] denotes an
action a that is executed exactly r time units after the previous action has been
executed. Time starts at zero, which means that actions with negative time stamps
do not display any behaviour.
The timed deadlock δ[r] idles until time r. For example, the process
∫
v<1 a[v]+δ[3]
either executes the a before time 1, or idles until time 3. On the other hand,
the process
∫
v<1 a[v] + δ[1] will always execute the a before time 1. In order to
distinguish processes that only differ in their deadlock behaviour, we introduce the
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delay predicate Ur(p), which holds if p can idle beyond time r. Processes that only
differ in their deadlock behaviour have distinct delays. For example, U2(
∫
v<1 a[v] +
δ[3]), but not U2(
∫
v<1 a[v] + δ[1]).
The rules which define the communication operators are such that the merge
does not result in arbitrary interleavings. For this would result in transitions such
as a[1] ‖ b[2] b[2]−→ (−2)a[1], where (−2)a[1] does not display any behaviour. Such
situations are avoided by a side condition. Namely, if a process p can execute an
action a[r], then p‖q can execute a[r] only if Ur(q).
In the action rules for recursion, the construct 〈tX [r1/v1, ..., rar(X)/var(X)] | E〉 de-
notes tX [r1/v1, ..., rar(X)/var(X)] with each occurrence of expressions Y (b1, ..., bar(Y ))
replaced by 〈Y (b1, ..., bar(Y ))|E〉.
6.2.5 Bisimulation
Time-closed process terms are considered modulo (strong) bisimulation.
Definition 6.4 Two time-closed process terms p0 and q0 are bisimilar, denoted by
p0 ↔ q0, if there exists a symmetric binary bisimulation relation B on time-closed
process terms such that
- p0Bq0,
- if p
a[r]−→ p′ and pBq, then q a[r]−→ q′ for some process q′ with p′Bq′,
- if p
a[r]−→ √ and pBq, then q a[r]−→ √,
- if Ur(p) and pBq, then Ur(q).
The rules in Table 6.1 can be fit into the congruence format for action rules with
types, data and variable binding of Bloom and Vaandrager [5] (see Chapter 7).
Strong bisimulation defined by transition rules within this format is always a con-
gruence on the algebra of closed terms, which means that if p↔ p′ and q ↔ q′, then
p+ q ↔ p′ + q′ and p‖q ↔ p′‖q′ and ∫φ α[v] · p ↔ ∫φ α[v] · p′ and (b)p ↔ (b)p′.
6.3 An Elimination Theorem
6.3.1 Regular processes
Usually, a process is called regular if it has a finite number of states. In the present
setting this definition would backfire, since the integral construct causes even finite
processes to have an infinite number of states. In untimed ACP one can prove, for
suitable models, that a process is regular if and only if it is equal to a solution of
a linear recursive specification [10]. Here, we use this property as the definition of
regularity. A recursive specification is linear if its equations are of the form
X(v1, ..., var(X)) =
∑
i
∫
φi
ai[w] · Yi(bi1, ..., biar(Yi)) +
∑
j
∫
ψj
αj[w].
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φ[r/v] r > 0∫
φ a[v]
a[r]−→ √
φ[r/v] r > 0∫
φ a[v] · x
a[r]−→ x[r/v]
x
a[r]−→ √
x+ y
a[r]−→ √ a[r]←− y + x
x
a[r]−→ x′
x+ y
a[r]−→ x′ a[r]←− y + x
x
a[r]−→ √ Ur(y)
x‖y a[r]−→ (−r)y a[r]←− y‖x
x
a[r]−→ x′ Ur(y)
x‖y a[r]−→ x′‖(−r)y y‖x a[r]−→ (−r)y‖x′
x
a[r]−→ √ y a′[r]−→ √
x‖y (a|a′)[r]−→ √
x
a[r]−→ x′ y a′[r]−→ y′
x‖y (a|a′)[r]−→ x′‖y′
x
a[r]−→ √ y a′[r]−→ y′
x‖y (a|a′)[r]−→ y′ (a|a′)[r]←− y‖x
x
a[r]−→ √ r + b = s > 0
(b)x
a[s]−→ √
x
a[r]−→ x′ r + b = s > 0
(b)x
a[s]−→ x′
〈tX [r1/v1, ..., rar(X)/var(X)] | E〉 a[r]−→ √
〈X(r1, ..., rar(X)) | E〉 a[r]−→ √
〈tX [r1/v1, ..., rar(X)/var(X)] | E〉 a[r]−→ y
〈X(r1, ..., rar(X)) | E〉 a[r]−→ y
φ[s/v] 0 < r < s
Ur(
∫
φ α[v]) Ur(
∫
φ α[v] · x)
Ur(x)
Ur(x+ y) Ur(y + x)
Ur(x) r + b = s > 0
Us((b)x)
0 < r < b
Ur((b)x)
Ur(x) Ur(y)
Ur(x‖y)
Ur(tX [b1/v1, ..., bar(X)/var(X)])
Ur(X(b1, ..., bar(X)))
Table 6.1: Action rules for ACPrI
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A time-closed process is regular if it is bisimilar to a process 〈X|E〉, where E is
linear.
6.3.2 A counter-example
We want to prove an elimination theorem for a class of regular behaviours. An easy
example will learn that such a theorem does not hold for the full class. This example
uses the following lemma.
Lemma 6.5 Let Q(p) denote the collection of rationals r for which there exists a
transition p
a[r]−→ p′ where p′ can deadlock. If p is regular, then Q(p) consists of a
finite number of intervals.
Proof. Omitted. (It follows from the refinement lemma in Chapter 7.)
The following example shows that the merge of two regular processes is not
always a regular process.
Example 6.6 Define
X =
∫
0<w<1 a[w] · Y (w)
Y (v) =
∫
w=v a[w] · Y (w).
The process X‖a′[1] (with a|a′ = δ) is not regular.
Each trace of the process X is of the form a[r] · a[r] · a[r] · ... with r ∈ 〈0, 1〉. If
r ∈ 〈1/(n+1), 1/n〉 for a natural n, then X‖a′[1] will execute a[r] n times, followed
by a′[1 − nr], then a[(n + 1)r − 1], and after that only a[r]’s. And if r = 1/n,
then X‖a′[1] will get into a deadlock after n− 1 times executing a. So according to
Lemma 6.5, X‖a′[1] is not regular. (End example)
6.3.3 Strongly regular processes
According to Example 6.6, the class of regular processes is too large for an elimi-
nation theorem. On the other hand, if no occurrences of of time dependencies are
allowed, then the collection is too small. Because in this class equivalences such as∫
0<v<1
a[v] ‖
∫
1<w<2
a′[w] ↔
∫
0<v<1
a[v] ·
∫
1−v<w<2−v
a′[w]
cannot be expressed anymore. Godskesen and Larsen [7] provided a rigorous proof
that time dependencies are essential in order to obtain an expansion theorem in a
timed setting. (Aceto and Murphy [1] proposed the notion of ‘ill-timed’ traces, in
order to obtain an expansion theorem in the absence of time dependencies.)
So, is there an algebra in between, for which an elimination theorem can be
deduced? The answer is yes.
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Definition 6.7 A time-closed process is strongly regular if it is bisimilar to a pro-
cess 〈X0|E〉, where E consists of equations
XI(v1, ..., var(X)) =
∑
k
∫
φk
ak[w] ·XIk(bk1, ..., bkar(Yk)) +
∑
l
∫
ψl
αl[w],
that satisfy the following requirements.
1. The φk and the ψl are in the class of conditions that is defined by
φ ::= w ≤ b | b ≤ w | φ ∧ φ | ¬φ,
where b is of the form r or r − vi.
2. The bounds bkj are of the form r or w + r or vi + w + r.
Lemma 6.8 Each strongly regular process can be described by a linear specification
with the following more restrictive constraints.
1. The bounds b in the φk and the ψl are of the form r or r − vi with r ≥ 0.
2. The bounds bkj are of the form or w or vi + w.
Proof sketch.
1. If a bound b in the φk and the ψl is of the form r or r − vi with r < 0, then r
can be replaced by 0, because actions only occur after time zero.
2. If a bound bkj is of the form r or w + r or vi + w + r, then r can be removed
by introducing a new recursion variable Y˜k(v1, ..., var(Yk)), of which the linear
equation is obtained by replacing expressions s − vj in the conditions of the
equation of Yk(v1, ..., var(Yv)) by (s− r)− vj. 2
We prove an elimination theorem for the algebra of strongly regular processes.
6.3.4 Two counter-examples
First, we present two more examples to show that this elimination result would get
lost if the definition of strong regularity were less restrictive. Example 6.6 already
indicated that this definition cannot be loosened by allowing not only expressions r
and r − vi, but also variables vi as bounds b. The following example indicates that
neither one can allow variables vi as bounds bkj.
Example 6.9 Define
X =
∫
0<w<1 a[w] · Y (w)
Y (v) =
∫
w=1−v a[w] · Y (v).
The process X‖a′[2] (with a|a′ = δ) is not regular.
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Each trace of the process X is of the form a[r] · a[1− r] · a[1− r] · ... with r ∈ 〈0, 1〉.
If r ∈ 〈(n − 2)/(n − 1), (n − 1)/n〉 for some n ≥ 2, then X‖a′[2] will first execute
n+ 1 a’s, then an a′ and then only a’s. And if r = (n− 1)/n, then X‖a′[2] will get
into a deadlock after n+ 1 times executing a. So according to Lemma 6.5, X‖a′[2]
is not regular. (End example)
Finally, the following example indicates that one cannot allow expressions r−svi
as bounds b, where s ∈ Q. This example is more involved than the previous ones.
Example 6.10 Define
X1 =
∫
0<v<1 a[v] ·X2(v) Y1 = a′[12 ] · Y2
X2(v) =
∫
w= 3
2
− 1
2
v a[w] ·X2(w) Y2 = a′[1] · Y2.
The process X1‖Y1 (with a|a′ = δ) is not regular.
Clearly, the nth a′-action of Y1 is executed at absolute time n − 1/2. An easy
calculation learns that if X1 executes its first action at time r, then its nth action
will be executed at absolute time n− (1− r)tn, where
tn =
n∑
i=1
(−1
2
)i−1.
So if (1 − r)tn = 1/2 for some n, then X1‖Y1 will get into a deadlock after n − 1
times executing a. The equalities r = 1 − 1/(2tn) for n = 1, 2, ... yield an infinite
partition of the interval 〈0, 1〉, so according to Lemma 6.5 X1‖Y1 is not regular.
(End example)
6.3.5 Orderings on bounds
Before giving the proof of the elimination theorem for strongly regular processes,
first we present some definitions and results on orderings on bounds that shall be
crucial ingredients in this proof.
Assume a finite collection B of bounds. An ordering O on B is determined by a
partition B1, ..., Bn of non-empty subsets of B, where ∪ni=1Bi = B, and Bi ∩Bj = ∅
if i 6= j. The condition O consists of the conjunct of expressions b = b′ for b, b′ ∈ Bi
and b < b′ for b ∈ Bi and b′ ∈ Bj with i < j. We say that two conditions φ and
φ′ are equivalent under O if for each valuation σ, σ(φ ∧ O) is true if and only if
σ(φ′ ∧ O) is true.
Fix a bound bi ∈ Bi for i = 1, ..., n, and fix a variable w which does not occur in
bounds in B. We define conditions ψi which express all possible positions of w with
respect to the bounds bi under the ordering O.
ψ1 denotes w < b1
ψ2i denotes w = bi for i = 1, ..., n
ψ2i+1 denotes bi < w < bi+1 for i = 1, ..., n− 1
ψ2n+1 denotes bn < w
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Note that O ∧ ψi determines an ordering on B ∪ {w}.
Consider the class C of conditions defined by
φ ::= b ≤ w | w ≤ b | φ ∧ φ | ¬φ,
where b ∈ B.
Lemma 6.11 Under O, each condition in C is equivalent to a condition ∨i∈Iψi.
Proof sketch. Let φ be in C. We apply induction on the size of φ. If φ is of the
form b ≤ w with b ∈ Bi, then φ is equivalent to ψ2i ∨ · · · ∨ ψ2n+1 under O. If φ is of
the form w ≤ b with b ∈ Bi, then φ is equivalent to ψ1 ∨ · · · ∨ ψ2i under O.
Next, let φ be of the form φ0 ∧ φ1, where φ0 is equivalent to ∨i∈I0ψi and φ1 is
equivalent to ∨i∈I1ψi under O. Then φ is equivalent to ∨i∈I0∩I1ψi under O.
Finally, let φ be of the form ¬φ0, where φ0 is equivalent to ∨i∈Iψi under O. Then
φ is equivalent to ∨i∈{1,...,2n+1}\Iψi under O. 2
Hence, for each φ ∈ C we can calculate a condition u(φ ∧ O) which describes the
ultimate delay of
∫
φ∧O α[w] as follows.
Definition 6.12 Let φ be equivalent to ∨i∈Iψi under O.
- If I = ∅, then put u(φ ∧ O) is ff.
- If I has maximum 2i − 1 or 2i for some i = 1, ..., n, then put u(φ ∧ O) is
w < bi.
- If I has maximum 2n+ 1, then put u(φ ∧ O) is tt.
For B a finite set of bounds, and r ∈ Q and N ∈ N, let Br,N (B) denote the finite
set of bounds
{kr, kr − b | k = 0, ..., N, b ∈ B}.
Lemma 6.13 For each ordering O of B = Br,N (v1, ..., vn)∪{w}, there is an ordering
O˜ of B˜ = Br,N (w, v1 +w, ..., vn+w) such that if σ(O) is true for a valuation σ, then
σ(O˜) is true.
Proof sketch. Assume an ordering O on B. We construct the desired ordering O˜
on B˜ by rewriting each possible relation in B˜ to a relation in B.
- The O˜-order of kr − (vi + w) and lr − (vj + w) is the O-order of kr − vi and
lr − vj.
- The O˜-order of kr − (vi + w) and lr − w is the O-order of kr − vi and lr.
- If k ≥ l, then the O˜-order of kr− (vi+w) and lr is the O-order of (k− l)r−vi
and w. Otherwise, if k < l, then kr − (vi + w) <O˜ lr.
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- The O˜-order of kr − w and lr − w is the O-order of kr and lr.
- If k ≥ l, then the O˜-order of kr − w and lr is the O-order of (k − l)r and w.
Otherwise, if k < l, then kr − w <O˜ lr.
- The O˜-order of kr and lr is the O-order of kr and lr.
It follows immediately from the construction of O˜ that if σ(O) is true, then σ(O˜) is
true. 2
6.3.6 The main theorem
Theorem 6.14 For each pair of strongly regular processes p0 and p1, there exists a
strongly regular process q such that p0‖p1 ↔ q.
Proof sketch. According to Lemma 6.8, p0 and p1 are bisimilar to processes 〈X0|E0〉
and 〈X1|E1〉, where the equations in E0 and E1 are of the form
XI(vI1, ..., vIn(I)) =
∑
k∈KI
∫
φk
ak[w] ·XIk(bk1, ..., bkn(Ik)) +
∑
l∈LI
∫
φ′
l
αl[w],
such that
- the φk and the φ
′
l are constructed from w ≤ b and b ≤ w and ∧ and ¬, where
b is of the form r or r − vIi with r ≥ 0,
- the bounds bkj are of the form w or vIi + w.
We construct a suitable linear specification which describes the behaviour of p0‖p1.
First, we introduce for each I a fresh recursion variable YI(v, vI1, ..., vIn(I)). Its
linear equation is obtained from the equation of XI(vI1, ..., vIn(I)) by replacing con-
ditions in φk and φ
′
l of the form w ≤ r or r ≤ w by w ≤ r − v or r − v ≤ w
respectively. Let φ˜k and φ˜
′
l denote the resulting conditions, and put
YI(v, vI1, ..., vIn(I)) =
∑
k∈KI
∫
φ˜k
ak[w] ·XIk(bk1, ..., bkn(Ik)) +
∑
l∈LI
∫
φ˜′
l
αl[w].
For v ≥ 0, YI(v, vI1, ..., vIn(I)) yields the behaviour of (−v)XI(vI1− v, ..., vIn(I)− v).
Next, we introduce a fresh recursion variable ZIJ(v, vI1, ..., vIn(I), vJ1, ..., vJn(J))
for each I and J , and construct its linear equation such that it describes the be-
haviour of YI(v, vI1, ..., vIn(I))‖XJ(vJ1, ..., vJn(J)). Only, it turns out that this be-
haviour cannot be described by a single linear equation, so we introduce a collection
of variables ZOIJ , where O ranges over the orderings on a collection of bounds B.
This collection B is defined as follows. Ensure, by means of α-conversion, that v
and the vIi and the vJi are distinct variables. Let R denote the finite collection of
rationals that occur in E0 or in E1. Define N = max{r/r0 | r ∈ R}, where r0 is the
greatest rational such that r/r0 is a natural number for each r ∈ R. Put
B = Br0,N(v, vI1, ..., vIn(I), vJ1, ..., vJn(J)).
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Fix an ordering O on B. The bounds b in the φk, φ′l, φ˜k, φ˜′l are of the form kr0
or kr0 − v or kr0 − vIi or kr0 − vJi with k = 0, ..., N , so they are all in B. Hence,
according to Definition 6.12, we can define conditions uI and u˜I which yield the
ultimate delays of XI(vI1, ..., vIn(I)) and YI(v, vI1, ..., vIn(I)) under O respectively,
namely
uI = u((∨k∈KIφk ∨ ∨l∈LIφ′l) ∧ O),
u˜I = u((∨k∈KI φ˜k ∨ ∨l∈LI φ˜′l) ∧ O).
We construct the linear equation of ZOIJ . The behaviour of YI‖XJ originates from
(a) executing an initial action from YI ,
(b) executing an initial action from XJ ,
(c) executing a communication of initial actions from these two processes.
We describe these behaviours separately, under the ordering O, which is determined
by a partition B1, ..., Bn of B. Fix bi ∈ Bi for i = 1, ..., n, and let ψ1, ..., ψ2n+1 denote
the conditions w < b1, w = b1, b1 < w < bn, ..., bn < w respectively.
(a) Recall that a process p‖q can only execute an initial action from p before the
ultimate delay of q. So initial actions from YI(v, vI1, ..., vIn(I)) under O can only be
executed under the condition uJ . After executing such an initial action ak[w] for
some k ∈ KI under the condition φk ∧ uJ , the resulting state is
XIk(bk1, ..., bkn(Ik))‖(−w)XJ(vJ1, ..., vJn(J)).
This process is described by ZO˜JIk(w, vJ1 + w, ..., vJn(J) + w, bk1, ..., bkn(Ik)) for some
ordering O˜ on B˜ = Br0,N(w, vJ1 + w, ..., vJn(J) + w, bk1, ..., bkn(Ik)). This ordering O˜
can be determined as follows. The ordering O on B together with a condition ψi
for i = 1, ..., 2n + 1 determine an ordering Oi on B ∪ {w}. Since bk1, ..., bkn(Ik) ∈
{w, vI1 + w, ..., vIn(I) + w}, Lemma 6.13 says that there is an ordering O˜i on B˜
such that if σ(Oi) is true for a valuation σ, then σ(O˜i) is true. Hence, we add the
following subterms to the equation of ZOIJ .
2n+1∑
i=1
∫
φ˜k∧uJ∧ψi
ak[w] · ZO˜iJIk(w, vJ1 + w, ..., vJn(J) + w, bk1, ..., bkn(Ik)).
After executing an initial αl[w] for some l ∈ LI under the condition φ˜′l∧uJ , the result-
ing state is (−w)XJ(vJ1, ..., vJn(J)), which is described by YJ(w, vJ1 +w, ..., vJn(J) +
w). So we add the following subterm to the equation of ZOIJ .∫
φ˜′
l
∧uJ
αl[w] · YJ(w, vJ1 + w, ..., vJn(J) + w).
(b) Next, we construct the subterm that originates from executing an initial action
of XJ(vJ1, ..., vJn(J)). Such initial actions can only be executed under the condition
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u˜I . After executing an initial action ak[w] for some k ∈ KJ under the condition
φk ∧ u˜I , the resulting state is
(−w)YI(v, vI1, ..., vIn(I))‖XJk(bk1, ..., bkn(Jk)),
which is described by ZO˜IJk(v + w, vI1 + w, ..., vIn(I) + w, bk1, ..., bkn(Jk)). Again, the
ordering O on B together with a condition ψi for i = 1, ..., 2n + 1 determine an
ordering O˜i on Br0,N(v + w, vI1 + w, ..., vIn(I) + w, bk1, ..., bkn(Jk)). So we add the
following subterms to the equation of ZOIJ .
2n+1∑
i=1
∫
φk∧u˜I∧ψi
ak[w] · ZO˜iIJk(v + w, vI1 + w, ..., vIn(I) + w, bk1, ..., bkn(Jk)).
After executing an initial αl[w] for some l ∈ LJ under the condition φ′l ∧ u˜I , the
resulting state is (−w)YI(v, vJ1, ..., vJn(J)), which is described by YI(v + w, vJ1 +
w, ..., vJn(J) + w). So we add the following subterm to the equation of Z
O
IJ .∫
φ′
l
∧u˜I
αl[w] · YI(v + w, vJ1 + w, ..., vJn(J) + w).
(c) Finally, we construct the subterms that originate from executing the communi-
cation of initial actions of YI and XJ .
Let k ∈ KI and k′ ∈ KJ . After executing the action (ak|ak′)[w] under the con-
dition φ˜k ∧φk′ , the resulting state is XIk(bk1, ..., bkn(Ik))‖XJk′ (bk′1, ...bk′n(Jk′ )). Again,
the ordering O on B together with a condition ψi for i = 1, ..., 2n+ 1 determine an
ordering O˜i. So we add the following subterms to the equation of ZOIJ .
2n+1∑
i=1
∫
φ˜k∧φk′∧ψi
(ak|ak′)[w] · ZO˜iIkJk′ (0, bk1, ..., bkn(Ik), bk′1, ..., bk′n(Jk′ )).
For k ∈ KI and l ∈ LJ we add the subterm∫
φ˜k∧φ
′
l
(ak|αl)[w] · YIk(0, bk1, ..., bkn(Ik)).
For l ∈ LI and k ∈ KJ we add the subterm∫
φ˜′
l
∧φk
(αl|ak)[w] · YJk(0, bk1, ..., bkn(Jk)).
Finally, for l ∈ LI and l′ ∈ LJ , we add the subterm∫
φ˜′
l
∧φ′
l′
(αl|αl′)[w].
This finishes the construction of the linear equation of ZOIJ .
Let E denote the recursive specification that consists of the linear equations
of the YI and the Z
O
IJ . Note that E satisfies the constraints in Definition 6.7 for
strongly regular processes. Consider the strongly regular process 〈ZO01(0)|E〉, where
the ordering O on Br0,N(v) is true under the valuation that maps v to 0. The
construction ensures that this process is bisimilar to 〈X0|E0〉‖〈X1|E1〉, which finishes
the proof of the elimination theorem. 2
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6.3.7 An example
We present an example of a merge of two simple strongly regular processes, which
itself can only be described by a much more complicated linear specification.
Example 6.15 Define
X =
∫
0<v<1
a[v] ·X.
Let p = X‖a′[k] (with a|a′ = δ), where k ∈ N.
The behaviour of p can be described by the following linear specification.
X0 =
∫
0<v<1 a[v] ·X1(v)
Xi(v) =
∫
0<w≤i−v a[w] ·Xi(v + w) +
∫
i−v<w<1 a[w] ·Xi+1(v + w)
i = 1, ..., k − 1
Xk(v) =
∫
0<w<k−v a[w] ·Xk(v + w) +
∫
w=k−v a
′[w] · Y (w)
Y (v) =
∫
0<w<1−v a[w] ·X
X =
∫
0<v<1 a[v] ·X.
The idea behind this specification is quite easy. Process p will execute X until it
reaches (absolute) time k, when it executes a′, after which it continues with X. The
process p has the possibility of executing a′ or at time k if it has executed an a after
time k−1. So if this is the case, then the linear specification must take into account
the execution of a′ at k. Similarly, p can execute an a after k − 1 if it has executed
an a after k−2. So if this is the case, the linear specification must take into account
the execution of a after k − 1, etc.
The equations of the Xi for i = 1, ..., k − 1 register whether a is executed after
time i or not. If so, then Xi+1 is triggered, and otherwise Xi is repeated. Finally,
Xk takes into account the execution of a
′. (End example)
6.4 Timed Automata
An automaton consists of a set of states S, a set of start states S0 ⊆ S, a set of labels
A and a set of transitions E ⊆ S×A×S. The language accepted by the automaton
consists of all traces s0
a0−→ s1 a1−→ s2 a2−→ ... such that (si, ai, si+1) ∈ E for i =
0, 1, 2, ... Furthermore, the trace may have to satisfy certain fairness requirements,
e.g. that it reaches a specific state an infinite number of times.
In the extension of automata with time from Alur and Dill [2], the elements
of E are supplied with time constraints on ‘clock variables’. Such constraints are
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disjunctions of expressions of the form x2r, with x a clock variable and r ∈ Q>0
and 2 ∈ {<,>,≤,≥}. Moreover, there is a construct x := 0, which denotes that
while executing a transition, clock x is set back to zero. A trace is only accepted by
a timed automaton if its transitions are performed at times that all clocks satisfy
their constraints. Furthermore, accepted traces must satisfy the required fairness
constraints. Finally, Zeno behaviour is excluded from timed automata, i.e. traces
are only accepted if they progress beyond any moment in time.
The algebra of strongly regular processes can be linked to the class of timed
automata. The fairness restrictions and the non-Zeno requirement are obstacles for
the translation between timed automata and strongly regular processes, since ACPrI
does not take into account such semantic restrictions. However, if these restrictions
are discarded, then the classes of strongly regular processes and of timed automata
turn out to be equivalent.
A strongly regular process can be translated to the setting of timed automata
as follows. A strongly regular processes executes an action a[w] under restrictions
of the form w2r or w2(r − vi), with r > 0 and 2 ∈ {<,>,≤,≥}. These last
inequalities can be rewritten to the form (vi+w)2r. The vi and w can be regarded
as clocks, where w has been set back to zero by w := 0 in the previous transition.
The state that results after the execution of a[w] is a recursive expression of the
form X(w, v1 +w, ..., vk +w). The vi+w and w store the actual times of the clocks
at the moment of the transition a[w].
By means of the converse translation, it is easy to see that the language accepted
by a timed automaton (without semantic restrictions) can always be described by a
strongly regular process. We give a simple example.
Example 6.16 Consider a timed automaton with states s0, s1, with start state s0,
and clock variables x, y, which is defined by the following two transitions:
- (s0, a, s1) with time constraints x < 2, y := 0,
- (s1, a
′, s0) with time constraints x < 3, y < 2, x := 0.
This timed automaton executes alternately a and a′. Define
X =
∫
0<w≤1 a[w] · Y1 +
∫
1≤w<2 a[w] · Y2(w)
Y1 =
∫
0<w<2 a
′[w] ·X
Y2(v) =
∫
0<w<3−v a
′[w] ·X.
The process X describes the behaviour of the automaton. (End example)
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7An Effective Axiomatization for
Real Time ACP
Wan Fokkink & Steven Klusener
Baeten and Bergstra added real time to ACP, and introduced the notion of
integration, which expresses the possibility of an action happening within a
time interval. In order to axiomatize this feature, they needed an ‘uncount-
able’ axiom. This chapter deals with prefix integration, and integration is
parametrized by conditions, which are inequalities between linear expressions
of variables. We present an axiomatization for process terms, and propose a
strategy to decide bisimulation equivalence between process terms, by means
of this axiomatization.
7.1 Introduction
In recent years, many process algebras have been extended with some notion of time.
This chapter is based on the approach of Baeten and Bergstra [3], who extended
ACP with real time. Their algebra concerns (closed) process terms, constructed
from timed actions a(t), which denote the process that executes action a at time t.
This results in identities that do not hold in untimed ACP, such as
a(2) · (b(1) + c(3)) = a(2) · c(3).
After the execution of a, time has passed 2, so in the remaining subterm b(1)+ c(3)
the first alternative is lost.
In [3], the notion of integration was introduced, which expresses the possibility
that an action occurs somewhere within a time interval. The construct
∫
v∈V p exe-
cutes the process p, where the behaviour of p may depend on the value of v in the
time interval V . In [3], an axiomatization was proposed for processes that are time-
closed, which means that if a process depends on a variable v, then it is guarded by
some integral sign
∫
v∈V . One of their axioms considerably hampers reasoning within
the algebra, since in order to apply it one needs to check infinitely many equalities.
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Namely, this axiom says that two processes
∫
v∈V p and
∫
v∈V q are equal if p and q
are equal for all possible values for v in the interval V .
In this chapter, we show how to get rid of this axiom. We restrict to prefix inte-
gration, and integration is parametrized by conditions, which consist of inequalities
between linear expressions of variables. Furthermore, the notion of a conditional
term is introduced, which is of the form φ :→ p, where φ is a condition. The process
φ :→ p executes p under the condition that φ is true. We present an axiomatization
for time-closed conditional terms, which allows to mix conditions through terms by
the following two equations:
∫
φ a(v) · p =
∫
φ a(v) · (φ :→ p),
φ :→ ∫ψ a(v) · p = ∫φ∧ψ a(v) · p if v does not occur in φ.
Moreover, we present axiomatizations for bounds and for conditions.
Conditional terms can be reduced to a normal form, using the axioms, such
that if two time-closed processes are bisimilar, then they have the same normal
form. Hence, the axiom system decides bisimulation equivalence between time-
closed processes.
Sections 7.2 and 7.4 originate from [13], which introduces, among other things,
the notion of a conditional term together with its axiomatization. Section 7.3 origi-
nates from [9], which contains the decidability result. See [14, 15] how to deal with
abstraction in our setting. A thorough treatment of real time ACP is provided in
[16]. Section 7.5.2 provides a comparison of our results with related timed process
algebras, which incorporate some integral construct which allows to express time
dependencies.
Acknowledgements. A great number of people provided useful comments. Special
thanks go to Jos Baeten, Frits Vaandrager and an anonymous referee, who suggested
many substantial improvements.
7.2 The Syntax and Semantics
This section contains a description of the syntax and semantics for BPAδ with real
time and prefix integration and conditions.
7.2.1 Bounds and conditions
In the sequel, we assume a countably infinite set of time variables TVar. Further-
more, we assume a set of time numbers Time, which is a field. So Time is closed
under the binary operations addition and multiplication, which are associative and
commutative and satisfy the distributivity laws. Moreover, it contains distinct units
0 and 1 for addition and multiplication respectively, and for each time number t 6= 0,
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there are time numbers −t and t−1 such that t + (−t) = 0 and t · t−1 = 1. We as-
sume a (reflexive and transitive) total ordering ≤ on Time, which is preserved under
addition and multiplication with time numbers greater than 0.
The full domain of time numbers will only be used in the operational semantics of
process terms. In order to build the syntax of process terms from a finite signature,
this syntax uses a countable sub-field Time0 of Time, which is defined as follows.
Fix functions fi : Time
mi → Time for i = 1, ..., k, and let Time0 be the field that
is generated by f1, ..., fk, i.e. Time0 is the smallest sub-field of Time such that if
r1, ..., rmi ∈ Time0, then fi(r1, ..., rmi) ∈ Time0.1 We assume that for each pair of
time numbers r0 and r1 in Time0 it can be decided whether or not r0 ≤ r1 holds.
Let r ∈ Time0 and v ∈ TVar . The set of bounds, with typical element b, is
defined by
b ::= r | v | b+ b | r · b.
The set of time variables that occur in a bound b is denoted by var(b). The expres-
sion b0 − b1 abbreviates b0 + (−1) · b1.
A condition is constructed from conjunctions and negations of inequalities be-
tween bounds. So the set of conditions, with typical element φ, is defined by
φ ::= b0 ≤ b1 | φ ∧ φ | ¬φ.
The set of time variables that occur in a condition φ is denoted by var(φ). In the
sequel, we use the abbreviations φ∨ψ for ¬(¬φ∧¬ψ), and tt for ¬(1 ≤ 0), and ff for
1 ≤ 0, and b0 < b1 for ¬(b1 ≤ b0), and b0 = b1 for b0 ≤ b1 ∧ b1 ≤ b0, and b0 < v < b1
for b0 < v ∧ v < b1.
7.2.2 Process terms
Assume a countable alphabet A of atomic actions, together with a special constant
δ, representing deadlock. In the sequel, a and α denote elements of A and A ∪ {δ}
respectively.
Integration enables to express that the behaviour of a process may depend on
the value of a time variable. If a process p depends on the value of v between 1 and
2, then we write∫
1<v<2
p.
Here, integration is parametrized by conditions, and we deal with prefix integration∫
φ α(v)·p. If α 6= δ, then this process can execute the action α(t) under the condition
that φ[t/v] is true, after which the process results to p[t/v].
In BPAδρI, process terms are constructed from prefix integration, the alternative
composition p + q, and the time shift b À p, where b is a bound.2 The time shift
1In the examples, Time0 will consist of the rational numbers.
2We do not incorporate sequential composition p · q from untimed BPA in BPAδρI, because
this construct can be eliminated from the syntax by a straightforward set of axioms, see [13].
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is an auxiliary operator that is needed in the operational semantics of integration;
the process b À p displays the behaviour of p after time b. Finally, we introduce
the conditional construct φ :→ p, where φ is a condition. This process displays the
behaviour of p under the condition that φ is true. Thus, the set of process terms,
with typical element p, is defined by
p ::=
∫
φ
α(v) |
∫
φ
α(v) · p | p+ p | bÀ p | φ :→ p.
As binding convention, integration and time shift bind stronger than alternative
composition. Often α(b) will abbreviate
∫
v=b α(v), where v 6∈ var(b).
7.2.3 Free variables and substitutions
In general, one cannot attach a transition system to a process term that contains
time variables which are not bound by an integral sign. Therefore, we need the
notion of a time-closed process. In the term
∫
φ α(v), occurrences of v in φ are
bound, and in
∫
φ α(v) · p, occurrences of v in φ and in p are bound. A time variable
in a process term is called free if it is not bound by any integral signs. The collection
of free variables in a term p is denoted by fvar(p). A term p is called time-closed if
fvar(p) = ∅. As a model we will take the collection T cl of time-closed process terms,
modulo bisimulation (see Section 7.2.5).
A substitution is a mapping from time variables to bounds. For b a bound and σ
a substitution, σ(b) denotes the bound that results from substituting σ(v) for each
time variable v in b. Substitutions extend to conditions as expected. A substitution
σ : TVar → Time0 is called a valuation. For a condition φ and a valuation σ, σ(φ)
results to either true or false. In the sequel, [φ] denotes the collection of valuations
for which σ(φ) is true.
For a process term p, σ(p) is obtained by replacing free occurrences of time
variables v in p by σ(v). In this definition however, there is one serious complication.
Namely, if a free occurrence of v in p has been replaced by σ(v), then variables w that
occur in σ(v) may suddenly be bound in subterms
∫
φ α(w) ·q of p. A solution for this
problem, which originates from the λ-calculus, is to allow unrestricted substitution
by renaming bound variables. In the sequel, process terms are considered modulo
α-conversion, and when a substitution is applied, bound variables are renamed.
Stoughton [20] presented a simple treatment of this technique.
If for a substitution σ there is only one variable v such that σ(v) 6= v, then often
we will use the standard notation p[σ(v)/v] for σ(p).
7.2.4 Operational semantics
Table 7.1 contains an operational semantics for the collection T cl of time-closed
processes, in the style of Plotkin. In this operational semantics, we need a more
general notion of bounds (and thus of conditions and process terms), which may
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φ[t/v]∫
φ a(v)
a(t)−→ √ ∫φ a(v) · x a(t)−→ tÀ x[t/v]
x
a(t)−→ √
x+ y
a(t)−→ √ y + x a(t)−→ √
x
a(t)−→ x′
x+ y
a(t)−→ x′ y + x a(t)−→ x′
b < t x
a(t)−→ √
bÀ x a(t)−→ √
b < t x
a(t)−→ x′
bÀ x a(t)−→ x′
φ x
a(t)−→ √
φ :→ x a(t)−→ √
φ x
a(t)−→ x′
φ :→ x a(t)−→ x′
φ[s/v] t < s
Ut(
∫
φ α(v)) Ut(
∫
φ α(v) · x)
Ut(x)
Ut(x+ y) Ut(y + x)
Ut(x)
Ut(sÀ x)
t < s
Ut(sÀ x)
φ Ut(x)
Ut(φ :→ x)
Table 7.1: Action rules for time-closed terms
contain time numbers from Time instead of Time0. That is, the BNF grammar of
a bound in this section is b ::= t | v | b+ b | r · b, where t is allowed to be in Time.
In most timed process algebras, the passing of time is expressed by idle transi-
tions. For example, the process a(1) can do an idle transition to time t for t < 1,
meaning that the process has reached time t. Finally, at time 1, it executes action
a. Such an operational semantics can be found for timed CCS [22], timed CSP [19]
and timed ACP [3]. We abstract from idle transitions, so here a(1) only executes
the a at time 1. A similar operational semantics can be found in [12].
The timed deadlock δ(t) idles until time t. For example, the process
∫
v<1 a(v) +
δ(3) either executes a before time 1, or idles until time 3. On the other hand, the
process
∫
v<1 a(v) + δ(1) will always execute a before time 1. In order to distin-
guish processes that only differ in their deadlock behaviour, we introduce the delay
predicate Ut(p), which holds if p can idle beyond time t. (Moller and Tofts [18] in-
troduced a similar construct.) Processes that only differ in their deadlock behaviour
have distinct delays. For example, U2(
∫
v<1 a(v)+ δ(3)), but not U2(
∫
v<1 a(v)+ δ(1)).
7.2.5 Bisimulation
Time-closed process terms are considered modulo (strong) bisimulation, which takes
into account delays.
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Definition 7.1 Two time-closed process terms p0, q0 are strongly bisimilar, nota-
tion p0 ↔ q0, if there exists a symmetric binary bisimulation relation B on time-
closed process terms such that
- p0Bq0,
- if p
a(t)−→ p′ and pBq, then q a(t)−→ q′ for some process q′ with p′Bq′,
- if p
a(t)−→ √ and pBq, then q a(t)−→ √,
- if pBq and Ut(p), then Ut(q).
The rules in Table 7.1 can be fitted into the congruence format for action rules
with types, data and variable binding of Bloom and Vaandrager [4].3 Strong bisim-
ulation defined by transition rules within this format is always a congruence on the
algebra of closed terms, which means that if p↔ p′ and q ↔ q′, then p+ q ↔ p′+ q′
and
∫
φ α(v) · p ↔
∫
φ α(v) · p′ and bÀ p ↔ bÀ p′.
7.2.6 Axioms for bounds and conditions
Table 7.2 contains an axiomatization BA for bounds. It is assumed that BA in-
corporates the equalities r0 + r1 = r2 and r0 · r1 = r2 between time numbers in
Time0. We consider bounds modulo AC, that is, modulo associativity and commu-
tativity of the +. Using the axioms of BA, bounds can be reduced to a normal form
r1 ·v1+ ...+rn ·vn+r, where v1, ..., vn are distinct variables and r1, ..., rn are unequal
to zero. Using these normal forms, it is easy to deduce the following proposition.
Proposition 7.2 b0 = b1 ⇔ σ(b0) and σ(b1) result to the same time number for
each valuation σ.
Table 7.3 contains an axiom system CA for conditions. The construct φ ⇒ ψ,
which is used in two of the axioms, abbreviates φ∧ ψ = φ. The six Boolean axioms
are complete for the algebra generated by tt and ∧ and ¬ (see e.g. [17]), and the
four ordering axioms for bounds characterize a linear ordered field (see e.g. [6]). It
is assumed that CA incorporates the axiom system BA for bounds, that is, bounds
in a condition may be manipulated by axioms in BA. In the sequel, φ = ψ denotes
that this equality between conditions can be derived from CA.
The following lemma will be crucial in several constructions. Note that it would
not hold if we had allowed bounds of the form v2.
3The action rule for integration has to be adapted in order to fit it in the congruence format.
Let Bool denote the type of Booleans and Proc the type of process terms. Integration is a function∫
(λv.φ, a, λv.p), where
∫
: (Time → Bool) × A × (Time → Proc) −→ Proc. The action rule for
integration takes the form
pick t : Time φ t∫
(φ, a, x)
〈a,t〉−→ tÀ (x t)
.
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b0 + b1 = b1 + b0
(b0 + b1) + b2 = b0 + (b1 + b2)
b+ 0 = b
1 · b = b
0 · b = 0
r · (b0 + b1) = r · b0 + r · b1
r0 · b+ r1 · b = (r0 + r1) · b
r0 · (r1 · b) = (r0 · r1) · b
Table 7.2: Axioms BA for bounds
φ ∧ ψ = ψ ∧ φ b0 + b ≤ b1 + b = b0 ≤ b1
(φ0 ∧ φ1) ∧ φ2 = φ0 ∧ (φ1 ∧ φ2) r · b0 ≤ r · b1 = b0 ≤ b1 if r > 0
φ ∧ (ψ0 ∨ ψ1) = (φ ∧ ψ0) ∨ (φ ∧ ψ1) b0 ≤ b ∧ b ≤ b1 ⇒ b0 ≤ b1
φ ⇒ φ ∨ ψ b0 ≤ b1 ∨ b1 ≤ b0 = tt
φ ∧ ¬φ = ff
¬¬φ = φ
Table 7.3: Axioms CA for conditions
Lemma 7.3 (refinement lemma) Fix a time variable v. Each condition φ is prov-
ably equal to a condition of the form ∨i(φi ∧ φ′i), where
- var(φi) ⊆ var(φ)\{v},
- φ′i is of the form v = b or v < b or b < v or b < v < b
′, with var(b + b′) ⊆
var(φ)\{v}.
The axiom system CA is sound and complete in the following sense.
Proposition 7.4 φ = φ′ ⇔ [φ] = [φ′].
Soundness of CA can be verified by checking it for each axiom separately.
The proofs of the refinement lemma and of the completeness for CA are technical
and do not contain any surprises. Hence, outlines of these proofs are provided in
the appendix.
7.2.7 Axioms for process terms
From now on, occurrences of time numbers in bounds are restricted to Time0 again.
Table 7.4 contains an axiomatization for BPAδρI. The construct P (v) represents
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A1 x+ y = y + x
A2 (x+ y) + z = x+ (y + z)
TA3
∫
φ P (v) +
∫
ψ P (v) =
∫
φ∨ψ P (v)
TA4
∫
φ P (v) +
∫
φ δ(v) =
∫
φ P (v)
TA5
∫
φ δ(v) · x =
∫
φ δ(v)
TA6
∫
ff P (v) =
∫
ff δ(v)
TA7 v 6∈ var(b) ∫v<b δ(v) = δ(b)
TS1
∫
φ α(v) · x =
∫
φ α(v) · (v À x)
TS2 v 6∈ var(b) bÀ ∫φ P (v) = ∫φ∧b<v P (v) + δ(b)
TS3 bÀ (x+ y) = bÀ x+ bÀ y
TC1
∫
φ α(v) · x =
∫
φ α(v) · (φ :→ x)
TC2 v 6∈ var(φ) φ :→ ∫ψ P (v) = ∫φ∧ψ P (v)
TC3 φ :→ (x+ y) = (φ :→ x) + (φ :→ y)
Table 7.4: Axioms for BPAδρI
expressions of the form α(v) and α(v) · x. The equational theory for BPAδρI incor-
porates the axiomatizations CA of conditions and BA of bounds. That is, conditions
in terms can be manipulated by means of axioms in CA and BA.
For each axiom p = q, and for each valuation σ, we have σ(p) ↔ σ(q). Hence,
it is easy to see that the following proposition holds, which says that the axioms
respect bisimulation equivalence between time-closed process terms. In the sequel,
p = q will mean that this equality between the terms p and q can be derived from
the equational theory of BPAδρI.
Proposition 7.5 ∀p, q ∈ T cl, p = q =⇒ p ↔ q.
The rest of this chapter is devoted to proving that the equational theory for
BPAδρI is complete for time-closed process terms, i.e. if for p, q ∈ T cl we have
p ↔ q, then p = q. We present an algorithm, based on the axioms, which decides
bisimulation equivalence between time-closed process terms.
7.2.8 Basic terms
Definition 7.6 A term is basic if it is in the class defined by
p ::=
∫
φ
α(v) |
∫
φ
α(v) · p | p+ p,
and for each subterm
∫
φ α(v) · p we have σ(v À p) ↔ σ(p) for all valuations σ.
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Proposition 7.7 For each term p there is a basic term p′ such that p = p′.
Proof. First, we show how the axioms can be applied in order to get rid of time
shifts and conditions. Let p0 denote a term that does not contain time shifts nor
conditions. Suppose that p is of the form bÀ p0. We delete the time shift from p as
follows, by induction on the size of p0 (i.e. the number of function symbols in p0).
Ensure by means of α-conversion that v 6∈ var(b).
bÀ ∫φ P (v) TS2= ∫φ∧b<v P (v) + δ(b),
bÀ (q + q′) TS3= bÀ q + bÀ q′.
Next, suppose that p is of the form φ :→ p0. We delete the condition from p
as follows, by induction on the size of p0. Ensure by means of α-conversion that
v 6∈ var(φ).
φ :→ ∫ψ P (v) TC2= ∫φ∧ψ P (v),
φ :→ (q + q′) TC3= (φ :→ q) + (φ :→ q′).
If p contains several time shifts and conditions, then these operators can be deleted
one by one, by considering subterms of p which contain only one time shift or one
condition.
Finally, we show that p equals a basic term, by induction on size. A term
∫
φ α(v)
is already basic, and if p and p′ are basic, then p + p′ is basic too. Since we have
deleted time shifts and conditions, this only leaves the case
∫
φ α(v) · p, where p is
basic. ∫
φ α(v) ·
∑
i
∫
ψi
Pi(w)
TS1
=
∫
φ α(v) · v À
∑
i
∫
ψi
Pi(w)
TS2,3
=
∫
φ α(v) ·
∑
i(
∫
ψi∧v<w
Pi(w) + δ(v)).
This last term is basic. 2
7.3 Unique Normal Forms
We shall describe a strategy which reduces each basic term p to a term which is called
the normal form of p. All steps in the algorithm can be deduced from the axioms,
so p is equal to its normal form. Next, we will show that if two time-closed normal
forms are bisimilar, then they are equal modulo AC, i.e. modulo associativity and
commutativity of the +. This will imply completeness of the axiom system. From
now on, terms are considered modulo AC, and this equivalence is denoted by =AC.
In the following sections, we will present several equations between closed terms,
that will be used in the construction of normal forms. These equations can all
be deduced from the axioms. Finally, Section 7.3.6 provides a description of the
construction of normal forms.
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7.3.1 Some basic equations
The following equations for closed conditional terms can be deduced from the ax-
ioms.
Equation 7.8 φ :→ (ψ :→ p) = φ ∧ ψ :→ p.
Equation 7.9 (φ :→ p) + (ψ :→ p) = φ ∨ ψ :→ p.
Equation 7.10 p+
∫
ff δ(v) = p.
Equation 7.11 tt :→ p = p.
Equation 7.12 ff :→ p = ∫ff δ(v).
In order to prove these equalities, it is sufficient to prove them for terms p and q of
the form
∑k
i=1
∫
φi
Pi(v) (with k ≥ 1), because in the previous section we got rid of
time shifts and conditions in closed terms. As an example, we prove Equations 7.9
and 7.10.
Proof of Equation 7.9. Ensure by means of α-conversion that v 6∈ var(φ ∨ ψ).
(φ :→ ∑ki=1 ∫φi Pi(v)) + (ψ :→ ∑ki=1 ∫φi Pi(v))
TC2,3
=
∑k
i=1
∫
φ∧φi
Pi(v) +
∑k
i=1
∫
ψ∧φi
Pi(v)
TA3
=
∑k
i=1
∫
(φ∨ψ)∧φi
Pi(v)
TC2,3
= φ ∨ ψ :→ ∑ki=1 ∫φi Pi(v). 2
Proof of Equation 7.10.∑k
i=1
∫
φi
Pi(v) +
∫
ff δ(v)
TA6
=
∑k
i=1
∫
φi
Pi(v) +
∫
ff P1(v)
TA3
=
∑k
i=1
∫
φi
Pi(v). 2
7.3.2 Reducing conditions to intervals
A finite collection of conditions is called a partition if for each valuation σ there is
exactly one condition φ in this collection such that σ ∈ [φ].
Equation 7.13 (lifting equation) If {φ1, ..., φn} is a partition, then∫
φ
α(v) ·
n∑
i=1
(φi :→ pi) =
n∑
i=1
∫
φ∧φi
α(v) · pi.
Proof. In this deduction we implicitly apply Equation 7.8.∫
φ α(v) ·
∑n
i=1(φi :→ pi)
TA3
=
∑n
j=1
∫
φ∧φj
α(v) ·∑ni=1(φi :→ pi) because ∨jφj = tt
TC1,3
=
∑n
j=1
∫
φ∧φj
α(v) ·∑ni=1(φi ∧ φj :→ pi)
Eq 7.10
=
∑n
j=1
∫
φ∧φj
α(v) · (φj :→ pj) because φi ∧ φj = ff if i 6= j
TC1
=
∑n
j=1
∫
φ∧φj
α(v) · pj. 2
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The constraint in the lifting equation that {φ1, ..., φn} is a partition is an essential
ingredient, because without it we would get equalities like
∫
φ α(v) ·
∫
ff δ(v) =
∫
ff δ(v),∫
φ α(v) · (p+ q) =
∫
φ α(v) · p+
∫
φ α(v) · q.
The following equation enables to reduce the collection of conditions {φi} in a term∑
i(φi :→ pi) to a partition.
Equation 7.14 (φ :→ p) + (ψ :→ q) =
(φ ∧ ψ :→ p+ q) + (φ ∧ ¬ψ :→ p) + (¬φ ∧ ψ :→ q) + (¬φ ∧ ¬ψ :→ ∫ff δ(v)).
Proof . (φ :→ p) + (ψ :→ q)
Eq 7.9
= (φ ∧ ψ :→ p) + (φ ∧ ¬ψ :→ p) + (φ ∧ ψ :→ q) + (¬φ ∧ ψ :→ q)
TC3
= (φ ∧ ψ :→ p+ q) + (φ ∧ ¬ψ :→ p) + (¬φ ∧ ψ :→ q).
According to Equation 7.10, we can add
∫
ff δ(v)
TC2
= ¬φ ∧ ¬ψ :→ ∫ff δ(v). 2
We will use the lifting equation and the refinement lemma (see Section 7.2.1) to
reduce conditions that parametrize integrals to the form tt or ff or v = b or v < b or
b < v or b < v < b′, with v 6∈ var(b + b′). In the sequel, such conditions will often
be denoted by v ∈ V , where V represents an interval. For example, tt is denoted by
v ∈ 〈−∞,∞〉, and ff by v ∈ ∅, and b ≤ v < b′ by v ∈ [b, b′〉, etc.
7.3.3 Adapting deadlocks
Using the refinement lemma, conditions in deadlocks can be reduced to either tt or
ff or v = b by means of TA7 and the following two equations. Let v 6∈ var(b+ b′).
Equation 7.15
∫
b<v δ(v) =
∫
tt δ(v).
Proof .
∫
b<v δ(v)
TA3
=
∫
b<v δ(v) +
∫
v=b+1 δ(v)
TA7
=
∫
b<v δ(v) +
∫
v<b+1 δ(v)
TA3
=
∫
tt δ(v). 2
Equation 7.16
∫
b<v<b′ δ(v) = b < b
′ :→ δ(b′).
This last equality can be deduced from TA3,7 and TC2.
Redundant deadlocks can be removed by means of TA4 and Equation 7.10 and
the following equation, which can be deduced from TA3,4 and TC2.
Equation 7.17 b ≤ sup(V ) :→ (∫v∈V P (v) + δ(b)) = b ≤ sup(V ) :→ ∫v∈V P (v).
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7.3.4 Removing redundant variables
In a process term
∫
v=b a(v) · p (with v 6∈ var(b)), the time variable v is ‘redundant’
in p, in the sense that it can only attain the value b. Occurrences of such redundant
variables in p can be removed by the following equation.
Equation 7.18
∫
v=b α(v) · p =
∫
v=b α(v) · p[b/v].
This equation can be deduced from TC1-3 by induction on the depth of p (i.e. the
length of the longest execution trace of p).
7.3.5 Removing double terms
In the reduction to normal form, we will delete double terms. Let V ∼ W denote
the condition that V ∪W is an interval. Axiom TA3 induces the following equation.
Equation 7.19 V ∼ W :→ (∫v∈V P (v) + ∫v∈W P (v)) = V ∼ W :→ ∫v∈V ∪W P (v).
Equation 7.19 is not always sufficient to reduce double terms. Namely, the equality∫
v<b
a(v) · p+
∫
φ
a(v) · q =
∫
v≤b
a(v) · p+
∫
φ
a(v) · q
with v 6∈ var(b), is sound if φ[b/v] = tt and p[b/v] ↔ q[b/v]. However, this equation
cannot be deduced from Equation 7.19, because p and q need not be of the same
form. We introduce an extra equation to deal with this example.
In the reduction to normal form, this equation is only needed in case p[b/v]
and q[b/v] are of the same form, which can be expressed by a condition as follows.
Consider a term σ(p). Reduce its bounds to normal form, using the axioms from
BA, and replace subterms of the form
∫
v=b a(v) ·p′ by
∫
v=b a(v) ·p′[b/v]. The resulting
process term will be denoted by σ(p)∗. For p, q terms, let ψ(p, q) denote a condition
such that σ ∈ [ψ(p, q)] if and only if σ(p)∗ =AC σ(q)∗. Note that such a condition
exists.
For p, q terms and b a bound with v 6∈ var(b), the first example can be reduced
by the following equation.
Equation 7.20 φ[b/v] ∧ ψ(p[b/v], q[b/v]) :→ (∫v<b a(v) · p+ ∫φ a(v) · q)
= φ[b/v] ∧ ψ(p[b/v], q[b/v]) :→ (∫v≤b a(v) · p+ ∫φ a(v) · q).
We also have a symmetric version of this equation, in order to reduce the process
term
∫
b<v a(v) · p+
∫
φ a(v) · q. We have two more symmetric equations to deal with
the term
∫
b0<v<b1
a(v) · p + ∫φ a(v) · q. These equations can be deduced from TA3
and TC2,3 and Equation 7.18.
There is one more example which cannot be reduced neither by Equation 7.19
nor by Equation 7.20.∫
v=b a(v) · p +
∫
φ a(v) · q ↔
∫
φ a(v) · q
if φ[b/v] = tt and p ↔ q[b/v]. This second example can be reduced by the following
equation.
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Equation 7.21 φ[b/v] ∧ ψ(p, q[b/v]) :→ (∫v=b a(v) · p+ ∫φ a(v) · q)
= φ[b/v] ∧ ψ(p, q[b/v]) :→ ∫φ a(v) · q.
7.3.6 Construction of normal forms
We define an algorithm which reduces a basic term to a term which is called its
normal form. This normal form is of the form
∑
i(φi :→ pi), where {φi} is a partition
and the pi are basic terms. The algorithm uses the equations that have been deduced
in the previous sections. Some of these equations are of the form φ :→ p = φ :→ q.
In the algorithm, such equations are applied in the form p = (φ :→ q) + (¬φ :→ p).
We apply induction on depth. So suppose that we have already constructed
normal forms for basic terms of depth ≤ n, and let p be a basic term of depth n+1,
of the form
∑
i∈I
∫
φi
αi(v) · pi +
∑
j∈J
∫
φj
αj(v).
(In the basic induction step the sum over I is empty.) The pi have depth ≤ n,
so by induction we already have constructed their normal forms
∑
k∈Ki(φ
′
k :→ qk).
Replace the pi by their normal forms and apply the lifting equation to obtain
∑
(i,k)∈I×Ki
∫
φi∧φ′k
αi(v) · qk +
∑
j∈J
∫
φj
αj(v).
According to the refinement lemma, φi∧φ′k is equivalent to a condition ∨l∈Lkψl∧v ∈
Vl, and φj is equivalent to a condition ∨l∈Ljψl ∧ v ∈ Vl, where var(ψl) ∪ var(Vl) ⊆
var(p)\{v}, and the Vl are either open or of the form [b, b]. Using TC2, we can
reduce p to the form
∑
(i,k,l)∈I×Ki×Lk
(ψl :→
∫
v∈Vl
αi(v) · qk) +
∑
j∈J l∈Lj
(ψl :→
∫
v∈Vl
αj(v)).
Reduce the conditions ψl to a partition by means of Equation 7.14. Reduce the
bounds in the Vl to normal form, using the axioms in BA.
Next, we remove redundant variables. If a Vl is of the form [b, b] and v ∈ fvar(qk),
then apply Equation 7.18 to
∫
v∈Vl
ai(v) · qk. Reduce the bounds in qk[b/v] to normal
form again.
Next, we reduce deadlocks. We use the fact that the Vl are either open or of the
form [b, b].
- Reduce deadlocks
∫
v∈V δ(v) · q to the form
∫
v∈V δ(v).
- Apply TA7 and Equations 7.15 and 7.16 in order to reduce conditions in
deadlocks to either tt or ff or v ∈ [b, b].
- Reduce terms
∫
ff P (v) to
∫
ff δ(v).
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- Remove redundant deadlocks using TA4 and Equations 7.10 and 7.17.
Finally, we remove double terms. First apply Equation 7.20, and then Equations
7.19 and 7.21 to each pair
∫
v∈V a(v) · q +
∫
v∈W a(v) · q′ and
∫
v∈V a(v) +
∫
v∈W a(v).
The result is the normal form of p.
7.3.7 The main theorem
Since each term is equal to a basic term, it follows that each term is equal to a
normal form. Let p ∈ T cl have normal form Σi(φi :→ pi). The construction of
normal forms ensures that var(φi) ∪ fvar(pi) ⊆ fvar(p) = ∅. In particular, each φi
is equal to either tt or ff, so we can reduce the normal form of p to a time-closed
term by applying Equations 7.11 and 7.12.
We prove that bisimilar time-closed normal froms are equal modulo AC. First,
we formulate two lemmas which are needed in the proof of the main theorem.
Lemma 7.22 Let p and q be subterms of normal forms. If p[r/v]∗ =AC q[r/v]∗ for
infinitely many r ∈ Time0, then p =AC q.
The proof of this lemma, which is technical and straightforward, is presented in the
appendix.
Lemma 7.23 Let
∫
v∈V a(v) · p be a normal form. Then p[r/v]∗ is a normal form
for all r ∈ V ∩ Time0.
This lemma can be proved by showing that the construction to normal form reduces
p[t/v] to p[t/v]∗. It is left to the reader to check that this is indeed the case.
Theorem 7.24 If time-closed normal forms p and q are bisimilar, then p =AC q.
Proof. We apply induction on the depth of p and q. First, let
p =AC
∑
i∈I
∫
v∈Vi
αi(v), q =AC
∑
j∈J
∫
v∈Wj
α′j(v).
Fix an i ∈ I. First, let αi ∈ A. Then for t ∈ Vi we have p αi(t)−→ √. Since p ↔ q,
for each t ∈ Vi there is a j(t) ∈ J with t ∈ Wj(t) and αi = α′j(t). In the reduction
to normal form Equation 7.19 has been applied, so the intervals Wj(t) for t ∈ Vi
have been united to one interval. Hence, there is a unique j ∈ J with Vi ⊆ Wj
and αi = α
′
j. Similarly, for this j there is a unique i(j) ∈ I with Wj ⊆ Vi(j) and
α′j = αi(j). Since Vi ⊆ Wj ⊆ Vi(j) and αi = α′j = αi(j), Equation 7.19 yields i(j) = i,
so Vi and Wj coincide.
Next, let αi = δ. The adaptation of deadlocks in the reduction of normal forms
ensures that v ∈ Vi is of the form v < r or tt. Since Equation 7.17 has been applied in
the reduction to normal form, the ultimate delay of p is determined by the summand∫
v<r δ(v) or
∫
tt δ(v). Since p and q are bisimilar, it follows that q must contain this
same summand.
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Suppose that the theorem has been proved for depth ≤ n. Let
p =AC
∑
i∈I
∫
v∈Vi
ai(v) · pi + p′, q =AC
∑
j∈J
∫
v∈Wj
a′j(v) · qj + q′,
where the pi and qj have depth n and p
′ and q′ have depth ≤ n. Since p ↔ q, it
follows that p′ ↔ q′ and thus by the induction hypothesis p′ =AC q′.
Fix an i ∈ I. The terms p and q are bisimilar and are basic terms, so for each t ∈
Vi there is a j(t) ∈ J with t ∈ Wj(t) and ai = a′j(t) and tÀ pi[t/v] ↔ tÀ qj(t)[t/v].
Since normal forms are basic terms, which means that they have ascending time
stamps, it follows that pi[t/v] ↔ tÀ pi[t/v] ↔ tÀ qj(t)[t/v] ↔ qj(t)[t/v]
First, assume that Vi contains more than one point. Let J
′ ⊆ J be the collection
of j for which a′j = ai and qj =AC pi, and define WJ ′ := ∪j∈J ′Wj. We show that
Vi\WJ ′ is empty.
1. Vi\WJ ′ contains only a finite number of time numbers in Time0.
Suppose not. For each t ∈ Vi\WJ ′ we have j(t) 6∈ J ′, so then there is an
infinite subset R of (Vi\WJ ′) ∩ Time0 and a j0 ∈ J\J ′ such that j(r) = j0 for
all r ∈ R. Since pi[r/v] ↔ qj0 [r/v], the induction hypothesis together with
Lemma 7.23 yield pi[r/v]∗ =AC qj0 [r/v]∗ for r ∈ R. Since R is infinite, Lemma
7.22 implies pi =AC qj0 . Then j0 ∈ J ′, which is a contradiction.
2. Vi\WJ ′ does not contain time numbers in Time\Time0.
Suppose that Vi\WJ ′ does contain a time number t 6∈ Time0. Since Vi\WJ ′
consists of intervals that have bounds in Time0, apparently it contains the
time numbers in an interval 〈r, s〉 with r, s ∈ Time0 and r < t < s. Then the
time numbers (r+(n− 1)s)/n are distinct in 〈r, s〉 ∩Time0 for n = 1, 2, ..., so
Vi\WJ ′ contains infinitely many time numbers in Time0; contradiction.
3. Vi\WJ ′ is empty.
Suppose not, so there exists an r ∈ (Vi\WJ ′) ∩ Time0. Since this set is finite,
and since Vi contains more than one point, there is a j ∈ J ′ such that Wj
has lower bound or upper bound r. Since qj =AC pi and pi[r/v] ↔ qj(r)[r/v],
it follows that qj[r/v] ↔ qj(r)[r/v]. Then the induction hypothesis together
with Lemma 7.23 yield qj[r/v]∗ =AC qj(r)[r/v]∗. Since Equation 7.20 has been
applied to the pair
∫
v∈Wj(r)
ai(v) · qj(r) +
∫
v∈Wj
ai(v) · qj,
we have r ∈ Wj, which is a contradiction.
Hence, Vi\WJ ′ = ∅, or in other words, Vi ⊆ WJ ′ . Then Equation 7.19 implies that
there is a unique j ∈ J ′ with Vi ⊆ Wj.
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Similarly for this j there is an i(j) ∈ I with a′j = ai(j) and qj =AC pi(j) and
Wj ⊆ Vi(j). Since Equation 7.19 has been applied, it follows that i(j) = i. Hence,
Vi coincides with Wj.
Next, assume that Vi equals [t, t]. If Wj(t) contains more than one point, then we
have just proved that there is an i(t) ∈ I with ai(t) = a′j(t), and Vi(t) and Wj(t) coin-
cide, and pi(t) =AC qj(t). Since Vi(t) and Wj(t) coincide, it follows that t ∈ Vi(t). And
pi(t) =AC qj(t) together with pi[t/v]↔ qj(t)[t/v] implies that pi(t)[t/v]↔ pi[t/v]. Then
the induction hypothesis together with Lemma 7.23 give pi(t)[t/v]∗ =AC pi[t/v]∗.
Since Equation 7.21 has been applied to the pair
∫
v∈Vi(t)
ai(v) · pi(t) +
∫
v∈Vi
ai(v) · pi,
the term
∫
v∈Vi
ai(v) · pi should not be there at all. This is a contradiction, so it
follows that Wj(t) equals [t, t].
Since Equation 7.18 has been applied, pi =AC pi[t/v]∗ and qj(t) =AC qj(t)[t/v]∗.
Induction and Lemma 7.23 yield pi[t/v]∗ =AC qj(t)[t/v]∗, so pi =AC qj(t). 2
Corollary 7.25 The axiomatization of BPAδρI is complete for time-closed pro-
cesses modulo bisimulation equivalence.
Proof. Let p, q ∈ T cl be bisimilar. Each step in the reduction to normal form can
be deduced from the axioms, so p = p ↓ and q = q ↓. Then p ↓ ↔ p ↔ q ↔ q ↓, so
Theorem 7.24 yields p↓ =AC q↓. Hence p = q. 2
Corollary 7.26 Bisimulation equivalence between time-closed processes in BPAδρI
is decidable.
7.3.8 An example
The normal form of a process term can be much larger than the term itself. For
example, consider the term
∫
0<v<5
a(v) · (
∫
7−4v<w<5−v
b(w) +
∫
3<w< 17
6
+ 1
3
v
b(w)).
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Its normal form can be deduced from Figure 7.1. The lines that are drawn there
intersect for v ∈ { 1
2
, 2
3
, 25
26
, 1, 7
5
, 13
8
, 2, 5
2
, 3, 17
4
}. Thus we get the following normal form:
∫
0<v≤ 1
2
a(v) · δ(v) + ∫ 1
2
<v≤ 2
3
a(v) · ∫3<w< 17
6
+ 1
3
v b(w)
+
∫
2
3
<v≤ 25
26
a(v) · (∫3<w< 17
6
+ 1
3
v b(w) +
∫
7−4v<w<5−v b(w))
+
∫
25
26
<v≤1 a(v) ·
∫
3<w<5−v b(w) +
∫
1≤v≤ 7
5
a(v) · ∫7−4v<v<5−v b(w)
+
∫
7
5
≤v≤ 13
8
a(v) · ∫v<w<5−v b(w) + ∫ 13
8
≤v<2 a(v) ·
∫
v<w< 17
6
+ 1
3
v b(w)
+
∫
2≤v< 5
2
a(v) · (∫v<w<5−v b(w) + ∫3<w< 17
6
+ 1
3
v b(w))
+
∫
5
2
≤v≤3 a(v) ·
∫
3<w< 17
6
+ 1
3
v b(w) +
∫
3≤v< 17
4
a(v) · ∫v<w< 17
6
+ 1
3
v b(w)
+
∫
17
4
≤v<5 a(v) · δ(v).
W
 =
 5
 - 
VW
 =
 3
W
 =
 1
7 
/ 6
 +
 V
 / 
3
1
0
W
 =
 7
 - 
4 
V
V
-A
X
IS
W
-A
X
IS
Figure 7.1: Graphical description of a process term
7.4 Parallelism and Synchronization
We introduce parallelism, synchronization and encapsulation, resulting in the theory
ACPρI. We extend the syntax with the parallel merge ‖, and we add the auxiliary
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operators left merge and communication merge |, which allow the definition of ‖
in finitely many axioms. Moreover, we add the encapsulation operator ∂H .
Assume a commutative communication function | : A∪{δ}×A∪{δ} −→ A∪{δ}
which is commutative and associative and has δ as zero element. Communication
between timed actions can only take place if they happen simultaneously. So if
a|a′ = c, then
a(1)|a′(1) = c(1),
a(1)|a′(2) = δ(1).
In untimed ACP, a p = a · p. However, in the real-time setting this definition
would cause the process a(1)‖a′(2) to have a deadlock:
a(1)‖a′(2) = a(1) a′(2) + a′(2) a(1) = a(1) · a′(2) + a′(2) ·
∫
ff
δ(v).
In order to avoid such deadlocks, the definition of the left merge is adapted in such
a way that a process p q can only idle as long as both p and q can idle. So for
example:
a(1) a′(2) = a(1) · a′(2),
a′(2) a(1) = δ(1).
Note that this definition induces a(1)‖a′(2) = a(1) · a′(2).
For each subset H of A, the encapsulation operator ∂H is defined on A∪ {δ} by
∂H(α) = δ if α ∈ H ∪ {δ} and ∂H(a) = a if a ∈ A\H.
The constructs ‖ and and | and ∂H are added to the notion of a process term,
that is, the BNF grammar is extended with
p‖p | p p | p|p | ∂H(p).
The notions free variables and substitutions extend to these operators as expected.
7.4.1 Operational semantics for ACPρI
Table 7.5 contains the action rules for the operators ‖, |, and ∂H , taken from [13].
Once more, bounds may contain time numbers t from Time. The rules are within
the format of Bloom and Vaandrager, so bisimulation equivalence is a congruence
for the added operators as well.
Furthermore, ACPρI is a conservative extension of BPAρδI, which means that
the operational semantics of BPAρδI terms is not influenced by the extra action
rules for communication and encapsulation. This follows from the fact that the
action rules of BPAρδI are all source-dependent, and that the extra action rules of
ACPρI all have a new function symbol in the left-hand side of their conclusion. See
[10] for the definitions and a proof of this result.
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x
a(t)−→ x′ Ut(y)
x‖y a(t)−→ x′‖(tÀ y) y‖x a(t)−→ (tÀ y)‖x′ x y a(t)−→ x′‖(tÀ y)
x
a(t)−→ √ Ut(y)
x‖y a(t)−→ tÀ y y‖x a(t)−→ tÀ y x y a(t)−→ tÀ y
If a|a′ = c 6= δ, then
x
a(t)−→ x′ y a′(t)−→ y′
x‖y c(t)−→ x′‖y′ x|y c(t)−→ x′‖y′
x
a(t)−→ √ y a′(t)−→ √
x‖y c(t)−→ √ x|y c(t)−→ √
x
a(t)−→ √ y a′(t)−→ y′
x‖y c(t)−→ y′ y‖x c(t)−→ y′ x|y c(t)−→ y′ y|x c(t)−→ y′
x
a(t)−→ √ a 6∈ H
∂H(x)
a(t)−→ √
x
a(t)−→ x′ a 6∈ H
∂H(x)
a(t)−→ ∂H(x′)
Ut(x) Ut(y)
Ut(x‖y) Ut(x y) Ut(x|y)
Ut(x)
Ut(∂H(x))
Table 7.5: Additional action rules for ACPρI
7.4.2 Axioms for ACPρI
The axiomatization for ACPρI consists of the (old) axioms in Table 7.4, together
with the (new) axioms in Table 7.6. Some of these new axioms contain the construct
Ub(p), which represents a condition which results to true under a valuation σ if and
only if Uσ(b)(σ(p)). At the end of Table 7.6, three axioms U1-3 are added which
enable to reduce the construct Ub(p) to a condition of the form as defined in Section
7.2.1. Table 7.6 uses the abbreviation Uv(φ) for Uv(
∫
φ δ(v)).
In the sequel, p = q means that equality between these terms can be derived
from the equational theory of ACPρI. We extend our decidability result to ACPρI
by showing how to eliminate the new operators from the syntax, using these axioms.
Similarly as in Proposition 7.5 we can deduce that if two time-closed terms are
provably equal in the conditional axiom system, then they are bisimilar.
The following Proposition 7.27 says that the axioms of ACPρI are sufficient to
eliminate the communication and encapsulation operators from the syntax. Godske-
sen and Larsen [11] provided a rigorous proof that time dependencies are essential
in order to obtain such a theorem in a timed setting. (Aceto and Murphy [1] pro-
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CM1 x‖y = x y + y x+ x|y
TCM2 v 6∈ fvar(y) ∫φ α(v) y = ∫φ∧Uv(y) α(v) · y + ∫Uv(φ)∧Uv(y) δ(v)
TCM3 v 6∈ fvar(y) (∫φ α(v) · x) y = ∫φ∧Uv(y) α(v) · (x‖y) + ∫Uv(φ)∧Uv(y) δ(v)
CM4 (x+ y) z = x z + y z
TCF
∫
φ α(v)|
∫
ψ α
′(v) =
∫
φ∧ψ(α|α′)(v) +
∫
Uv(φ)∧Uv(ψ)
δ(v)
TCM5 (
∫
φ α(v) · x)|
∫
ψ α
′(v) =
∫
φ∧ψ(α|α′)(v) · x+
∫
Uv(φ)∧Uv(ψ)
δ(v)
TCM6
∫
φ α(v)|
∫
ψ α
′(v) · y = ∫φ∧ψ(α|α′)(v) · y + ∫Uv(φ)∧Uv(ψ) δ(v)
TCM7 (
∫
φ α(v) · x)|
∫
ψ α
′(v) · y = ∫φ∧ψ(α|α′)(v) · (x‖y)
+
∫
Uv(φ)∧Uv(ψ)
δ(v)
CM8 (x+ y)|z = x|z + y|z
CM9 x|(y + z) = x|y + x|z
TD1 ∂H(
∫
φ α(v)) =
∫
φ ∂H(α)(v)
TD2 ∂H(
∫
φ α(v) · x) =
∫
φ ∂H(α)(v) · ∂H(x)
D3 ∂H(x+ y) = ∂H(x) + ∂H(y)
U1 Ub(
∫
v∈V P (v)) = b < sup(V )
U2 Ub(x+ y) = Ub(x) ∨ Ub(y)
U3 Ub(φ :→ x) = φ ∧ Ub(x)
Table 7.6: Axioms for ACPρI
posed the notion of ‘ill-timed’ traces, in order to obtain an expansion theorem for
the merge in the absence of time dependencies.)
Proposition 7.27 For each ACPρI term p, there is a BPAδρI term p′ such that
p = p′.
Proof. Let p0 and p1 denote two BPAδρI terms. First, suppose that p is of the form
p0 p1. We show how to eliminate from this term, by induction on the sizes of p0
and p1. Previously, we have shown for terms that do not contain communication nor
encapsulation operators, that time shifts can be deleted. Hence, only the following
cases need to be considered.∫
φ α(v) p1 =
∫
φ∧Uv(p1)
α(v) · p1 + ∫Uv(φ)∧Uv(p1) δ(v) v 6∈ fvar(p1)
(
∫
φ α(v) · q) p1 =
∫
φ∧Uv(p1)
α(v) · (q‖p1) + ∫Uv(φ)∧Uv(p1) δ(v) v 6∈ fvar(p1)
(q + q′) p1 = q p1 + q
′ p1.
Similarly, we can delete | from p0|p1, using the TCM axioms from Table 7.6. Since
p0‖p1 = p0 p1 + p1 p0 + p0|p1, the case p0‖p1 reduces to the previous two cases.
Finally, the ∂H can be deleted from ∂H(p0) by means of the TD axioms.
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Next, we deal with the general case, where may p contain several communica-
tion and encapsulation operators. These operators can be deleted one by one, by
considering subterms of p of the form p0‖p1 or p0 p1 or p0|p1 or ∂H(p0). 2
In the previous section we have seen that by means of the axioms in Table
7.4 we can decide bisimulation equivalence between time-closed terms that do not
contain communication nor encapsulation operators. Together with Proposition
7.27, it follows that the equational theory of ACPρI decides bisimulation equivalence
between time-closed terms.
Corollary 7.28 The equational theory of ACPρI is complete for time-closed pro-
cesses modulo bisimulation equivalence.
Corollary 7.29 Bisimulation equivalence between time-closed processes in ACPρI
is decidable.
7.5 Related Work
Recently, many process algebras have been extended with some notion of time. Most
timed process algebras are based on relative time, in which the time stamp of an
action refers to the point in time when the previous action was executed. This
chapter focused on absolute time, which means that the time stamp of an action
a(t) refers to the start time of the entire process (time zero). A real time version of
ACP with relative time was proposed in [3], in which square brackets are used to
denote relative time; so a[1] · b[2] corresponds with the (absolute time) expression
a(1) · b(3). Without any complications our results can be translated to ACP with
relative time
We consider timed process algebras with a notion of integration and time depen-
dencies. For example, we do not consider the work of Holmer, Larsen and Wang [12]
on decidability in real time CCS, because their algebra does not incorporate time
dependencies.
7.5.1 Timed CCS
Wang [23] introduced the construct a@v.p, which executes a at some time t, after
which it evolves into p[t/v]. His calculus is based on relative time, and unlike timed
ACP, consecutive actions can be executed at the same point in time. The construct
a@v.p is equivalent to the expression
∫
0≤v a[v] · p in BPA with relative time.
Chen [7] presented a generalization of Wang’s construct a@v.p, namely a(v)|b′b .p,
which executes a at some point in time t ∈ [b, b′], after which it evolves into p[t/v].
This construct is similar to the expression
∫
b≤v≤b′ a[v] · p in BPA with relative time.
The bounds b and b′ allow to express time dependencies.
Chen obtained a decidability result by introducing for every pair of processes
p, q a first order formula WC(p, q) which is the least condition such that p and q are
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bisimilar. Decidability follows from the decidability of the first order theory of the
underlying time domain, according to Tarski [21].
In [8], Chen introduced an axiom system with conditions. Derivations are relative
to some condition; if two process terms p, q, possibly containing free time variables,
are equal under the condition φ, then φ ` p = q. He shows that WC(p, q) can be
expressed by a condition, and thatWC(p, q) ` p = q is derivable, which induces that
his axiom system is effective. In Chen’s setting it is not possible to mix conditions
through the terms. In order to explain the difference with our axiomatization, we
rephrase axiom TC1 as a conditional proof rule:
φ ` x = y
tt ` ∫φ α(v) · x = ∫φ α(v) · y
A derivation starting from a term
∫
φ α(v) · x where φ is used ‘deep down’ in x, gives
rise to a proof tree, while in our setting derivations are always equational.
7.5.2 Timed automata
Alur and Dill [2] proposed an extension of Bu¨chi and Muller automata with time.
Transitions are supplied with time constraints on ‘clock variables’, and while exe-
cuting a transition, a clock can be set back to zero. A trace is accepted by a timed
automaton if its transitions are performed at times that all clocks satisfy their con-
straints. Furthermore, accepted traces have to satisfy required fairness constraints,
and Zeno behaviour is excluded from timed automata, i.e. traces are only accepted
if they progress beyond any moment in time. The fairness restrictions, the non-Zeno
requirement and the fact that only infinite traces are considered, are obstacles for the
translation between timed automata and real time ACP with recursion. However, if
these restrictions are discarded, then the classes of timed automata corresponds with
a subalgebra of real time ACP with recursion which allows an elimination theorem
for the merge, see Chapter 6.
Cˇera¯ns [5] introduced a more general notion of timed automata, which he calls
timed graphs. For example, in his setting edges of automata are painted a color, red
or black, which determines whether or not idling is allowed when the edge becomes
enabled. Cˇera¯ns proved that bisimulation equivalence is decidable for timed graphs.
This result is incomparable with ours, because his timed algebra is so different.
7.6 Appendix: Three Proofs
Refinement Lemma. Fix a time variable v. Each condition φ is equal to a
condition of the form ∨i(φi ∧ φ′i), where
- var(φi) ⊆ var(φ)\{v},
- φ′i is of the form v = b or v < b or b < v or b < v < b
′, with var(b + b′) ⊆
var(φ)\{v}.
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Proof sketch. First, rewrite φ to a condition of the form ∨iψi, with each ψi of the
form ∧j(bj < b′j) ∧ ∧k (ck = c′k). Reduce the bounds in ψi to normal form, i.e. to the
form r1 · v1 + ...+ rl · vl+ s. In each (in)equality, collect factors r · v at one side, and
collect the remaining summands of the bounds on the other side, such that either v
is deleted from the (in)equality, or it takes the form r · v = b or r · v < b, with r 6= 0
and v 6∈ var(b). In the latter case, replace the (in)equality by v = (1/r) · b or by
v < (1/r) · b if r > 0 or by (1/r) · b < v if r < 0. Thus we can reduce each ψi to an
equivalent condition ψ′i of the form
ψ ∧ ∧
j∈J
bj < v ∧
∧
k∈K
v < ck ∧
∧
l∈L
v = dl
where v does not occur in ψ, bj, ck, dl. We show that such a ψ
′
i is equivalent to a
condition of the form ∨j(φ′j ∧ v ∈ Vj), with v 6∈ var(φ′j) ∪ var(Vj).
First, suppose L 6= ∅. Fix an l0 ∈ L and put d = dl0 . The following condition is
equivalent to ψ′i.
(ψ ∧ ∧
j∈J
bj < d ∧
∧
k∈K
d < ck ∧
∧
l∈L
d = dl) ∧ v = d.
So we may assume L = ∅. If J 6= ∅ and K 6= ∅, then the following condition is
equivalent to ψ′i.∨
(j,k)∈J×K
(ψ ∧ ∧
j′∈J
bj′ ≤ bj ∧
∧
k′∈K
ck ≤ ck′ ∧ bj < v < ck).
Similarly, we can find suitable conditions equivalent to ψ ′i if J or K is empty. 2
Completeness of CA. If [φ] = [φ′], then φ = φ′.
Proof sketch. We apply induction on the number of variables that occur in φ and
φ′. If this number is zero, then the proposition is trivial, since then both φ and φ′
reduce to either tt or ff. So assume that we have proved the case for n variables,
and let φ and φ′ contain n+ 1 variables. Fix a variable v that occurs in φ or in φ′.
According to the refinement lemma, we have
φ =
∨
i
ψi ∧ (v ∈ Vi1 ∨ ... ∨ v ∈ Vimi) φ′ =
∨
i
ψi ∧ (v ∈ Wi1 ∨ ... ∨ v ∈ Wini)
where v does not occur in the ψi, Vij, Wij, and {ψi} is a partition. Furthermore,
ensure that under condition ψi both the Vij and the Wij are pairwise disjoint and
non-empty. Moreover, ensure that if σ ∈ [ψi], then the elements in σ(Vij) and in
σ(Wij) are smaller than the elements in σ(Vij+1) and in σ(Wij+1) respectively.
Consider a ψi, and suppose that σ ∈ [ψi]. Since σ(φ) = σ(φ′), and since {ψi} is a
partition, it follows that σ(v ∈ Vi1∨ ...∨v ∈ Vimi) = σ(v ∈Wi1∨ ...∨v ∈Wini). The
σ(Vij) and the σ(Wij) are pairwise disjoint and of increasing order, so mi = ni and
σ(Vij) = σ(Wij) for all j. So if Vij has lower bound bj and upper bound b
′
j, and let
Wij have lower bound cj and upper bound c
′
j, then σ(ψi∧ bj = cj ∧ b′j = c′j) = σ(ψi).
This equality holds as well if σ(ψi) results to false, so the induction hypothesis yields
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(ψi ∧ bj = cj ∧ b′j = c′j) = ψi. Hence, ψi ∧ v ∈ Vij = ψi ∧ v ∈ Wij. This holds for
all i and j, so
∨
i
ψi ∧ (v ∈ Vi1 ∨ ... ∨ v ∈ Vimi) =
∨
i
ψi ∧ (v ∈ Wi1 ∨ ... ∨ v ∈ Wini). 2
Lemma 7.22. Let p and q be subterms of normal forms. If p[r/v]∗ =AC q[r/v]∗ for
infinitely many r ∈ Time0, then p =AC q.
Proof. For a bound b, let b ↓ be its normal form. Note that if b0 ↓6=AC b1 ↓, then
there is at most one r ∈ Time0 such that b0[r/v] ↓ =AC b1[r/v] ↓. Let /b0, b1. ↓
denote /b0 ↓, b1 ↓ ..
We use induction on the depth of p and q. Let
p =AC
∑
i
∫
w∈Vi
ai(w) · pi +
∑
j
∫
w∈Wj
αj(w),
q =AC
∑
k
∫
w∈V ′
k
a′k(w) · qk +
∑
l
∫
w∈W ′
l
α′l(w).
Assume that p 6=AC q; we show that p[r/v]∗ =AC q[r/v]∗ for only finitely many
r ∈ Time0. We distinguish two cases.
1. There is a j such that for all l we have
∫
w∈Wj
αj(w) 6=AC ∫w∈W ′
l
α′l(w).
Fix an l. If αj 6= α′l, then clearly
∫
w∈Wj [r/v]↓
αj(w) 6=AC ∫w∈W ′
l
[r/v]↓ α
′
l(w) for all
r.
So assume that αj = α
′
l. Then Wj 6=AC W ′l , so there is no more than one
r ∈ Time0 such that Wj[r/v]↓=AC W ′l [r/v]↓.
It follows that the set {r ∈ Time | p[r/v]∗ =AC q[r/v]∗} is smaller or equal to
the number of l’s (and thus finite).
2. There is an i such that for all k we have
∫
w∈Vi
ai(w) · pi 6=AC ∫w∈V ′
k
a′k(w) · qk.
Fix a k with ai = a
′
k. If Vi 6=AC V ′k , then it follows as in 1 that there is no
more than one r such that
(
∫
w∈Vi
ai(w) · pi)[r/v]∗ =AC (
∫
w∈V ′
k
a′k(w) · qk)[r/v] ∗ .
So assume that pi 6=AC qk. Then by the induction hypothesis there is only a
finite number of r such that pi[r/v]∗ =AC qk[r/v]∗. Furthermore, if Vi or V ′k is
not of the form [b, b], then there is no more than one r such that Vi[r/v] ↓ or
V ′k [r/v]↓ does have this form respectively.
It follows that {r ∈ V ∩ Time0 | p[r/v]∗ =AC q[r/v]∗} is finite. 2
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8Complete Axioms for Timed Regular
Processes with Silent Steps
Wan Fokkink
First, we consider BPAδ with recursion, extended with relative time. It is
proved that the axioms for BPAδ with time, together with two standard
axioms for (untimed) recursion, are complete for regular processes modulo
bisimulation.
Next, the syntax is extended with the silent step τ , and a timed version of
branching bisimulation is defined. We add one axiom for the silent step to
the axiom system, and prove that this axiomatization is complete for regular
processes modulo timed branching bisimulation.
8.1 Introduction
Over the years, process algebras such as CCS, CSP and ACP have been extended
with a notion of time. This chapter is based on the approach of Baeten and Bergstra
[2], which extends ACP with real time.
The first part of this chapter considers BPAδr, which denotes Basic Process
Algebra with deadlock and relative time. Terms are constructed from timed atoms
α[r], the alternative composition x+y and the sequential composition x·y. Processes
are considered in relative time, i.e. a timed action a[r] executes action a exactly r
time units after the previous action has been executed. In this chapter, the algebra
BPAδr is extended with a notion of recursion.
We consider the two axioms R1,2 for regular processes from Bergstra and Klop
[5]. In that paper it is proved that R1,2 together with the standard axioms for
BPAδ are complete for the algebra of (untimed) regular processes modulo strong
bisimulation. In this chapter, we prove that R1,2 together with the standard axioms
for the algebra BPAδr are complete for the algebra of timed regular processes. This
completeness result is obtained by means of an algorithm which reduces bisimilar
terms to the same normal form.
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Milner [15] derived completeness of an axiomatization for regular behaviours in
the untimed case, with respect to strong bisimulation. Chen [7] deduced a similar
result for his extension of CCS with real time. Aceto and Jeffrey [1], deduced a
similar result for the regular subcalculus of Wang Yi’s timed CCS [20, 11]. Their
setting incorporates abstraction in the setting of strong bisimulation.
Next, we extend the syntax with the silent step τ . The semantics for abstraction
is based on the untimed branching bisimulation of van Glabbeek and Weijland [9].
This equivalence preserves the branching structure of processes; a τ -transition is
silent if and only if it does not lose possible behaviours. Klusener [12] introduced
a timed version of branching bisimulation. Again, τ [r]-transitions may be omitted
under the condition that they do not lose possible behaviours. However, this same
intuition in the timed setting gives rise to quite a different mathematical interpre-
tation than in the untimed case. As always, the definition of bisimulation with
abstraction in the setting of time becomes deplorably complicated, cf weak bisimu-
lation in [17, 6, 18, 10]. However, its axiomatization is crystal clear. In our setting,
one simple axiom from Klusener [14] is sufficient to describe equivalences that in-
volve abstraction. Hence, performing calculations in the algebra is quite feasible, in
spite of the complicated definition of its semantics.
We deduce a completeness result for our algebra of timed regular processes with
abstraction. Milner [16] and Bergstra and Klop [5] have deduced similar results for
the untimed case. In that last paper, no less than three extra axioms were needed
to deal with complications regarding recursion in the presence of abstraction. This
is mainly due to the fact that τ is not a ‘guard’ for recursion; the recursive equation
X = τ · X has infinitely many solutions τ · p for X. However, this complication
disappears in the presence of time; the recursive equation X = τ [r] · X has only
one solution τ [r] · δ[∞] for X. A similar observation was already made by Reed and
Roscoe [19], in a setting of timed CSP with topological models. As a consequence
of this phenomenon, no extra axioms are needed for recursion in the timed setting.
To obtain a complete axiomatization, we only have to add the characterizing axiom
for abstraction to the axiom system.
To cut down notational overhead as much as possible, we leave out the com-
munication operators and the encapsulation operator from ACP. Although these
operators are important for the expressive power of the formalism, they are not
essential for presenting the main ideas of this paper. A straightforward collection
of axioms from [2], together with axioms R1,2, suffice to eliminate these operators
from the syntax, see [8].1
Acknowledgements. Steven Klusener and Frits Vaandrager provided helpful com-
ments.
1For this elimination result it is essential that our time domain consists of the rationals, instead
of the reals. For example, if X = a[1] ·X and Y = b[√2] · Y , then the merge cannot be eliminated
from X‖Y .
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8.2 Timed Regular Processes
We study the formalism BPAδr, which stands for Basic Process Algebra with dead-
lock, extended with relative time. We assume an alphabet A of atomic actions,
together with the special constant δ to represent deadlock. In the sequel, a and
α denote elements of A and A ∪ {δ} respectively. A timed action is of the form
α[r] with r ∈ Q ∪ {∞}. Here, ∞ denotes a special time element ‘infinity’ that is
greater than any rational. Moreover, we assume the binary operators alternative
composition + and sequential composition ·.
The timed deadlock δ[r] can only idle until time r. For example, the process
a[1]+ δ[2] can either execute the a at time 1 or idle until time 2. On the other hand,
the process a[1] + δ[1] will always execute the a at time 1.
8.2.1 Recursion
A recursive specification E is a finite set of equations {Xi = ti| i = 1, ..., n}, where
the Xi are recursion variables, and the ti are process terms constructed from timed
actions, the alternative composition, the sequential composition and the variables
Xj for j = 1, ..., n.
A solution of the recursive specification E, in a certain model of BPAδr, is a
collection of processes {pi| i = 1, ..., n} such that the equations Xi = ti become true
(in the model) if the pi are substituted for the Xi.
The syntactic construct 〈X|E〉 denotes a solution of X with respect to E. It can
be regarded as some kind of variable, ranging over the collection of solutions of X.
By abuse of notation 〈X|E〉 is often abbreviated by X.
In the sequel, we only consider linear recursive specifications, which consist of
equations of the form
X =
∑
i
αi[ri] · Yi +
∑
j
βj[sj].
8.2.2 Operational semantics
Table 8.1 contains the action rules that define the operational semantics for BPAδr
with recursion. This operational semantics, taken from [13], does not yield any
idle transitions; a process a[r] only executes the a at time r. A similar operational
semantics can be found in [11].
Processes are considered in relative time. This means that an action a[r] executes
a exactly r time units after the previous action has been executed. For example, the
process a[1] · b[2] first executes a at time 1, and then b at (absolute) time 3. Note
that time starts at zero and never reaches infinity, so actions a[r] with r ≤ 0 and
r =∞ do not display any behaviour.
The expression E in the two action rules for recursion represents a linear recursive
specification. Moreover, 〈t1|E〉 denotes t1 with occurrences of variables Xi replaced
by 〈Xi|E〉.
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a[r]
a[r]−→ √ if 0 < r <∞
x
a[r]−→ √
x+ y
a[r]−→ √ a[r]←− y + x
x
a[r]−→ x′
x+ y
a[r]−→ x′ a[r]←− y + x
x
a[r]−→ √
x · y a[r]−→ y
x
a[r]−→ x′
x · y a[r]−→ x′ · y
〈t1|E〉 a[r]−→ √
〈X1|E〉 a[r]−→ √
〈t1|E〉 a[r]−→ y
〈X1|E〉 a[r]−→ y
Table 8.1: Action rules for BPAδr
8.2.3 Strong bisimulation
The ultimate delay U(p) is the latest moment in time up to which process p can idle
without executing an initial action. It is defined inductively as follows:
U(α[r]) = max{r, 0}
U(p+ q) = max{U(p), U(q)}
U(p · q) = U(p)
U(〈Xi|E〉) = U(〈ti|E〉).
U(p) enables to distinguish processes that only differ in their deadlock behaviour,
such as a[1] + δ[1] and a[1] + δ[2].
Definition 8.1 Two process expressions p0, q0 are (strongly) bisimilar, notation
p0 ↔ q0, if there exists a symmetric, binary bisimulation relation B on processes
such that
1. p0Bq0.
2. If p
a[r]−→ p′ and pBq, then q a[r]−→ q′ for some process q′ with p′Bq′.
3. If p
a[r]−→ √ and pBq, then q a[r]−→ √.
4. If pBq, then U(p) = U(q).
8.2.4 Regular processes
As a model for BPAδr with recursion we take the collection R of regular process
terms, modulo bisimulation. Regular terms are constructed from the timed actions,
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expressions 〈X|E〉 with E a linear recursive specification, and the alternative and
the sequential composition. Process terms in R are considered modulo bisimulation
equivalence.
The terminology ‘regular’ is justified by the following observation. For each pro-
cess p, let Trans(p) be the smallest collections of transitions such that the following
statements are true, where r ranges over Q>0.
p ↔ p+ a[r] · q =⇒ (p, a[r], q) ∈ Trans(p),
p ↔ p+ a[r] =⇒ (p, a[r]) ∈ Trans(p),
(p, a[r], q) ∈ Trans(p) =⇒ Trans(q) ⊆ Trans(p).
For each p ∈ R the collection Trans(p) is finite, if bisimilar terms are identified (cf
[4] for the untimed case).
8.2.5 An axiom system
Strong bisimulation is a congruence on R, which means that if p ↔ p′ and q ↔ q′,
then p+ q ↔ p′+ q′ and p · q ↔ p′ · q′. This property follows from the path format of
Baeten and Verhoef [3]. They proved that if a collection of transition rules is within
this format, then the strong bisimulation equivalence it induces on the algebra of
closed terms is always a congruence. We can extend our operational semantics with
rules that define predicates U(p) = r for r ∈ Q>0 ∪ {∞}. Our extended operational
semantics fits the path format, and Definition 8.1 yields exactly the definition for
strong bisimulation in the setting with the ultimate delay predicates.
Table 8.2 contains an axiom system for BPAδr with recursion. Axioms A1-5
are the standard axioms from BPA, and the axioms TA6-9 are taken from [13]. In
that paper it is proved that the axioms constitute a complete proof system for the
model of closed terms (i.e. process terms not containing recursion variables) modulo
bisimulation. Finally, the axioms R1,2 for recursion stem from [5]. R1 induces
equalities like 〈X|X = a[r] ·X〉 = a[r] · 〈X|X = a[r] ·X〉, and R2 (or the Recursive
Specification Principle) says that each linear recursive specification has only one
solution. In both axioms, E denotes a linear recursive specification of the form
{Xi = ti| i = 1, ..., n}.
8.2.6 Completeness
Consider the model R. It is easy to see that the axioms A1-5 and TA6-9 and R1
are sound with respect to bisimulation. A detailed proof of the soundness of R2 can
be found in [8]. We now prove that these axioms together constitute a complete
axiomatization for R. Namely, we shall present a strategy to reduce each solution of
a linear specification to normal form, by means of the axioms. Next, we shall show
that if two normal forms are bisimilar, then they are syntactically equal modulo
α-conversion (i.e. modulo renaming of variables). This proves completeness.
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A1 x+ y = y + x
A2 (x+ y) + z = x+ (y + z)
A3 x+ x = x
A4 (x+ y) · z = x · z + y · z
A5 (x · y) · z = x · (y · z)
TA6 s ≤ r =⇒ α[r] + δ[s] = α[r]
TA7 δ[r] · x = δ[r]
TA8 r ≤ 0 =⇒ α[r] = δ[0]
TA9 a[∞] = δ[∞]
R1 pi = 〈Xi|E〉 i = 1, ..., n =⇒ p1 = t1[p1/X1, ..., pn/Xn]
R2 pi = ti[p1/X1, ..., pn/Xn] i = 1, ..., n =⇒ p1 = 〈X1|E〉
Table 8.2: Axioms for timed regular processes
Let E = {Xi = ti| i = 1, ..., n} be a linear specification. In order to reduce the
process 〈X1|E〉 to normal form, we reduce E in several steps.
Step 1: Removal of redundant deadlocks
- First, replace each expression in ti of the form α[r] with r ≤ 0 by δ[0] and each
expression of the form a[∞] by δ[∞].
- Next, replace each expression in ti of the form δ[r] ·X by δ[r].
- Finally, remove each expression δ[r] from ti for which there is an expression
a[s] ·X or α[s] in ti with r ≤ s.
Step 2: Identification of bisimilar variables
If 〈Xj|E〉 ↔ 〈Xk|E〉 with j < k, then rename Xk in the ti into Xj.
Step 3: Removal of double edges
If an expression a[r] or a[r] · Xj occurs in ti more than once, then remove all but
one of the occurrences of this expression in ti.
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Step 4: Removal of redundant variables
Let the collection dep(X1) of variables in E that occur in the ‘dependency graph’ of
X1 be defined as follows:
X1 ∈ dep(X1),
Xi ∈ dep(X1) and Xj occurs in ti =⇒ Xj ∈ dep(X1).
If Xj 6∈ dep(X1), then remove the equation Xj = tj from E.
Thus we have constructed the normal form of 〈X1|E〉. Step 1 is provable from
R1,2 and TA6-9, Step 3 from R1,2 plus A3, and Step 4 from R1,2. We show that
Step 2 can be proved from R1,2+A3. Let E˜ be the specification that results after
identifying bisimilar variables in E. Let Xi(j) denote the bisimilar variable that has
been substituted for Xj in E˜, for j = 1, ..., n.
Proposition 8.2 R1, 2 + A3 ` 〈X1|E〉 = 〈X1|E˜〉.
Proof. Let Tj denote the process tj[〈Xi(1)|E˜〉/X1, ..., 〈Xi(n)|E˜〉/Xn]. It is easy to see
that 〈Xj|E〉 ↔ Tj for j = 1, ..., n. Since 〈Xj|E〉 ↔ 〈Xi(j)|E〉, this implies Tj ↔ Ti(j)
for j = 1, ..., n.
So if Tj has a subterm a[r] · 〈Xk|E˜〉, then Ti(j) has a subterm a[r] · 〈Xl|E˜〉 with
〈Xk|E˜〉 ↔ 〈Xl|E˜〉. Bisimilar variables have been identified in E˜, so k = l. By
the same argument, each subterm a[r] · 〈Xk|E˜〉 of Ti(j) is also a subterm of Tj.
Similarly, Tj has a subterm a[r] if and only if Ti(j) has a subterm a[r]. Finally, since
U(Tj) = U(Ti(j)), Step 1 in the reduction to normal form ensures that Tj has a
subterm δ[r] if and only if Ti(j) has a subterm δ[r]. Thus A3 ` Tj = Ti(j).
Then 〈Xi(j)|E˜〉 R1= Ti(j) A3= Tj. This holds for all j, so 〈Xi(1)|E˜〉, ..., 〈Xi(n)|E˜〉 is
a solution for E. Then R2 implies 〈Xj|E〉 = 〈Xi(j)|E˜〉 for j = 1, ..., n. 2
The next theorem implies that A1-5+TA6-9+R1,2 constitutes a complete ax-
iomatization for regular processes modulo strong bisimulation.
Theorem 8.3 If two normal forms 〈X1|E〉 and 〈Y1|E ′〉 are bisimilar, then they are
syntactically equivalent modulo α-conversion.
Proof. Let
E = {Xi = ti| i = 1, ...,m},
E ′ = {Yj = sj| j = 1, ..., n}.
We construct inductively a mapping φ from the variables of E to the variables of
E ′, such that 〈Xi|E〉 ↔ 〈φ(Xi)|E ′〉 for each i, and if φ(Xi) = Yj, then φ ◦ ti yields
sj.
Put φ(X1) = Y1. Now suppose that we have defined φ(Xi) = Yj for some i. Let
ti =
∑
k
ak[rk] ·Xik +
∑
l
αl[sl].
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Since 〈Xi|E〉 ↔ 〈Yj|E ′〉, sj has a subterm αl[sl] for each l, and a subterm ak[rk] ·Yjk
with 〈Xik |E〉 ↔ 〈Yjk |E ′〉 for each k.
If φ(Xik) has already been defined, then 〈φ(Xik)|E ′〉 ↔ 〈Xik |E〉 ↔ 〈Yjk |E ′〉 by
induction. Since bisimilar variables have been identified in Step 2, it follows that
φ(Xik) = Yjk . If φ(Xik) has not yet been defined, then put φ(Xik) = Yjk .
In Step 3 double edges have been removed, so subterms αl[sl] and ak[rk] · Xik
and ak[rk] · Yjk occur in ti and sj only once. Hence, φ ◦ ti yields sj.
By Step 4 each variable is in the dependency graph of X1, so in the end φ is
defined for all variables in E. It is easy to see that φ is bijective, since by a symmetric
construction one can define its inverse. 2
Corollary 8.4 A1-5+TA6-9+R1,2 form a complete axiomatization for R modulo
strong bisimulation.
8.3 Abstraction
The previous section treated the model R modulo strong bisimulation. In this
section we extend the syntax with the special constant τ , and we consider the model
Rτ , where processes are considered modulo rooted branching bisimulation.
8.3.1 The time shift
In order to define branching bisimulation, we need the time shift operator (r)p, which
takes a rational r and a process term p. The process (r)p denotes the behaviour of
p that is shifted forward r units in time. Its operational semantics and axioms are
given in Table 8.3. We extend the syntax with this construct. It is easy to see that,
using axioms TS1-4, the time shift can be eliminated from all process terms.
x
a[r]−→ √ r + s > 0
(s)x
a[r+s]−→ √
x
a[r]−→ x′ r + s > 0
(s)x
a[r+s]−→ x′
TS1 s > 0 =⇒ (r)α[s] = α[r + s]
TS2 (r)δ[0] = δ[r]
TS3 (r)(x+ y) = (r)x+ (r)y
TS4 (r)(x · y) = (r)x · y
Table 8.3: Action rules and axioms for the time shift
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8.3.2 Branching bisimulation
We add the silent step τ to the alphabet. In the sequel, a and α will represent
elements from A ∪ {τ} and A ∪ {δ, τ} respectively. The operational semantics still
consists of the action rules from Table 8.1. Only, the definition of strong bisimulation
is adapted to that of branching bisimulation from [14].
In untimed branching bisimulation, a τ -transition is invisible if it does not lose
possible behaviours, or in other words, τp+ q is equivalent to p if q is semantically
included in p. The same intuition is used to define timed branching bisimulation. In
timed branching bisimulation a transition p
τ [r]−→ p′ may be matched with the passing
of time in q if U(q) > r and p′ ↔b (−r)q. Because this implies that executing the
τ [r]-transition in p and idling beyond r in q result in equivalent behaviours. However,
this same intuition gives rise to a mathematical interpretation that is quite different
from the untimed case. This is shown by the following examples.
Example 8.5 In the untimed setting, τ(a+ b) + a ↔b a+ b. However,
τ [1] · (a[1] + b[1]) + a[2] 6↔b a[2] + b[2].
Not executing the τ at 1 in the process on the left means a decision that the a, and
not the b, will be executed at 2.
Example 8.6 In the untimed setting, τa+ b 6↔b a+ τb. However,
τ [1] · a[1] + b[2] ↔b a[2] + τ [1] · b[1].
In both processes it is decided at time 1 whether the a or the b will be executed at 2.
In the definition of timed branching bisimulation, we need an auxiliary definition.
Suppose that two processes p and q are branching bisimilar, and that p can execute
an a-action. Unlike strong bisimulation, it may not be the case that q can execute
the same initial a-action. Possibly, q will first execute a number of τ -actions, which
can all be matched with idling in p. Finally, the resulting state q ′ can execute the
a-action. We say that q ⇒ q′ is equivalent with p.
Definition 8.7 Let B be a binary relation on processes. For p a process and r ≥ 0,
we inductively define the relation ‘q ⇒r q′ B-equivalent with p’.
1. If U(q) ≥ r, and (−t)pB(−t)q for 0 ≤ t ≤ r, then q ⇒r (−r)q B-equivalent
with p.
2. If q
τ [s]−→ q′, and (−t)pB(−t)q for 0 ≤ t < s, and q′ ⇒r−s q′′ B-equivalent with
(−s)p, then q ⇒r q′′ B-equivalent with p.
Definition 8.8 Two process terms p0 and q0 are branching bisimilar, denoted by
p0 ↔b q0, if there exists a symmetric binary relation B on processes such that
1. p0Bq0.
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2. If pBq and p a[r]−→ p′, then q ⇒s q′ B-equivalent with p for some s < r, such
that
- either q′
a[r−s]−→ q′′ with p′Bq′′,
- or a = τ and U(p′) > 0 and p′B(s− r)q′.
3. If pBq and p a[r]−→ √, then q ⇒s q′ B-equivalent with p such that q′ a[r−s]−→ √.
4. If pBq and U(p) > r, then q ⇒r q′ B-equivalent with p.
Branching bisimulation is not a congruence. For example, a[2]↔b τ [1] ·a[1], but
a[2] + b[2] 6↔b τ [1] · a[1] + b[2]. We need a rootedness condition.
Definition 8.9 Two process terms p and q are rooted branching bisimilar, denoted
by p ↔rb q, if
1. p
a[r]−→ p′ if and only if q a[r]−→ q′ with p′ ↔b q′.
2. p
a[r]−→ √ if and only if q a[r]−→ √.
Rooted branching bisimulation is a congruence on Rτ .
8.3.3 One axiom for abstraction
Using the intuition for branching bisimulation, we can express rooted branching
bisimulation equivalence in one axiom TT, from [14]. Surprisingly, we obtain a
complete axiomatization for Rτ by adding only this axiom to the axiom system.
TT U(x) ≤ r ∧ U(y) > 0 =⇒ a[s] · (x+ τ [r] · y) = a[s] · (x+ (r)y)
8.3.4 Completeness
Consider the model Rτ . As before, we can deduce that the axioms A1-5 and TA6-9
and R1,2 and TT and TS1-4 are sound with respect to rooted branching bisimula-
tion. This section is devoted to proving that these axioms are complete.
We reduce each solution of a linear specification to a normal form and show
that if two normal forms are bisimilar, then they are syntactically equivalent. Let
E = {Xi = ti| i = 1, ..., n} be a linear specification. We reduce 〈X1|E〉 to normal
form in several steps.
Step 1: Removal of redundant deadlocks
Replace expressions of the form α[r] with r ≤ 0 in ti by δ[0] and expressions of the
form a[∞] by δ[∞]. Next, replace expressions of the form δ[r] ·X by δ[r]. Finally,
remove expressions δ[r] from ti for which there is an expression a[s] ·X or α[s] in ti
with r ≤ s.
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Step 2: Root unwinding
Add an equation Xroot = t1 to E, where Xroot does not yet occur in E.
Step 3: Adding τ-steps
Consider the equation for a variable X 6= Xroot in E:
X =
∑
j
aj[rj] ·Xj +
∑
k
αk[sk].
Let t0 be the smallest time number that occurs in this equation. If there is an rj or
sk greater than t0, then replace this equation in E by the following two equations:
X =
∑
{j|rj=t0}
aj[t0] ·Xj +
∑
{k|sk=t0}
αk[t0] + τ [t0] · Y,
Y =
∑
{j|rj>t0}
aj[rj − t0] ·Xj +
∑
{k|sk>t0}
αk[sk − t0],
where Y is a variable that does not yet occur in E. Repeat this procedure until the
equations in E for variables unequal to Xroot have all become of the form
X =
∑
j
aj[r] ·Xj +
∑
k
αk[r].
Step 4: Identification of bisimilar variables
If 〈X|E〉 ↔b 〈X ′|E〉 with X 6= X ′ and X,X ′ 6= Xroot, then rename all occurrences
of X ′ at the right-hand side of equations from E into X.
Step 5: Removal of double edges
If an expression α[r] or a[r] ·X ′ occurs more than once at the right-hand side of an
equation in E, then remove all but one of these occurrences.
Step 6: Removal of τ-loops
If for a variable X 6= Xroot its equation in E is of the form X = τ [r] ·X, then replace
this equation in E by X = δ[∞].
Step 7: Removal of redundant τ-steps
Suppose that there is an equation of the form X = τ [r] ·X ′ in E with X 6= X ′, Xroot.
Let the equation for X ′ in E be of the form
X ′ =
∑
j
ak[s] ·Xj +
∑
k
αk[s].
Then replace the equation for X in E by
X =
∑
j
aj[s+ r] ·Xj +
∑
k
αk[s+ r].
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Step 8: Removal of redundant variables
If a variable X in E is not in dep(Xroot), then remove its equation from E.
Thus we have constructed the normal form 〈Xroot|E˜〉 of 〈X1|E〉. Step 1 can be proved
by R1,2+TA6-9, Steps 2 and 8 by R1,2, Steps 3, 6 and 7 by R1,2+TT+TS1-4, and
Step 5 by R1,2+A3. We show that Step 4 is provable. Let E˜ be the specification
that results after identifying bisimilar variables in E.
Proposition 8.10 R1, 2 + A3 + TT + TS1− 4 ` 〈Xroot|E〉 = 〈Xroot|E˜〉.
Proof. Let Q be the collection of positive rationals that occur as a time stamp in
E. Since Q is finite, and since it contains only rational numbers, there is a greatest
rational t0 such that t/t0 is a natural number for all t ∈ Q.
Let E˜ be the specification that results after identifying bisimilar variables in E.
We reduce the specifications E and E˜ as follows. Consider an equation
X =
∑
j
aj[r] ·Xj +
∑
k
αk[r],
with X 6= Xroot. If r =∞, then replace this equation by
X = τ [t0] ·X.
If t0 < r <∞, then replace it by the following two equations:
X = τ [t0] · Y,
Y =
∑
j
aj[r − t0] ·Xj +
∑
k
αk[r − t0].
where the variable Y does not yet occur in E nor in E˜. Repeat this procedure until
all equations in E and E˜ for variables unequal to Xroot have become of the form
X =
∑
j
aj[t0] ·Xj +
∑
k
αk[t0] or X =
∑
j
δ[0].
The resulting specifications are denoted by E∗ and E˜∗. It is easy to see that the
axioms TT+TS1-4 induce 〈Xroot|E〉 = 〈Xroot|E∗〉 and 〈Xroot|E˜〉 = 〈Xroot|E˜∗〉.
Since 〈Xroot|E〉 ↔rb 〈Xroot|E˜〉, it follows that 〈Xroot|E∗〉 ↔rb 〈Xroot|E˜∗〉. The
rooted branching bisimulation relation between 〈Xroot|E∗〉 and 〈Xroot|E˜∗〉 is a strong
bisimulation relation. Namely, the rootedness condition compels that initial transi-
tions 〈Xroot|E∗〉 a[r]−→ p are matched with initial transitions 〈Xroot|E˜∗〉 a[r]−→ q, and vice
versa. Moreover, the construction of E∗ and E˜∗ ensures that non-initial transitions
in the transitions systems of 〈Xroot|E∗〉 and 〈Xroot|E˜∗ have labels of the form a[t0],
so such transitions p
a[t0]−→ p′ in the one transition system are matched with transi-
tions q
a[t0]−→ q′ in the other. Hence, 〈Xroot|E∗〉 ↔ 〈Xroot|E˜∗〉. Then the completeness
result from the previous section yields 〈Xroot|E∗〉 = 〈Xroot|E˜∗〉, so finally
〈Xroot|E〉 = 〈Xroot|E∗〉 = 〈Xroot|E˜∗〉 = 〈Xroot|E˜〉. 2
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Theorem 8.11 If two normal forms 〈Xroot|E〉 and 〈Yroot|E ′〉 are rooted branching
bisimilar, then they are syntactically equivalent modulo α-conversion.
Proof. Similar to the proof of Theorem 8.3.
Corollary 8.12 A1-5+TA6-9+TT+TS1-4+R1,2 is a complete axiomatization for
Rτ modulo rooted branching bisimulation.
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Samenvatting
Dit proefschrift omvat zeven artikelen op het gebied van de procesalgebra.
In de eerste twee hoofdstukken wordt de compleetheid bewezen van axiomati-
zeringen voor twee verschijningsvormen van iteratie. In Hoofdstuk 2 wordt aange-
toond dat basic CCS uitgebreid met prefix iteratie a∗x compleet geaxiomatizeerd is
door de vier standaardaxioma’s voor basic CCS tezamen met twee extra axioma’s:
a · a∗x+ x = a∗x
a∗(a∗x) = a∗x
Ruim een jaar geleden stelden Bergstra, Bethke en Ponse de vraag of BPA uitgebreid
met binaire iteratie x∗y compleet geaxiomatizeerd is door de vijf standaardaxioma’s
voor BPA tezamen met drie extra axioma’s:
x · x∗y + y = x∗y
x∗y · z = x∗(yz)
x∗(y · (x+ y)∗z + z) = (x+ y)∗z
In Hoofdstuk 3 wordt deze vraag bevestigend beantwoord.
Groote and Vaandrager definieerden het tyft/tyxt formaat voor transitieregels,
en zij toonden aan dat transitiesystemen voortgebracht door ‘well-founded’ tyft/tyxt
regels altijd een congruentie opleveren voor sterke bisimulatie. In Hoofdstuk 4 wordt
aangetoond dat de restrictie van well-foundedness overbodig is voor dit congru-
entieresultaat. Namelijk, het blijkt dat er voor iedere collectie transitieregels in
tyft/tyxt formaat een equivalente collectie transitieregels in het restrictievere tree-
formaat is. Tree-regels zijn well-founded, dus de congruentiestelling van Groote en
Vaandrager is van toepassing op dit formaat.
Een bekende stelling uit de unificatietheorie zegt dat iedere eindige, unificeer-
bare collectie vergelijkingen een idempotente, meest algemene unificator heeft. In
Hoofdstuk 5 wordt aangetoond dat deze stelling ook opgaat voor oneindige collecties
vergelijkingen.
Baeten and Bergstra hebben een uitbreiding van ACP gedefinieerd met ree¨le tijd
en integratie, waardoor het mogelijk is het gedrag van een proces af te laten hangen
van het tijdstip waarop een eerdere actie is uitgevoerd. De laatste drie hoofdstukken
nemen deze algebra onder de loep.
In Hoofdstuk 6 wordt aangetoond dat er een deelalgebra van de reguliere pro-
cessen in ACP met ree¨le tijd en recursie bestaat waarvoor de merge gee¨limineerd
kan worden. Deze deelalgebra is gelijk aan de klasse van automaten met tijd van
Alur and Dill.
In Hoofdstuk 7 wordt bewezen dat sterke bisimulatie beslisbaar is voor ACP met
ree¨le tijd en prefix integratie. Dit resultaat is gebaseerd op de axiomatizering voor
conditionele termen van Klusener.
Hoofdstuk 8 presenteert een complete axiomatizering voor BPAδτ met recursie
en tijd, maar zonder integratie, modulo branching bisimulatie.
